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Introduction
“My name is Jimmy Johnson,” says a boy at the start of each
of these three stories. The first, The Magic Baseball, solves
the riddle of how Don Larsen pitched a perfect game in the
1956 World Series... a baseball secret unknown until now!
The second story, The Russian Baseball, is about Jimmy
Johnson's grandfather, Jack Johnson. At the age of ten, Jack
finds himself in Czarist Russia, returning in 1914 with a gift
from the Tsarevitch Alexei that holds the key to the future of
Russia itself.
The Akagi Baseball is a story told by Jimmy Johnson's
father, John Johnson. How when he was in the Navy in
World War II, his ship rescued a young Japanese sailor –
who has his own tale to tell about baseball in Dai Nippon,
espionage, and the battle of Midway.
Each story has a 'what if' – what would have happened if –
if only Jimmy Johnson hadn't forgotten to – but I'm getting
ahead of myself! Read the stories and enjoy.

Jon Donahue
San Diego, November 2010
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"It's tough to make predictions,
especially about the future."
Yogi Berra

My name is Jimmy Johnson
When I was eight I did something that changed baseball
history. This is the first time I have ever told anyone about
what I did. See, when I was eight, it was 1956, and I guess I
can finally tell what happened, now that it's fifty years later.
What I'm going to tell you, some would say it's magic, but
you judge for yourself.
That summer, we moved to the country, to a little frame
house near the old steel mill. I missed my old neighborhood
in the city. When I started school that September, I went for
walks by myself because I didn't have any friends yet.
Up past the mill, the Delaware river ran wide and smooth,
under the large leafy green overhanging trees. Days were
still warm, and I walked along a path by the bank, pushing
through the end-of-summer brambles and branches. That's
where I first saw the mud man. He was an old man with
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white hair, crouched down by the water's edge, washing
something in the river.
"What are you doing?" I asked. I've been curious about
people all my life, which is mostly good, but now and then,
like that day when I was eight, I probably should've kept my
mouth shut.
"Washing baseballs," said the old man.
"Washing baseballs?" I laughed. "That's funny!"
Well, that was the wrongest thing he could've said, because I
knew a lot about baseball, even back when I was eight. So I
told him all about how I went to see the Senators play, when
we lived in Washington, and how it looked like the Yankees
and the Dodgers would be in the Series again in October.
"Shows what you know, kid," he said. "You don't know
much about baseball, do you?"
"And I really hate the Yankees," I said. "Even if they do have
the best team."
The old man nodded his head. They're good," he said. "Hard
to get past Whitey Ford and Mickey Mantle. You live around
here?"
"On the other side of the mill. We just moved in."
He looked at me, considering. "My name's Russell
Blackburne. They call me ‘Lena’. You want a real job for
two weeks?" he asked. "I've got a whole lot of baseballs to
fix up fast. You get twenty-five cents a day, show up here
after school, work 'til about five."
A real job! "What do I have to do?" I asked.
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"Same thing I do," he said. "You take a brand-new baseball,
like this --" he reached into a large flat gray box, and held up
a shiny white ball with bright red stitching. "Then you smear
mud all over it, like this --" and he picked up a handfull of
wet gooey brown mud and smeared it all over the ball.
"Then, you wash it off in the river." He swished the ball to
and fro in the water, and held it up.
"It's not shiny anymore," I said.
"Exactly!" he exclaimed. "Kid, that's what it's all about. The
mud scuffs up that shiny new cowhide. Matter of fact, you
can't play this game 'til that ball's been scuffed up good with
mud. Not just any mud, either! Only mud that works is from
right here, from this very spot."
"But why?" I asked. "It doesn't look good anymore."
"But it plays good after it's been rubbed with the mud. See,
kid, this goes way back, to 1920, when Carl Mays beaned
Ray Chapman, and Chapman died a day later. After that, the
umpires started spitting tobacco juice on the ball, to rough it
up. If you don't scuff up that new cowhide, you have no idea
where that ball's gonna go! Might go high! Might go low! Or
it might hit the batter, like poor Ray Chapman! So I heard
the umpires complain. All the time, they really hated having
to spit tobacco juice on the balls--"
"You were in the big leagues?" I asked in awe.
"Yeah, sure was. And back in the 1930s, I was coachin' for
Connie Mack and the Athletics, and one day it hit me that I
lived near this river, and maybe the mud might work as well
as the tobacco juice. Been sellin' it ever since, every year,
regular as rain."
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"Do you have to wash all the baseballs?" I asked.
"No," he said. "During the season, I just send 'em mud.
Team'll go through three-four pounds of it, each year. But for
the Series, they want me to wash all the balls myself. That
way it's fair. I do 'em all the same color, to keep it fair. Else
one team would probably keep washing them 'til they get
dark brown, which makes it harder on the hitters."
"Only one thing," he went on. "This spot's secret. You can't
ever tell anyone else about it."
Out on the river, the sun was getting low and you could see
the fish jumping here and there to catch bugs. I had to get
home before it got dark.
"I'll keep the secret," I said. "Cross my heart and hope to die.
When can I start?"
"Tomorrow, after school," said 'Lena' Blackburne. "If'n it's
OK with your folks."
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"If people don't want to come out to the ball park,
nobody's gonna stop 'em."
Yogi Berra

First job
"You met Lena Blackburne?" said my Dad. "You bet you can
work for him. "He's a real guy. Used to manage the White
Sox, I think he pitched for them once. Big leaguer, all the
way."
"But he'll miss his homework," said my Mom, who worried
a lot about how I was doing in school.
"He can catch up after dinner," said my Dad. "Man can't turn
down a job."
That settled it. Next day, I couldn't wait to get out of school!
The hours went by very slowly. After my last class, I ran out
of the classroom and down the long hallway. I ran so fast
that my feet skidded out from under me, and I crashed into a
startled adult. It was Mrs. Pierce, my homeroom teacher.
"And where do you think you're going, Jimmy Johnson?"
she asked disapprovingly. "You know the rule about running
in the hallway."
"Goin' to my first job, Miz Pierce." I said breathlessly.
"Washin' baseballs. Gotta go, I'll be late." And I dodged
around her and ran out the front door. I ran down the street,
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fast as I could, past our new house, past the steel mill, and up
the path by the river.
Lena Blackburne was waiting. "What took you so long?" he
asked. "Here, let's get going. Catch!" He flipped me a a
shiny new white baseball from the box. "Get the mud all
over it, real good, then wash it off," he said. And I did. It was
easy work. Dip the ball in the mud, smear the mud, wash the
mud off, flip it back to Lena, who put it in a big sack.
"Why do they call you Lena?" I asked. "That's a girl's name."
"I was in the minors, coming up, and this fan kept yellin' at
me, he thought I was another guy named Cora Donovan.
'No,' I said. 'I'm Russ Blackburne'. 'Guess so', yelled the fan,
real loud, everybody could hear. 'You ain't as fat as he is.
You're leaner.' Well, that did it, all my buddies started calling
me 'Lena' and it stuck. Hey, in baseball, everybody gets a
nickname, just like you."
"Me?" I squeaked. Nobody had ever given me a nickname.
"Yeah, you. Gonna call you 'JJ'. That's it, 'JJ." And he did,
from then on.
I worked hard that day. There was an endless supply of shiny
new baseballs to get ready for the Series. Dip, smear, wash,
over and over. But the time just flew by!
"We're about done for the day, JJ," said Lena. "Like your
new job?"
"Sure do!" I said. And then I had this bright idea that maybe
wasn't such a bright idea, or maybe it was, depending on the
way everything turned out later. Or maybe depending on
whether you are a Yankee fan or a Dodger fan.
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"Hey, Lena, can I take one of these baseballs to class to show
everybody? I'll bring it back. Please?"
"Sure," he said. He took a new baseball out of the box and
tossed it to me. "See you tomorrow."
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"This is like deja vu all over again.."
Yogi Berra

Pants on fire
Next morning I ran to school. It was a cold day, dark gray
clouds, looked like rain. Mom made me wear a sweater and
my jacket. I carried my lunch and the baseball in a Roy
Rogers lunchbox. Every day we said the pledge of
allegiance, and then we sang 'O, Columbia! the gem of the
ocean...' and then Miz Pierce started teaching. But, this day,
she looked very serious.
"Class, one of you has told me a lie," she said very seriously.
Everybody looked up. Telling a lie was a very, very bad
thing, back then same as today.
"Now, you know who you are, she said. "And if you come
forward right now and admit it, it will go easier for you
later."
We all looked at each other, and nobody said a word.
"All right," she said. "Jimmy Johnson, come to the front of
the class."
Me? Me? I had never told her a lie! Ears burning, I walked
to the front of the room.
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"Liar, liar, pants on fire," called one of the girls. Everybody
laughed.
"You shut up," I yelled. "I am not a liar."
"Be quiet, Jimmy," said Miz Pierce angrily. "You told me
you had a job. You said you had a job washing baseballs."
"I do -- " but my words were drowned out by a gale of
laughter from the class.
"Washing baseballs! Ha, ha, ha..."
"Nobody washes baseballs!"
"Jimmy told a fib, Jimmy told a fib!"
It was humiliating! I felt really angry and ashamed all at the
same time, and I felt like crying, but I didn't want anybody to
see me crying so I ran out of the room and just kept on going
and ended up at the ballfield near the mill.
The steel mill smokestacks belched huge red flames that lit
up the low-hanging clouds. But the rain held off, and it was
still a dry day. So I sat there and ate my lunch. This was a
big problem, and I didn't know what to do. So I took the
baseball out of my lunchbox, and tossed it in the air,
daydreaming that I was in Yankee Stadium playing in the
Series, imagining the roar of the crowd as I chased after a
long fly ball in center field. Robbed Mickey Mantle of a
home run! Then I sat down on the grass, took my pencil, and
idly doodled my new initials on the shiny new ball, in very
tiny letters... 'JJ'... and put the ball back in my lunchbox.
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It was a problem. Couldn't go to back to the school; couldn't
go home without telling how I'd run away from school,
couldn't go anywhere except to my new job.
"You're real quiet today," said Lena, after we had washed
baseballs for about half-an-hour. "What's the matter?"
"They called me a liar," I said. And I told him the whole
story. "You'd better take the ball back," I said. They wouldn't
believe me even if they saw it." I flipped him the ball and he
put it in the black sack with the other balls that were going to
the Series.
"Guess you've got a problem," he said. "What are you going
to do about it? Did you tell your Dad?"
"Not yet," I said. "I just want them to believe me!"
"Well, they aren't going to believe you if you don't stand up
for yourself," he said, looking straight at me. "You ain't a
quitter, are you?"
"No, I'm not," I shot back angrily.
"So what you gonna do, JJ?"
"Go back to school tomorrow and tell them again."
"Guess that's it," he said. "It’s your turn at bat. Now lookit,
we gotta finish up this box of balls."
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"If you come to a fork in the road, take it."
Yogi Berra

Up to bat
That night it rained hard, so much I could barely see the light
of the smokestack flames from my bedroom window. Hard
wet cold rain, end of the Indian summer that lasted such a
long time that year. Next morning, I ate my breakfast
quickly. The Wheaties box had a picture of Bob Cousy, and
it wasn't even basketball season yet. I put on my sweater and
my old yellow oilcloth slicker. It was still raining, and I
dodged mud puddles all the way up to the school.
I went in the door and quietly took my regular seat near the
back of the class. The other kids looked at me and started
whispering. We said the pledge of allegiance and sang
America the Beautiful.
"O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!"
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Then Miz Pierce looked at me and said "I think Jimmy has
something to tell us, class. Jimmy, I'm very happy you've
decided to tell us the truth."
Well, I figured, here goes nothing. But it was my turn up to
bat, wasn't it?
"Miz Pierce, I said, "I didn't lie. I have a job washing
baseballs after school. You have to wash baseballs before
they can be used--"
"That's nonsense, Jimmy," she interrupted. "Nonsense! I'm
going to take you to the Principal's office and you will be
expelled from this school!"
The room was deathly quiet. There was nothing, absolutely
nothing worse than having to go see the Principal. That
meant they would call my parents. It was really awful!
"Just a minute," said a voice from the classroon doorway.
"What makes you think JJ's lying?"
"JJ? said Miz Pierce. "Who's JJ? And who are you?"
I turned around. Lena Blackburne was standing in the
doorway.
"He's JJ," said Lena. "He works for me. He washes
baseballs. We're sending them to the Series. My name's Lena
Blackburne. Anything else you need to know?"
Miz Pierce turned bright red and looked like she was going
to burst, like she was going to just blast off up into the sky
like one of those new guided missiles, or maybe like a big fat
balloon that you blow up and let go of.
"Well," she spluttered. "I mean... I just thought..."
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"You thought he was lying," said Lena. "He wasn't. JJ's a
ballplayer. Ballplayers don't lie."
"Well, I never--" said Miz Pierce.
"Glad that's settled. Now maybe you can help me out. Got an
extra shipment of baseballs in yesterday. Can I get JJ out of
school a little early today? Sure could use the help."
And that was how I got out of school early that day, and
went, in one amazing instant, from being the lonely new kid,
to being the kid that everybody wanted to be friends with!
All that day, we washed baseballs in the river, box after box.
And then, in the late afternoon when the shadows were
coming down, I felt a chill that didn't come from the setting
sun. All of a sudden, I remembered that I hadn't washed the
new baseball that I'd taken to school!
I'd given it to Lena, and he'd tossed it into the sack of
finished baseballs. Oh, no! Because each day, Tom the
postman came by and picked up that day's sack of baseballs!
My new, shiny, unwashed baseball was off to the Series!
This presented what my Dad and Mom would call a moral
problem. There was a Right Thing to do, and a Wrong Thing
to do. The right thing would be to tell Lena, so he could try
to get yesterday's sack returned. But it was probably halfway
to New York by now. The wrong thing would be to just
forget about it. After all, out of all the baseballs we were
making for the Series, there wasn't much chance that just that
one would be used in a game. And, I thought, once they saw
how new and shiny it was, nobody would want to use it
anyway.
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So what did I do? That's right, you guessed it. I did The
Wrong Thing, and just put all that worrying about the shiny
new ball right out of my mind, went home for dinner, and
forgot all about it.
The rest of September went by in a flash. We washed box
after box of baseballs, and then, one day near the end of the
month, we were done.
"That's it, JJ," said Lena. "All done. That's it for this year."
"We washed a lot of baseballs!"
"Sure did." He reached into a jacket pocket. "Now lookit, JJ,
you worked real hard. So here's somethin' extra." And he
handed me three small yellow pieces of cardboard.
"These are World Series tickets," he said. "They always send
me some. These ones are for you and your Mom and your
Dad."
"Wow! I exclaimed. "Real World Series tickets!"
"Well, don't get your hopes up. They're for Game 5, all I
could get for you. So if one of the teams sweeps it in four,
you're out of luck. But I think this one'll go at least six
games."
"Thanks, Lena! Thanks a lot!" I ran home and gave the
tickets to my Mom, who gave them to my Dad when he
came home from the mill that night.
"Well,” he said. “Well, now. Looks like we’re goin’ to New
York!”
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"I knew I was going to take the wrong train,
so I left early."
Yogi Berra

Big Apple
"Wake up, Jimmy," I heard my Mom say softly. "It's time to
get up."
Instantly, I was wide awake. Today was the day. We were
going to the World Series!
Outside my window, it was still dark. "What time is it?" I
asked.
"Five in the morning," said my Mom. "We've got a train to
catch." She pulled back the covers, softly singing a poular
old song:
'Says Phoebe Snow about to go
Upon a trip to Buffalo
My gown stays white from morn 'til night
Upon the road of anthracite.'
"But your dress isn't white," I said."It's blue."
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“Dodger blue," she laughed. "No, you can't wear white on
our train," she said. "The New Haven Railway uses regular
coal. Smoky! You'll see."
By 5:30, we were off to the train station in my Mom's new
car, a powder-blue Buick station wagon with silver portholes
on each front fender. It only took a few minutes to reach the
train station.
I stood shivering on the platform. Down the track, a round
headlight grew larger and larger. Thick black smoke rose
into the pink dawn sky as the locomotive hissed to a stop.
The main drive wheels were taller than I was! Swooshhh! I
jumped as the engineer popped a steam valve. We walked
through the swirling white clouds to a coach car.
"All aboard!" yelled the conductor. "Next stop Noo Yawk!"
My parents let me sit by the window. The train chuffed and
puffed and went faster and faster. Outside, the sun was
coming up and I could see horses and cows, pigs and
chickens on the little farms near the train tracks. Seemed like
all the busted-down cars were there, too! Maybe adults put
their broken cars by the tracks for a special train to pick up, I
thought.
Our coach car was full of excited people, mostly men. They
were arguing about the Series!
"Larsen? "He's a turkey!" A large, beefy man said. He had a
thick gray moustache. "Lost game 2. And he lost game 7 last
year to dem Bums. I'm telling ya, Larsen's a loser."
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"He's talking about Don Larsen," said my Dad. "Larsen's
pitching for the Yankees today. The Dodgers really have his
number. They hit him real good in the second game."
"Aww, he's OK," said a little man who was wearing a tie and
hat, even though he was going to the ballgame instead of
work. "The Yankees are gonna take it today. Sal Maglie isn't
much better than Larsen."
"Nah," laughed my Dad. "The Dodgers are a better team!
And Maglie's a lot better pitcher than Larsen. You'll see! It
might go seven games, but it'll end up just like last year... the
Dodgers win!"
There was an ear-splitting roar of approval, and equally loud
howls of protest. As near as I could tell, the world was
evenly divided between Yankee fans and Dodger fans in
1956, and you were either for the one or the other. My Mom,
Dad, and I were true-blue Dodger fans. Heck, I am to this
day, even though the Dodgers moved out of Brooklyn only a
year after this story took place.
I must've fallen asleep somewhere along the way, because I
woke up with a jolt as the train bumped to a stop.
"Welcome to the Big Apple!" said the conductor. "New York,
New York! Penn Station, last stop!"
"Why do they call it the Big Apple?" I asked, rubbing the
sleep from my eyes as we walked along the underground
platform to the station. "I don't know," said my Dad. "They
sure don't grow any apples here."
It was hot and damp, deep below the city. Suddenly we came
out into the main waiting room. It was vast, a huge, dimly-lit
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hall with a huge clock high in the air, suspended beneath a
delicate tracery of girders.
"Mom! Dad!" I exclaimed."It's like a giant Erector Set!"
Shafts of sunlight streamed in through high-above windows,
falling on the thousands of people hurrying in all directions
to catch trains and find the subway, like we were.
"Going to the game?" asked one of the men from the train.
C'mon, follow me!" And we half-ran to keep up as he dashed
into a tile-lined tunnel that led to the 8th Avenue subway
line.
"Hold hands!" said my Mom. The subway platform was jampacked with baseball fans waitng for the next train. "Look
for an 'A' train!" called my Dad. "That's the one that goes to
Yankee Stadium."
"Me, I'll take the A Train," my Mom sang the old Duke
Ellington song. "Take it all the way to--"
"To the house that Ruth built!" yelled a Yankees fan,
clutching a dangling strap for balance as the train rocketed
through the dark tunnel. Suddenly, we burst out of the
blackness into bright daylight.
"We're in the Bronx!" my Mom said. "Yankee Stadium
coming up."
"What's a Bronx?" I asked.
"I don't know, Jimmy." said my Dad. "Maybe some old kind
of dinosaur that used to live here."
"Dinosaur!" I yelped. I looked out the window, but all I
could see were factories belching smoke, and here and there
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a tenement house, with drying sheets hung out the windows
flapping like sails on a ship.
Then the brakes started screeching as the overloaded subway
train pulled into the elevated Yankee Stadium platform. It
seemed like we were like leaves swirling in the wind, picked
up and carried in the rush of the crowd right into the famous
ballpark itself.
"Whaddya got here, pal," said the ticket taker to my Dad.
"Lemme see those ducats --" he squinted at the tickets,
reading the little words. "Well! You've got three really good
seats! Section 14, down by the field. Best in the house!
Who'd you play for, mister? You're in with all the old stars!"
But before my Dad could answer, an attendant came and
took us to our seats. Now there is a baseball moment that
comes only once, and it happened to me right then, at the
very moment when we walked out of a passageway into the
bright sunlight. The outfield gleamed like a bright green
emerald. For the first time in my life, I felt the raw impact of
being thrust right into the middle of a sea of 65,000 baseball
fanatics screaming themselves hoarse with excitement. 1956
World Series, Game 5!
The Series was tied at two games each, and whoever won
today's game would have a clear advantage. We found our
seats, right in the middle of a group of older, retired
ballplayers. And there was Lena, talking with his friends.
"That's Ty Cobb!" said my Dad. "And Eddie Collins."
We all stood to sing the Star Spangled Banner, a man in a
suit threw out the first ball, and the game began. Don Larsen
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took the mound, and threw the first pitch right past the
Dodger batter.
"Stee-rike!" bawled the umpire.
"Spitter!" bellowed Ty Cobb. I looked over. Lena, Ty Cobb,
and Eddie Collins were all on their feet, yelling at the
umpire. "He's throwin' spit, ump!" So the umpire took the
ball from Yogi Berra, the Yankee catcher. He looked at it
carefully, shook his head, and then dug a new ball out of his
jacket pocket and gave it to Berra to put into play.
Berra tossed the new ball to Don Larsen, who went into his
windup and zinged another strike past the Dodger batter.
And all of a sudden I knew something was really, really
wrong. The new ball was too white! Oh, no... could it be the
ball that I took to school, the ball I never washed!
No, I thought, no chance. We washed so many baseballs,
hundreds of them. But maybe!
"Dad!" I said frantically. "Dad! The ball! Maybe --"
"Not now, Jimmy." he replied, watching the game intently.
Zing! Zing! Zing! Suddenly, Larsen was throwing all strikes.
Before you knew it, the Dodgers were out, 1-2-3.
And the Yankees didn't do any better. Sal Maglie mowed
them down like wheat, and all the Dodger fans cheered when
he got the last out.
In the top of the second, Dodger Jackie Robinson hit a real
shot down the third base line. It bounced off the Yankee third
baseman's glove, and it looked like he had a hit! But the ball
bounced over to the shortstop, Gil Macdougald, who threw
Robinson out at first. It was close!
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All the Dodger fans were yelling at the umpire, and the
Dodger manager came out and waved his arms a lot, but
Robinson was out.
After that nothing much happened. Both pitchers were sharp
as tacks that day. I looked over at Lena. He and Ty Cobb
were having a lot of fun hurling insults at Don Larsen.
"Hey, you old drunk," yelled Ty Cobb. "Up late chasing the
girls?"
"Ty Cobb's not very nice," said my Mom disapprovingly.
Larsen, and the Yankee slugger Mickey Mantle, were known
for their late-night antics. But hungover or not, it didn't seem
to hurt them that day. In the fourth inning, Mickey Mantle hit
a low line drive into the right field seats, just inside the foul
pole. Mantle's homer gave New York a 1-0 lead. The Yankee
fans went wild!
If the game had been at Brooklyn's Ebbets Field, Mantle's hit
probably would've bounced off the right field screen for a
double. But this was Yankee Stadium, built to favor the
hitters.
"Don't worry, Jimmy," said my Dad. "We'll get 'em next
inning."
And we almost did. In the top of the fifth, Gil Hodges, who
hit 32 home runs during the regular season, drove a pitch
into deep left-center field. Crack! We all jumped to our feet.
That ball was gone! But Mickey Mantle, running faster than
I ever saw any outfielder move then or since, made a
beautiful catch. That ball probably would have been a home
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run in most parks, but Yankee Stadium at that time was a real
stretch in left-center.
The next Dodger batter, Sandy Amoros, hit a long line drive
toward the right field corner, and all the Dodger fans jumped
up cheering. But the ball curved foul and just missed being a
home run. And that was as close as we got that day.
The Yankees got another run in the bottom of the sixth
inning, and then, soon after, it was time for the seventh
inning stretch. Which was really welcome because we were
all packed in like sardines, sitting on hard, narrow,
uncomfortable wood-slat seats. Everyone, even Ty Cobb,
stood up and sang the Crackerjack song, 65,000 people, men,
women and kids, Yankee fans and Dodger fans, all singing:
Take me out to the ballgame,
Take me out to the park,
Buy me some peanuts and crackerjack,
I don't care if I ever come back!
Which back then was the second best-known song in
America, after the Star Spangled Banner. And then we all
settled down and the game went on.
When the Dodgers came up in the top of the eighth I noticed
a change. All the adults were quieter than usual. Ty Cobb
stopped yelling, and was sitting forward in his seat watching
Don Larsen. He whispered something to Lena. Lena shook
his head and reached over to Joe DiMaggio, who was sitting
close by. I strained to listen to what they were saying, but I
couldn't hear. But it sure seemed funny that my friend Lena
would talk to a New Yorker, even a guy as famous as the
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Yankee Clipper. But there they were, actually conversing
with each other, every now and then pointing at Don Larsen
out on the mound.
"What's going on, Dad? I asked.
"Jimmy, I can't tell you or I'll jinx it," my Dad replied.
"Jinx what?"
"Sssh, Jimmy." said my Mom sternly "You just quiet down.
We'll tell you later, if it happens."
"If what happens, Mom?" I asked, only to be rewarded with
a light smack.
"Sssh, I said. I mean it!"
Out on the mound, Don Larsen turned to look at the
scoreboard. Yankee Stadium was very, very quiet now. He
took a deep breath and went into his windup.
"Stee-rike!" yelled the umpire. "Yer out!"
And again, the Dodgers were out 1-2-3, and the Yankees
went out just as fast, and suddenly it was the top of the ninth
and the Dodgers were up and it was their last chance to get
back in the game! But they couldn't get a hit, they couldn't
draw a walk. The first two batters were out just like that.
"Got to give him credit," said my Dad grudgingly. "He's got
a lot of different pitches, and one that's so slow it should
have backup lights!"
Last man up! The Dodgers pulled Sal Maglie, who had
pitched a great game himself, for pinch-hitter Dale Mitchell.
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It was so quiet you could hear a pin drop, except for the
radio announcer coming from scratchy speakers hanging in
the stands:
"Two strikes and a ball. . . Mitchell waiting, stands deep, feet
close together. Larsen is ready, gets the sign. Two strikes,
ball one. Here comes the pitch. Strike three! A no-hitter! A
perfect game for Don Larsen!"
And Yankee Stadium went wild! All 65,000 people, all of us,
jumped to our feet cheering as Yogi Berra ran out from
behind the plate and jumped into Don Larsen's arms. A
perfect game!
Only perfect game in a World Series, ever, then as now. 27
men up, 27 men down -- no hits, no walks, no errors. Perfect.
After the crowd quieted down, we went over and said hello
to Lena, and he and my Dad had a good talk about what had
just happened, with Ty Cobb just sitting there looking
disgusted, he hated the Yankees so much. And Joe DiMaggio
came over, with a nice blonde lady that my Mom told me
later was a famous movie star. They even signed a baseball
for me, Joe and Marilyn!
"We'll never see that again," said DiMaggio, handing me the
ball. "What on earth happened to Don Larsen when we
weren't looking?"
Well, they all had different opinions, but nobody could
understand why Larsen was so good that day.
Except me. I knew. It was my fault the Dodgers lost. If only
I'd washed that ball! It was a magic baseball. Like Lena
said, you never knew what could happen. A shiny new ball
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could go high! it could go low! And this one, the very one
that I forgot to wash, it made strike after strike and Don
Larsen pitched a perfect game and it was all my fault that the
Dodgers lost!
As we rode back on the train, I couldn't keep it to myself any
longer.
"Promise me you won't get mad at me," I said. I told my
Dad the whole story. It all poured out.
"Oh, Jimmy," said my Dad, giving me a hug. "It's not your
fault."
"Yes, it is," I sobbed. "If only I'd washed that ball."
"How do you know it was that one ball today?" My Dad
said. "I'll bet it never even made it to the ballpark. The team
trainer would've spotted it and set it aside."
"Do you think so?" I asked.
"Sure," he said. They check the game balls very closely,
especially for the World Series."
"Guess what?" he went on. "I got a program for you. A
souvenir. Here!"
That made me feel a lot better. My Dad was right -- that
shiny new ball never would've gotten into the game. And as
the train clickety-clacked through the night, I curled up on
the seat next to my Mom, fell asleep, and forgot about the
magic baseball for a long, long time.
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"It ain't over till it's over."
Yogi Berra

Cooperstown
On a crisp fall day fifty years later, I was in upstate New
York working with a client on a winter catalog project. The
day's meeting ended earlier than expected, leaving me
stranded in Utica with nothing to do in a town that had
absolutely nothing to do.
"See you tomorrow," my customer said.
"Anyplace interesting around here?" I asked.
"Actually," she said, "There is. We're only half-an-hour away
from Cooperstown."
Cooperstown! Of course, I thought. The Baseball Hall of
Fame!
"Thanks!" It was a short drive and I got there before the
place closed. Inside, in the dimly-lit museum, row after row
of exhibits displayed mementos from great careers and
moments in baseball's past. Babe Ruth had a whole section,
and next to it was Mickey Mantle's number 7 jersey, and
over there, in the corner, was the No Hitters exhibit.
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I walked over. It was a very large display, with a baseball
from each no-hit game ever pitched, and a plaque for each of
the pitchers. It was a very special club!
In the center of the exhibit was a much smaller area, just for
perfect game winners. And here, prominently displayed, was
a tribute to Don Larsen and his perfect World Series game so
many years ago, with testimonials and anecdotes. Some were
really dumb:
"Is that the best game you ever pitched?"
-- Question asked by a reporter after the 1956 World Series
perfect game.
Other quotes were really interesting:
Don Larsen was smoking a cigarette in the dugout when he
said to Mickey Mantle, "Look at the scoreboard, Mick.
Wouldn't it be something? Two more innings to go." Mantle
didn't say a word, he didn't want to jinx Larsen. But Don
didn't seem to care.
"When it was over, I was so happy, I felt like crying. I
wanted to win this one for Casey Stengel. After what I did in
Brooklyn, he could have forgotten about me and who would
blame him? But he gave me another chance and I'm
grateful." -- Don Larsen in the locker room after the perfect
game.
"The biggest game I ever played in was probably Don
Larsen's perfect game." -- Mickey Mantle
"He was great. I've never caught a greater pitcher than Don
was today." -- Yogi Berra
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Looking back at his perfect game in the World Series, Larsen
said, "They can never break my record. The best they can do
is tie it."
"Nobody would talk to me, nobody would sit by me -- like I
had the plague. I don't believe in that superstition stuff. You
just do your best. Some of the guys didn't want to say
anything, afraid they'd put a jinx on it." -- Don Larsen.
And then it all came back, all my memories of that long-ago
trip to Yankee Stadium. So that's why my Mom and Dad
wouldn't tell me what everyone was whispering about, I
smiled. Even though they were dyed-in-the blue Dodger
fans, they didn't want to jinx Larsen's chance at a no-hitter, at
a perfect game.
I moved closer to the display case. There, under the glass,
was the game ball they gave to Don Larsen, and then took
right back from him to put in Cooperstown, the winning ball
from the only perfect game in World Series history, ever.
I looked at it in the dim light. Compared to all the other balls
from the other no-hitters, it looked a little newer, shinier,
whiter.
Oh no! I remembered. Could it be? Was it possible?
And sure enough, even after fifty years, there by the red
stitching, you could still make out the letters I'd scribbled
fifty years ago: 'JJ'.

The End
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Babe Ruth, Providence Grays, 1914.
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A News Story
St. Petersburg, Russia, 1912
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Philadelphia, 1957
My name is Jimmy Johnson.
When I was a boy, I cost the Dodgers the World Series, but
that's another story, which happened when I was eight and
we lived in the country. This story starts a year later, when I
was nine, after we moved back to the city. It is a story of
international intrigue and adventure. Like any good story, it
revolves around baseball. Around what may be the most
important home run ever hit. Important not only for baseball,
but for all mankind. A story that tells how Babe Ruth's first
professional home run may have changed the world.
It was a rainy fall day. My Dad and I were exploring the
attic. The attic had only one small window. It was hard to
see. There were spiders and cobwebs and piles of old boxes
that my parents had stored away. The boxes were covered
with dust that made me sneeze as I lifted them to see what
was underneath.
And then I found it, under a pile of junk in the corner. It was
a faded purple velvet box, stamped with a tarnished silver
design of a two-headed eagle. An old red ribbon, tied in a
bow, kept it together. "What's this?" I asked. "It sure is old."
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"It's a family secret," said my Dad. He shook the dust off the
box. "A secret that goes back to when our family lived in
Canada, before we moved here. Your grandfather Jack's
secret. I was going to tell you when you got older. But
maybe today's as good a time as any."
"Is it a big secret?" I asked.
"As big as they come," he said. "And it's about baseball."
--Now, most people will tell you that Babe Ruth hit his first
home run on May 6th, 1915. When the Red Sox were playing
at the Polo Grounds and the 20-year old Ruth slammed the
first pitch off Yankee right-hander Jack Warhop into the
second tier of the right field grandstand.
But that isn't so. Actually, Ruth's first pro home run came a
year earlier, in the minors. On September 5, he pitched a 9-0
shutout for the Providence Grays, a Red Sox farm team,
against the Toronto Maple Leafs at Hanlan's Point Stadium
in Toronto. Here's what the evening paper said:
"Babe Ruth, the tall left-handed pitching sensation,
held the Leafs to one hit, a single in today's game. The
youngster is not old enough to vote but he can heave
that old pill..."

The story goes on to describe the 19-year-old, batting 9th in
the lineup, as he stepped up to the plate:
"Ruth whaled the bulb over the right field fence..he
had Johnson in a 3-and-2 hole and when the Maple Leaf
twirler grooved the next ball...crash!"
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The 'bulb' that Babe Ruth hit in September 1914 scored three
runs. It sailed over the right-field fence and disappeared with
a splash into Lake Ontario.
"But that's just the start of the story," my Dad said. "But the
story really starts a little further back in time, to a June day
of that same year in a country 5,000 miles away, in the
Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul, in St. Petersburg, Russia."
"Russia?" It didn't make sense to me. "But they don't play
baseball in Russia."
"You'll see," said my Dad. "You'll see."
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The Cathedral
St. Petersburg, June 18, 1914

"Wake up, little master. It's time."
Young Alexei rubbed his eyes. Nothing had changed since he
fell asleep. His father was still talking at the altar. Thick
clouds of pungent incense swirled up into the darkness high
above his head, where the delicate stone buttresses came
together in a majestic arch over the handful of people
gathered at the golden iconostasis in front of the altar in the
old cathedral, near the gravestones of Tsars Peter the Great
and Paul the First. The warm light from hundreds of white
wax candles flickered over the gilded icons on the walls of
the church.
His father turned and spoke directly to him. "We, Nicholas
the Second, by the grace of God, Emperor and Autocrat of
all the Russias, of Moscow, Kiev, Vladimir, Novgorod, Tsar
of Kazan, Tsar of Astrakhan, Tsar of Poland, Tsar of Siberia,
Tsar of Tauric Chersonesos, Tsar of Georgia, Lord of Pskov,
and Grand Duke of Smolensk, Lithuania, Volhynia, Podolia,
and Finland, are here present in the name of God to transfer
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the Eye of Orloff to our eventual successor, Heir Tsarevitch
Alexei Nicolaievich Romanov."
"Stand up, boy," whispered his dyadka, Andrei Derevenko.
"Go stand next to your Dad."
But Alexei could hardly walk. His right knee was swollen
and he tried not to cry from the awful pain. Slowly he
approached the altar, where his father held out his hands and
whispered, "This will be over soon." The priests and the
archbishop chanted an invocation. Beyond the marble rail,
Alexei saw his mother the Tsaritsa and her friend, the monk
called Rasputin. His mother's eyes were filled with tears.
"And now the Eye of Orloff is passed to the Tsarevitch,” said
his father. He held up the precious 94-carat diamond for all
to see. Even in the darkness of the old cathedral, the jewel
flashed with a fiery brilliance that brought gasps from those
watching. "Since the time of Empress Catherine, the Eye is
passed to the successor, when he is of ten years. As I pass it
now. Guard it well, my son. Remenber that whoever
possesses the Eye controls Holy Mother Russia. Guard it
well."
But Alexei was past hearing. The pain was overwhelming.
He barely managed to grasp the jewel that his father was
offering just as his knees buckled and he slid half-conscious
to the cool stone floor.
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Four Friends
Tsarskoye Selo, July 1914

That last summer, the last long warm summer before the
Great War, Tsar Nicholas brought the royal family to a pretty
little town called Tsarskoye Selo, in the countryside south of
St. Petersburg. They stayed in the small Alexander Palace,
near a beautiful park where young Tsarevitch Alexei could
play, when he was healthy. He had a delicate, finely chiselled
face, light-brown hair, and large grayish-blue eyes like his
mother's. Very simple in his tastes, he never dwelled on the
fact that he was the Heir - there was nothing he thought
about less - and his greatest delight was to play with his
friends.
His friends were carefully chosen. Kolya, son of Alexei's
dyadka nurse-servant Andrei Deverenko, Vassily, the son of
their doctor, Botkin, and my grandfather, Jack Johnson, who
was ten that year. A strange mix of boys from different
backgrounds whom fate had thrown together.
As a sailor, Kolya's dad Andrei had saved Alexei's life when
the royal yacht Standard slammed into a reef near Ganko in
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the Gulf of Finland. The ship listed to port as the water
rushed in. Andrei Derevenko seized the boy and ran to the
ship's bow with him. He was quick to realize that the boilers
were situated right under the dining-room and that part of the
yacht was the first to be damaged. Everyone was able to
transfer to another yacht safely, and after that, the Tsaritsa
insisted that Deverenko stay with and protect young Alexei
wherever they went. And his son Kolya because the
Tsarevitch's best friend.
Vassily was older than the other boys, and mean. His father,
Dr. Botkin, was a specialist in hemophilia, the rare disease of
the blood that caused Alexei so much pain. Incurable back
then. If a normal person like you or I gets a bump or a
bruise, its no big deal. But a hemophiliac like Alexei kept
bleeding, under the skin, and the pain would last for days
before the swelling went down.
So you can understand how Kolya and Vassily came to be
playmates of the young Tsarevitch. But my grandfather?
Like Alexei, Jack Johnson was ten. His father, Major Roger
Johnson, was a Canadian military attache in St. Petersburg.
At some point, probably in the spring of 1914, he had met
the Tsar, and they had talked about their sons, and that's how
Jack ended up with an invitatation to spend the summer at
Tsarskoye Selo with the royal family.
The boys began each day with a special class. Alexei's tutor,
a Frenchman named Pierre Gilliard, struggled to teach them
European history. It was summer, and they could hardly wait
until class was over and they could go to the park and play
the new game of base ball that Jack had shown them. But
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the tutor, Gilliard, kept talking and talking about the AustroHungarian war.
"Everyone plays base ball in Canada," whispered Jack to
Alexei.
"Do you think they will here?" asked Kolya, a little too
loudly.
Rap! Gilliard slapped his wood ruler against a desktop.
"Who was talking?" he demanded. "Tell me!"
Silence. "All right then, you will all have to stay inside until
one of you tells me the truth!" The boys looked at each other.
The minutes crept by. Then Vassily spoke out.
"It was Kolya," he said.
"Is that true, Kolya?" asked the tutor.
Kolya looked at Alexei. They had both been brought up with
a very strict code of honor. "Yes," he said. "It was me."
"It was I," sputtered the tutor. "You must say, 'It was I'. Hold
out your hand..." and he picked up the ruler.
"Just a minute," said Jack. He stood up. He was a little tall
for his age, and he looked straight at the tutor. "He told you
the truth. Why are you punishing him? Besides, I talked first.
It was my fault, not his."
"And mine," said Alexei. "I wanted to know more about base
ball. What do you know about base ball, Monsieur?"
"Why, nothing," said the tutor.
"Then perhaps you should learn," said the young Tsarevitch.
"Friends, this class is over. Let's go play in the park. Except
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for you, Vassily. You're a snitch, and I don't want to play
with you today."
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A New Game
And so the summer passed. Jack had his father send a bat,
balls, and gloves down from St. Petersburg, and the boys
played the strange new game each day until dinner time.
Alexei threw himself into the game with a passion. He had
finally found a game he could play with other boys, as long
as he didn't try to slide. They played on thick grass in the
park, so there wasn't much of a chance that a sharp grounder
could take a sharp hop and cause a painful bruise. And they
had Andrei Deverenko to play catcher, which the huge exsailor enjoyed tremendously.
For caps, they used Alexei's set of sailor hats from the royal
yacht. Each cap had a ribbon band that read 'Standard' in
Cyrillic letters, and the ribbons fluttered in the breeze as they
ran the bases. At first, the Russian boys wore the caps
loosely, so they would fall off the moment they started
running, until Jack let them know that the hats had to stay
on.
Jack's father came at the end of July, in uniform. He sat on
the grass with the Tsar as the boys played.
"It's good to see you again, your Majesty."
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"And you, Roger. What news do you have for us?"
"There's trouble in the Balkans."
"Always," said the Tsar.
"But this time it may be serious."
"My generals, the whole Stavka, are agreed. This is a false
alarm."
They watched as Jack pitched high and inside to Alexei, who
chopped a grounder to Kolya near first base.
"I love seeing Alexei finally have fun," said the Tsar.
"Well, your Majesty, that's the other thing," replied Major
Roger Johnson. "We have to send Jack home."
"Oh, no. Our boys are playing so well together. Do you have
to?"
"It's not my choice. I'd like him to stay here with me. But the
Embassy is sending the dependents home. In case things
don't work out as we hope."
"So he will return to Canada with his mother?"
"Yes, Sire. Their ship sails on the fourth of August."
"I could order him to stay," said the Tsar. "A special ukase."
"But his mother..."
"Oh, I know, I know. They worry so much. The Tsaritsa..."
"Is she well?"
"Better. This has been a blessed summer, to get away from
the city, from the court and the politics. With her it is simple,
Roger. If the Heir is well, she is well."

A New Game

"Then you understand, your Majesty."
"I do, Roger. Anyway, there's still time for more play, and
perhaps a party,” replied the Tsar.
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A Dark and Stormy Night
That night, Jack awakened with a start to the rolling sound of
thunder. Lightning flashed outside the window. It was a
warm night and he couldn't go back to sleep. He lit the silver
candlestick beside the bed, and set off down the dark
hallway toward the stairs. As he passed the royal apartment,
he heard voices. The Tsaritsa Alexandra was talking with her
friend, the monk Rasputin. Jack didn't like Rasputin, who
had a long black beard and always smelled like rotting eggs.
But the monk had an almost magical power: he could ease
young Alexei's pain, only he alone.
"I an worried, starets," the Tsaritsa said anxiously. "There is
so much talk of war."
"In the villages, they speak of nothing else, your Highness.
The churches are full. The people are afraid that God no
longer protects us."
"And you, old friend?"
Rasputin picked his nose while considering the question. He
took another deep swallow of vodka and belched. "I see...
trouble," he said slowly. "It is as Isaiah spoke: 'For behold,
the Lord will come with fire and His chariots like the
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whirlwind, to render His anger with fury, and his rebuke with
flames of fire.' Highness, the whirlwind has come to Mother
Russia."
"And what of my family? My husband? My son and
daughters?" exclaimed the Tsaritsa.
But Rasputin did not reply. His head slumped against his
chest, and he began to snore.
Jack continued along the hallway to the stairs. Below, the
Grand Salon was empty and dark, except when flashes of
lightning lit the room in a hard blue light. He was almost
ready to go back up to bed when he heard muttered voices.
Was someone else in the room? A faint gleam of light came
from a crack under a rosewood wall panel. A secret door!
Jack started to tug it open when he was grabbed from behind
and pushed through the panel, then yanked down a short
flight of stairs to an unused basement storeroom.
"Let me go!" he protested.
"Shut up, Jack, if you value your life." He turned. It was
Vassily, holding his finger to his mouth in the universal
signal to keep quiet. At the far end of the storeroom, three
men sat in the dark around a rough table. Jack recognized
Andrei Deverenko, and Dr. Botkin, Vassily's father. The third
man, sitting between them, was a stranger. He was shorter
than the others, bald-headed, with a bristling black goatee.
His clothes were dripping wet from the rain. He seemed to
be in charge.
"And who is this?" the stranger scowled as Vassily thrust
Jack into the candlelight.
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"He is a Canadian boy," said Dr. Botkin. "He plays with the
Heir."
"Another bourgeois exploiter!" snarled the stranger. "I'll take
him back to the village and feed him to the pigs."
"Don't be stupid, Vladimir Ilyich," said Deverenko. "You
Bolsheviks never think things through. If you hurt this boy,
all hell will break loose and our movement will be crushed.
If you had any sense, you'd join up with us Mensheviks and
dump that stupid little party of yours."
Jack was completely confused. The three Russians were in a
furious whispered debate about what he guessed was some
kind of political problem. Then Andrei Deverenko held up
his hand.
"You can go now," he said. "We mean you no harm."
"Wait, Andrei," Jack replied. "What is this about?"
"The little exploiter wants to know about the people's
revolution? Ha!" said the stranger.
"He's old enough to understand," said Dr. Botkin.
Andrei Deverenko looked straight at Jack. "Have you been
to the village?" he asked. "What did you see?"
"It looked like a small village in Canada," Jack said. "Except
that the people were really poor and the homes were falling
apart. When my Dad brought me here, we stopped there to
get a bite to eat. But there wasn't any food. The store was
closed. My Dad said the people didn't have any work or any
money."
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"Did he say why?" Dr. Botkin asked. "Did you ever think
why just a few exploiters here, like the Tsar, have all the
money... all the palaces, all the jewels... and the people are
starving?"
"I was at Tsushima, in the Navy," said Andrei Deverenko. "I
was a gunner on the Kniaz Suvorov. The Japs shot us to
pieces. We lost our whole fleet. Do you know why?"
"My Dad told me the Japanese were better trained," Jack
said.
"Nonsense. We were trained well enough. But our ships were
rust buckets. Our gunpowder was old and rotten. Our
rangefinders were broken, on the few ships that had them.
And the gun barrels were worn out. Why? Why? Because the
rich in this country took all the money that should have gone
to the Navy. And spent it on these palaces, and parties, and
jewels, and fancy uniforms and fake medals for exploiters
who would never be caught dead for even one day actually
fighting our country's enemies."
"We should never be in a war anyway," said the stranger.
"The working people should never fight each other.
Revolution, comrades! We'll throw out the rich, take their
money, and create a new world for the workers!"
"You damn Bolsheviks better stop daydreaming," said
Deverenko. "We'll be at war with the Germans within a
month, I swear it. But you're right, Lenin. It's the poor
people who suffer the most." He yawned. "Anyway, Jack, it's
not your fight, is it? It's late. Go on up to bed. But promise
me, you won't say a word about this to anyone. Jack, we
Communists are trying to make a better world, but the rich
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ones who have the power will put us in jail if they can. For
myself, that wouldn't be so bad, but the Doctor here's the
only hope for your little friend the Tsarevitch, and --" he
glared at the stranger -- "I care for that little boy."
"I promise," Jack said. "Will Alexei ever be well, Doctor?"
"No," said Botkin. "We have no cure. But as he grows older,
he won't keep bruising himself in games and fights with you
other boys. So he'll be much healthier when he grows up."
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A Secret Plan
By the next morning, the clouds had blown away, and the
sun shone brightly into the room where the young Tsarevitch
was sleeping. The golden rays struck the Eye of Orloff,
which Alexei had placed in the center of the top shelf of his
bookcase, above the dark green 1911 Britannica that Gilliard
had given him. The diamond glowed in the morning light,
sending a thousand dancing sparkles around the bedroom.
Alexei woke up. He laughed with joy at the flashing lights.
And in an instant, he hatched a plan. He picked up the heavy
Bell instrument beside the bed.
"Get me Kurichev, the tailor,' he said imperiously to the
Palace phone operator. "Have him report to me
immediately." A few minutes later, there was a knock on the
door.
"Come in, tailor," said the Tsarevitch. "I have need of your
skills."
"What do you wish, young master?" asked Khaim Kurichev.
He was an older man, and had been the Palace tailor since
1913, when he was summoned to make a Crimean Dragoon
uniform for the Tsar. He hoped that the young boy wouldn't
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ask him to sew any of the new Edwardian fashions that were
starting to be popular in the city.
"Can you make me a base ball?"
"A what?"
"A base ball. It is a Canadian toy. Here, let me show you."
Alexei tossed one of Jack's baseballs to the tailor, who
caught it awkwardly. "It seems to be made of leather," the
tailor said. "Bleached white leather. And sewn together with
strong red thread."
"Can you make one?"
"Yes, Sire. And if the Tsarevitch will permit, I can use this
one as a pattern for the new one, so that even the inside will
be the same."
"Of course. But let's talk about the new ball you will make
for me. It will look the same on the outside, but it will be...
different... on the inside." Quickly, he outlined his plan to the
tailor, who peered at hin with alarm.
"Are you really sure you want to do this, Sire?" he asked.
"What would your father think?"
"Well, he gave it to me," said Alexei, looking up at the
glowing diamond. "It's mine, and I want to give it to my
friend Jack, so he will always remember our baseball games
this summer. It will fit inside the ball, won't it?"
"Oh, yes, it certainly will," replied the tailor. "It is about as
large as a quail's egg. I can fit it right in the center, and wrap
it with whatever the Canadians used inside the real ball. No
one will ever know. It will even weigh about the same."

A Secret Plan

"That's exactly what I want," said the Tsarevitch. "No one
must know, except Jack and I, and I'll tell him the secret
when I give him the new ball at our party tonight."
He paused for a moment. "One more thing, tailor. The
Canadian ball has a strange inscription, in their alphabet.
'Spalding'. I want you to have an artist copy this marking
onto the new ball, underneath our Imperial Eagle design.
Can this be done?"
"Exactly as you wish, Sire. As surely as my name is Khaim
Khaimovitch, your new ball will be ready before tonight's
party."
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The Crimson Room
The next day, they played their last game. The sky turned
cloudy in the afternoon, and a chill breeze came through the
trees to the east. Jack shivered as he waited patiently for
Kolya to hit the ball. And as they played, it seemed that
every few minutes the game was interrupted as groups of
Cossacks rode up to the palace gates, escorting slowmoving armored Rolls-Royce cars that carried important
generals to meetings with the Tsar.
At four o'clock the rains came and they went inside to
change for supper. "We'll eat earlier today, in the Borodino
dining room." said the Tsarevitch. "After all, we don't want
to be late for our own party!"
The dining room was full of officers in their summer white
uniforms, gathered in small knots, agitatedly discussing the
fast-moving political events. All conversation stopped as the
Tsarevitch entered the room. "As you were," said Alexei.
Even at ten, he had learned to command. "Is the food good
this evening?"
"Yes, your Majesty," a chorus of replies rang out.
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Alexei grabbed a nearby water glass. "Confusion to the
Austrians," he cried. "Justice for the Serbs!" The dining
room rang with shouts of approval and the banging of
tableware against the china plates.
The plates and tableware, Jack noticed, all displayed the
Imperial crest. 'It's true,' he thought. Everything in this
palace really did cost a lot of money... solid silver forks and
knives, plates fancier than any his family owned... and this
was just a small dining room!
Each boy had his own bearded Cossack servant, and they
ordered venison with borscht, sour cream, and potatos.
"I like eating here," said the Tsarevitch. "It's a simple place.
It brings me closer to my people."
"Simple," laughed Jack. "Alexei, if this is simple, I can't
imagine what you think fancy is!"
"Oh, he's right, Jack," said Kolya. "Most of the time, we
have to dine with the Tsar and the Tsaritsa. Gold plates. Gold
tableware. And course after course, you just have to keep on
eating. It's really bad manners not to eat what you're served."
The dining room buzzed with rumors of war, as the officers
debated whether Austria would attack Serbia to avenge the
murder of Crown-Prince Ferdinand, and whether Russia
would then come to the aid of Serbia.
"I don't know what this is all about,' thought Jack, 'But it
sure seems serious.'
They went upstairs to change for the party. One of Alexei's
servants was waiting in the bedroom to help Jack change
into a formal evening suit.
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"This is what the Tsarevitch suggests you wear tonight," said
the servant. It was a dark blue velvet suit, cut in a vaguely
military style, with a starched white silk shirt.
A medal with a red ribbon was pinned to the suit.
"Do I have to wear this?" said Jack. "It looks pretty fancy to
me. And I didn't earn this medal."
The servant looked surprised. "But the Tsar will be there," he
said. "And everyone wears medals in the evening, even the
boys."
They walked along the main hallway to the Crimson Room.
"I'll leave you here, Sir," said the servant.
Jack paused at the entrance. The large room was full of
people, the men mostly in dress uniforms, their jackets
sagging from the weight of medals and ribbons, and the
women in long flowing gowns, all-a-glitter with precious
diamonds, rubies and pearls. The court orchestra played a
medley of patriotic music, and Jack recognized one of his
favorite songs, 'Meadowlands.'
"Jack! Over here!" He turned. Kolya and Alexei were
waving at him. And there was his Dad, and the Tsar, and the
Tsaritsa! He wriggled his way through the crowd, and fell
into the empty chair next to the Tsarevitch. Above his head,
the huge crystal chandelier was ablaze with candles.
Servants pushed through the crowd, offering trays of
appetizers, and tall glasses of vodka.
"Jack, I have a little present for you," said the Tsarevitch. He
handed the young Canadian a deep purple velvet box. "Look
inside," he smiled.
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Jack opened the box. "It's a baseball!" he exclaimed. "Why,
thanks, Alexei! And look, it's got your coat-of arms on it!"
The Tsarevitch looked around to make sure no one was
listening. "Jack," he whispered, "Listen to me. We are going
to share a secret. A really big secret.”
“This ball – ," he continued -- but the rest of his sentence
was drowned out by a loud crash!
The main door burst open and General Aleksiev burst into
the room.
"Your Majesty!" he called out loudly to the Tsar.
"Can it wait, General?" replied the Tsar. "We're having a
party for my son and his friends."
"No, Sire. You must come right away. The Austrians have
mobilized and we are at war." The room burst into a
tumultuous clamor as everyone began shouting at once.
Voina! War!
"Alexei!" Jack shouted. "What were you going to tell me?"
But it was too late. The Tsar and the Tsarevitch were
surrounded by armed guards, and whisked from the room.
"Dad!" Jack said. "He was going to tell me a secret!"
"It will have to wait, son." replied his father. "Bring your
gift. We have to leave right now to get you and your mother
on the ship to Canada."
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Home Again
The next day, the Johnson family took a carriage to the port
at St. Petersburg. As they clattered down the hill toward the
pier, Jack could see steam from the ship's tall funnel rising
into the chill air.
"Look, Mom," Jack said. "What a crowd!" A large group of
Russians blocked the gateway to the pier. A tangle of red
flags waved against the dull gray sky. Angry shouts filled the
air.
"We're Canadian," yelled his father. "Let us pass." They
pushed their way through the crowd and boarded the ship.
"What was that about, Dad?" Jack asked.
"Well, they're very poor," his father said. "There's no work.
And now the war. They just want jobs."
Jack told his parents about the Communists in the Palace.
"Botkin and Deverenko, eh?" his Dad laughed. "Well, I'm
not surprised. Jack, Russia's not like Canada, where you can
work hard and make a good life. Here, a poor person doesn't
have a chance. They'll be an uprising some day, you wait and
see."
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He paused. "Now look. When you get to Toronto, take that
ball Alexei gave you and show it to my brother Bud. He
plays for the Maple Leafs. I want you to tell him how you
got them playing baseball in Russia." He turned to his wife.
"I should be home by Christmas, sweetheart. This war won't
last very long."
Toronto, September 1914
Jack and his mother returned home to Canada at the end of
August, after an uneventful Atlantic crossing on the Allan
Line's S.S. Virginian. The liner docked in Montreal, and they
took the day train to Toronto.
"Oh, it's good to be home!" exclaimed Mrs. Johnson, as she
went from room to room in the red brick row house on
Macpherson Ave., opening windows to let in the warm air.
"Are you ready to go back to school, Jack?"
"Yes, Mother," said Jack. "But I don't think the other boys
will believe my stories about Russia."
He thought for a moment. "Mom, I have to go see Uncle
Bud. Dad said to show him my Russian baseball."
"Why don't we have him over for dinner?" said his mother.
"Maybe I'll cook some of that Russian food... what was it
called, borst?"
"Oh, no!" Jack cried. "Borscht! It was terrible! Oh, please,
Mom... I'll eat anything else, even eggplant... but no
borscht!"
A few days later, Uncle Bud came for dinner. Ellis 'Bud'
Johnson was a big man, taller than his brother the Major. He
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had dark black hair and a flowing mustache, and he pitched
for the Toronto Maple Leafs, the best minor-league team in
Canada.
"How's my brother, Sue?" he asked, sailing his derby hat
across the room to Jack.
"He's fine," said Jack's mother. "He should be home by
Christmas."
"I hope so," said Bud Johnson. "All those countries over
there, why would they want to fight each other?"
"I don't know," said Sue Johnson. "Your brother understands
it much better than I do." She looked at Jack. "Bud, Jack has
something really interesting to show you."
Jack held out the purple velvet box. "Look inside, Uncle
Bud."
"I'll be darned," said the ballplayer. "Looks like you brought
back a Rooskii baseball."
Jack told him all about his adventures with the royal family
at Tsarskoye Selo.
"Tell you what," said Bud. "I'll bet your friend Alexei would
love to see this ball in a real professional baseball game."
"Oh, he sure would!" exclaimed Jack.
"I'm pitching against Providence next," said Bud. "Day after
tomorrow. I'll bet we can get this 'ol ball into the game."
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Take Me Out To The Ballgame
At a time when most ballparks were rickety wood-framed
lash-ups, Hanlan's Point Stadium was an elegant, brick-andsteel bandbox. On Toronto Island just across a narrow
channel from the city, the Stadium was the crown jewel of a
beautiful park, with grassy lawns, fountains, and a
contraption called the Diving Horse that plunged thrillseekers into Lake Ontario, and then out again.
Jack and Bud got to the Stadium way before the game. It was
a clear warm day, at the start of Indian summer. They went
down to the emerald-green field. "Gotta warm up, kid," said
Bud. "Stay outta trouble, eh?"
Jack wandered across the diamond and peered into the
visting team's dugout. It was empty except for one player,
who looked up at Jack and waved him closer. "Hey kid!" he
yelled. "You wanna hotdog?"
Jack went down the steps and sat on the rough wood bench.
He watched in amazement as the Providence player ate
hotdog after hotdog, washing each one down with a gulp of
beer.
"Watcher' name, kid?"
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"Jack Johnson. Who are you?"
"George Ruth. But you can call me Babe. Everybody else
does."
"Why?" asked Jack.
"I grew up in this orphanage, down to Baltimore," said Ruth.
"and I started playin' ball, but I was too young to sign a
contract when I started wit' the Orioles. So they all called me
Babe, like I was a baby." He looked over at Jack. "Hey, are
you related to that Canuck I'm pitchin' against today?"
"He's my Uncle. He's good."
"He better be good. We're on a streak, kid."
Jack looked out at the fans coming in, taking their seats.
Today would be a full house, 17,000 people. "I'd better get
back, Babe."
"Here," said Ruth. "Take a coupla' hotdogs witcha."
Jack went back to the home team dugout, by third base. He
wondered if somebody would hit a home run. There weren't
many, back in the 'dead ball' era. But maybe! As long as a
Providence player didn't hit his Russian baseball out. Jack
had already decided that he would send it back to Alexei,
after the game was over, with a letter about how Uncle Bud
had pitched it in a real pro game.
The Maple Leaf players came back from practice with a
clatter of spikes against the concrete floor. The starting nine
ran out to the field, and a band played 'God Save The
Queen.' The home plate umpire yelled "Play ball!" and the
game began.
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For the first eight innings, it was close. Neither team could
score. Bud pitched a near-perfect game, matched inning by
inning by the rookie Providence hurler. But in the top of the
ninth, the dam broke, and the Grays got to Bud Johnson for a
run -- single after single, and then a double. With one out
and two on, Bud called time and walked over to the dugout
as the crowd booed. He was really angry.
"Jack," he yelled, "Give me that damn Rooskii baseball. That
idiot rookie Ruth's up and I'm going to strike him out right
now!" Jack handed over the ball. "Get him out, Bud!" he
cried. "This guy can't hit. Creampuff!" And all the Maple
Leafs lined up at the dugout rail to yell at the rookie
Providence pitcher coming up to bat.
"No hit!"
"Hey batter, hey batter!"
"Over here, Ruthie baby!"
But the young Providence hitter stayed calm, and worked the
count to 3 and 2. 'Full count,' thought Uncle Bud. 'Well, I'll
blast a fastball right down the middle. This sucker can't hit
worth a damn.'
At the plate, Babe Ruth stepped out of the batter's box. The
crowd booed. "Play the game, rookie!" Ruth stepped back in,
and pointed to the outfield.
"I've got your number, turkey!" he yelled at Bud Johnson.
"Still got a pitch in there?" Ruth spat a brown stream of
tobacco juice out towards the mound.
Bud Johnson wound up, reared back, and threw a smoking
fastball right across the center of the plate. Now, anybody
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else, they'd still have the bat on their shoulder, that ball came
in so quick. But Babe Ruth! Eveyone watching the game
agreed afterward they had never seen a bat swing so fast.
Ruth ripped that ball into right field. It was a solid hit, a pure
line drive that carried up over the bleachers, over the fence,
and out of the park... only to splash into Lake Ontario, just
beyond the right field wall!
"Damn!" yelled Bud Johnson. He watched Ruth circle the
bases. 'That kid can hit,' he thought. 'He won't stay in the
minors for long.' He walked slowly back to the dugout as the
Maple Leaf manager brought in a new pitcher.
"Sorry, Jack," he said, giving his nephew a hug. "I never
thought that rookie would get a hit off of me."
Jack felt bad for his uncle. "Doesn't matter,' he said. "He got
lucky."
"I don't know," said Bud. "The kid might be a slugger. Who
knows? Maybe Rooskii baseballs are different. What'd they
put in 'em, dynamite? My God, it sure took off. I've never
seen a ball hit that hard! Anyway, I'm sorry, Jack. It's in the
lake, and that's the end of it."
But Jack was already thinking about what he would have to
tell Alexei.
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A Last Letter
Philadelphia, 1957

"So that's the story," said my Dad. "The ball's in the lake, up
to Toronto."
Outside the musty attic, the sun finally emerged from the
clouds. The rays streamed through the small window,
illuminating thousands of dust motes that danced in the air as
I picked up the old purple box.
"Can I open it, Dad?"
"Sure, Jimmy."
But there was nothing inside except a faded letter. It was
typed on old yellowed paper. This is what it said:

St. Petersburg, March 10, 1915
Dear Jack:
Forgive me for not writing sooner. It took a
long time for your letter to get here and
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then I had to wait for the court translator to
help me write back to you in English.
I tried to tell you the secret at the party.
The baseball I gave you had a big diamond in
it, what we call the Eye of Orloff. I wanted
you to have a special present because of all
the fun we had that summer. When I showed
your letter to my Dad the Tsar, he wanted to
know what the secret was, so I told him. He
was very upset. He said that I was supposed
to keep the diamond until I grow up and
become Tsar, and then put it back on top of
an even bigger diamond, the Orloff Giant, that
is on the end of a royal sceptre that
belonged to Catherine the Great. My Dad says
this is a very old tradition.
Anyway, Dad got M. Faberge, our jeweler, to
replace the Eye of Orloff with a giant blue
sapphire, and he is happy now... sort of. You
see, the story goes that whoever has the Eye
of Orloff diamond will control all of Russia.
But since it's in Lake Ontario, I don't think
we have to worry about that!
Your friend,

Alexei
Tsarevitch Alexei Romanov
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"Dad, I bet Jack wrote Alexei and asked what the secret
was," I said.
"Guess so," said my Dad. "Anyway, the ball is gone forever,
lost in the lake. End of the story. So why don't we go outside
and play catch? There's still some time before dinner."
He was wrong. It wasn't the end of the story. But I wouldn't
find that out for many years to come.
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32 Years Later
The Royal York Hotel
Toronto, July 12, 1989

The years went by. I grew up, even though at 41 they still
call me Jimmy instead of James or Jim. And between the
demands of my job and our family, I forgot all about the
Russian baseball. Until one day two weeks ago, when I
came home from work and opened the evening paper. And
then I saw the story, tucked away in the second news section,
where they put all the little stories that are sort of interesting
but not very important.

Thief Steals Ruth Home Run Ball
Toronto, July 2. At noon on Dominion Day
yesterday, a thief came into the Canadian
Baseball Hall of Fame at Ontario Place,
broke a glass case and stole Babe Ruth's
first home run ball. The alarm went off,
and museum security chased the man out
to the street. The thief, 53-year-old Peter
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Kurichev of Scarborough, Ontario, then ran
down to the lakefront and threw the ball
into the water just before the police arrested him. He was booked into the Don
Jail and charged with burglary.
"It's a shame," said Tom Valcke, the museum's President. "We've had that ball on
display for two years, since it was recovered from Hanlan's Point by a scuba
diver." As for Ruth's 1914 home run ball
that splashed down in Lake Ontario, Valcke
says it was a very popular exhibit. "I hope
we can get it back someday," he said. "It's
an important part of Canadian baseball
history."

I read the story over and over. There was something nagging
at me that I couldn't quite remember. But later that night, as I
drifted off to sleep, it hit me: Kurichev! That was the same
name as... who was it?... Yes! The Tsar's tailor, who sewed
the Eye of Orloff into the Russian baseball!
"I have to go to Toronto!" I exclaimed.
"Why don't you just go to sleep," said my wife. "Tell me
about it in the morning."
The next day, I told her the story over breakfast. "What do
you think?" I asked.
"I think you should go and talk to this fellow," she said. "He
has a unique name. There can't be too many Kurichevs in
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this world. Anyway, it's an old mystery, and if you don't
solve it now I'll never get another night's sleep."
And that's what brought me here tonight, to this room in the
Royal York, where I can finally write down the end to this
story, a story that spanned 75 years and two continents
across the globe. Because today I met with Peter Kurichev,
and all is now revealed!
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The Last Tsar
"He doesn't want to see you," said the guard at the Don Jail
earlier that day. "Mister, let me tell you. Kurichev's a nut
case. He's crazy. He thinks he's the King of Russia. Don't
waste your time."
I thought for a moment. "Tell him it's about the Eye of
Orloff," I said.
A few minutes later they took me into a drab gray visiting
room. A well-dressed older prisoner sat across from me,
behind a thick plexiglass window with a small opening at the
bottom.
"I will grant you an audience," he said angrily in a thick
Russian accent. "Do you know who I am? And what do you
know about the Eye of Orloff?"
"You are the last Tsar," I said, going along with his delusion.
"And you are the grandson of Khaim Kurichev."
"Tsar Peter IV, by the grace of God, Emperor of all the
Russias! At last these fools have brought me someone from
my royal court. Did you find the diamond?"
"Your Majesty?"
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"The Eye of Orloff, you imbecile!" He fixed me with his
wild, insane eyes. "I waited for years. Years! Until I could
get an exit visa and come here from Moscow! My father told
me about the diamond when I was a little boy. And I've
known for years that the diamond was here in Canada, but I
had to wait, and wait, and wait to come and claim my true
inheritance!"
He leaned toward the window and whispered, "They thought
I was just a nobody. A stupid KGB file clerk, slaving away in
the state historical archives. But one day, I found the old
letter to the Tsarevitch! From Jack Johnson! About the
diamond in the baseball!"
"And that brought you here."
"Of course, you idiot!" he yelled. "Whoever has the Eye of
Orloff controls Russia! And I am the Tsar! And when I get it
back, I'll..." he looked around furtively. A guard sat across
the room, dozing in a chair.
"I am appointing you Prime Minister," whispered Kurichev.
And you must help me now. You must get me the diamond
and bring it here."
"How can I, your Majesty? You threw the ball in the lake!"
"No! No! They chased me, the fools, after I retrieved my
rightful property from their stupid little museum. And I ran,
faster than they could follow, down to the lakefront."
"And then?"
"And then I took my pocket knife, and slashed the ball wide
open!"
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I held my breath...
"And there it was," he said. "A little red cloth bag! Inside the
baseball! But I could here the police sirens coming! So I
tossed the little bag under a bush... next to the door to the
Visitor's Center... and kept running to the edge of the lake!"
"And then you threw the ball into the water," I said.
"I did. To make them think it was the ball I was after. They
don't know about the Eye of Orloff. And we won't tell them."
"No, we won't," I said.
"Time's up," called the guard. "Let's go, Kurichev."
The prisoner looked at me with one last appealing glance.
"Find it," he mouthed silently. "Bring it to me. I am your
Tsar Peter, and this is my royal command."
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The Lakeshore
I left the jail and walked down to the lakefront. It was a
warm sunny day, a perfect day for a ballgame in the new
Toronto Blue Jays stadium just a few blocks away. They
were playing the Red Sox that afternoon, and I thought about
going to the game and watching Roger Clemens pitch.
But there was something I had to do first.
I walked past the line of tourists waiting to get into Ontario
Place. The big white geodesic dome shone in the sun. And
yes, just as Kurichev had said, there were bushes near the
front entrance!
'Where would he have thrown it?' I thought. 'Probably...
there!... as he ran past towards the lake.' And sure enough,
just past a bend in a low fence, I could see a small flash of
red from under a low-lying green bush. It was the red bag! I
leaned down, thrust my arm under the fence, and carefully
pulled the bag closer, and then under the fence and into my
grasp. "Got it!" I yelled.
The little bag was made of red silk cloth with a golden sun
design, tied at the top with a short black drawstring.
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But the bag was soft, and squishy. When I squeezed it, it felt
that there was something sandy, something gritty, inside.
Whatever it was, it sure wasn't a round hard diamond, as big
as a bird's egg!
I had to see what was inside! Carefully, I pulled the
drawstring, and gently opened the top of the bag. And saw
brilliant flashes of blinding light, so bright they hurt my
eyes! What could it be? I moved the bag into the shade and
looked inside again.
And there was the answer! Inside the bag were hundreds of
small broken diamond chips! Because Babe Ruth hit that ball
so hard, he totally pulverized the Eye of Orloff!
I laughed out loud. "Of course,' I remembered. Just as any
schoolkid knows, diamonds are the hardest material around
-- they can scratch steel -- but they are are super-vulnerable
to sharp impacts!
'A diamond's just a big lump of carbon,' I thought. 'And if
you hit it with a hammer, it shatters. And if you hit it with a
bat... if Babe Ruth hit it with a bat... goodbye!'
There was only one thing to do. I couldn't take the diamond
chips back to Kurichev, because he was out of his mind and
anything more to do with the Eye of Orloff would put him
over the edge forever.
No, The Eye of Orloff had caused enough trouble. I thought
about poor Alexei, the Tsarevitch, who had been arrested in
1918 during the Communist revolution. He and his family
were never seen again. Would he have become the Tsar -- if
only he had kept the Eye of Orloff where it belonged? And
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maybe the Communist revolution would have failed, because
Alexei was a good kid and cared for the Russian people.
The Eye of Orloff was dangerous, I decided. Even busted
into hundreds of little bits, it still held power over people,
like Peter Kurichev. People who believed in its power.
People who believed in its magical ability to give its owner
control of all Russia.
It had caused enough trouble.
It was up to me now. To finish the job that Babe Ruth had
started so many years ago!
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To the High Tower
I tied up the little red bag and ran over to the base of the CN
Tower. It is the world's tallest building, 1,815 feet high, right
next to Ontario Place. With the world's faster elevator! It
shot me up like a rocket to the Outdoor Observation Deck,
1,136 feet up in the air. Way above the skyscrapers!
Outside, a warm breeze swirled around the high tower. I
stood on the deck, and clutched the brass handrail. It was
time. I had to do it now before the wind picked up and they
closed the deck to tourists.
I pulled the little red bag from my jacket pocket, tugged on
the black drawstring, and the shattered remains of the Eye of
Orloff fell glittering into my right hand. Then, in one sudden
motion, I flung the diamond chips into the air. And with one
last blazing brilliant flash, they fell like sparkling summer
fireworks down to the lake so far below.
It was over. The Eye of Orloff was finally at rest, returned to
the very place where Ruth had slammed it 75 years before.

The End
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IJN Akagi approaches Midway Atoll, June 4, 1942.

To the High Tower

The Akagi
Baseball
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A War Story

Wilmington, Delaware, 1961

My name is Jimmy Johnson.
We moved from Philadelphia to Wilmington a year ago, to a
row house on a tree-lined street about three blocks from the
Delaware Art Museum, where I went Saturday afternoons to
look at Howard Pyle's pirate paintings.
One day when I was in eighth grade, I asked my Dad what
he did in the war. This was before Vietnam, and a lot of our
fathers were in World War II. Some of them talked about it,
most didn't. My Dad never did. But I wanted to know,
because my friend Bobby's father was always going on about
how he flew over Germany in a B-17 bomber.
“I was in the Navy,” said my father. “On a destroyer. In the
Pacific.”
“What was it like?” I asked. “Were you afraid?”
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“That's hard to answer,” he said. “Most of the time it was
boring. But then we'd be in a battle and things happened so
fast you didn't have time to be scared.”
“What battles were you in?” I asked. “We're studying the
war in school this year.”
“Midway,” he said. “Did they teach you about Midway? And
Guadalcanal. The Japanese sunk my ship at Guadalcanal.
But we all got off OK before she sank.”
“What ship was it, Dad?”
“The USS Benham. DD-397. Nothing special, just an
ordinary old tin can. “
“What did you do?” I asked.
“Well, after Pearl Harbor, I quit college and joined the Navy.
They made me an officer and I went to the Benham. I was
pretty good with the radio so the captain had me doing radio
intercepts of Jap transmissions. But it was all in code, and
we couldn't understand what they were planning. Anyway,
soon after I came on board, we went with the carriers to
Midway Atoll.”
I remembered what my teacher had taught us about the
Midway battle.
“Midway was where --”
“Where we almost lost the war,” my dad said. “We were
completely outnumbered. The Japanese brought everything
they had, all their ships that had wrecked our fleet at Pearl
Harbor only six months before. But we had to put up a fight.
If we lost Midway, they would've gone for Hawaii next – to
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get the Navy fuel tanks they missed at Pearl Harbor. And that
was it – no oil, no Navy – and the war would've been over, at
least in the Pacific.”
He paused. “But they'll teach you all about it in school,” he
mused. “It's funny, when you're in the middle of something
that later becomes history, you don't know what's going on.
You don't have any idea about the big picture. All you can
understand is what's going on around you, your friends, your
ship. That's about it. Everything else, you don't have a clue.”
“The only person I ever met who knew what was
happening,” he went on, “And I guess the only person who
knew besides the top Admirals who commanded the fleets,
was this Japanese kid we fished out of the water right after
the fighting died down.”
“A Japanese?” I asked.
“Well, he was a Jap,” my Dad said. “Except that he wasn't.”
This was getting confusing. “Well,” I asked, “What was he?
Really?”
“He was a ballplayer,” my Dad said. “Sort of like you,
Jimmy.”
“Tell me the story, Dad,” I implored him. “Please, tell me the
story.”
“Don't have time now, Jimmy,” he said. “But I'll do
something better. I'll let you read his Navy report, which he
dictated to me as we went back to Pearl. I kept a copy. But
you keep your mouth shut about this. It was top secret during
the war, and even now, I don't want it spread around.
Understand?”
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“Yes, Dad,” I said. I could keep a secret. Nobody could make
me tell.
He went upstairs and came back with an old paper box. It
was full of page after page of yellowed typing paper.
“This is my carbon copy,” he said. “What we used to say –
'your eyes only,' Jimmy. Give it back to me tonight.”
He looked at his watch. “I'm late for work! Gotta run. See
you later.”
I opened the box and began to read.
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Midway
“He's coming to.”
“What's this about, Sam? Somebody said he speaks
English.”
I opened my eyes. Everything was blurry. My head hurt and
I could still smell the fuel oil. There were fresh bandages on
my arms from the fire.
“What's your name, sailor?” There were three men in the
small ship's sickbay. One looked like a doctor. Another, an
officer, leaned over my bed as he asked the question. And the
third, a Marine, sat in a chair in the corner with an Army .45
automatic leveled at my face.
“Matt,” I said. “Call me Matt.” I looked around. “Where am
I?”
“You're a very lucky guy,” said the officer. “Our boat picked
you up. You were in the water for three days. This is the USS
Benham. I'm Lieutenant John Johnson. We're on the way
back to Pearl and you'll be transferred to a POW hospital.”
“No,” I said. “I'm an American.”
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“He kept saying that when he was under,” said the doctor.
“But when we picked him up, he was wearing a Jap
uniform.”
“I'm Navy,” I said. “Lieutenant JG Matsuo. On a detached
assignment from Admiral Nimitz's staff.” The room started
to spin. “Radio them,” I said. “Top secret ultra. They'll vouch
for me.”
The doctor and the officer looked at each other.
“It's a crock,” said the officer. “Or he's crazy.”
“I'm not sure,” said the doctor. “I think he's for real. You'd
better check it out.”
“Where are you from?” asked the officer. “Where did you go
to high school?”
“Hana,” I replied. “Hana High. On Maui.”
“Hawaii,” said the doctor.
And I nodded as the room started to swirl and I fell down a
long tunnel toward a deep and dream-filled sleep. As I went
down, I could see the palm trees whispering in the wind
along Hana Road, and hear the surf crashing on the beach as
I came up to the plate on the little ballfield, swung at the first
pitch and passed out long before I could even get to first.
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FROM: Lt John Johnson USS Benham DD-397 Task
Group 17.4
Midway 6 June 1942
TO: Adm CW Nimitz CincPac Pearl Harbor
Picked up one Jap survivor. Speaks English.
Says is USN Ltjg Matt Matsuo. Says is on
your staff. Please verify and advise.
---------FROM: CinCPac #090031 6 June 1942
TO: Lt John Johnson USS Benham
Confirm Ltjg Matsuo on HQ staff. Imperative
he report direct to CincPac on return to
Pearl. Request you take and transcribe his
full report and forward it to me immediately
on arrival.
[signed]
C. W. Nimitz
Copy to: Combat Intell., 14th N.D. (1 copy)
[ Lester Daniels, Radioman 1C ]
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Hana
My name is Keiichi Matsuo. Actually, Matt Matsuo. Because
in grade school, the other kids called me “Katie” and Itchy”
so I started calling myself Matt, and it stuck, all through high
school and after I went to the mainland for college.
My Dad, Hideki Matsuo, came to Hawaii from Japan in
1920 and got a job at the Ka'eleku Sugar Company on Maui.
That's where he met my Mom, Akimi, and I was born in
1922.
My childhood was simple: helping around the house if it was
raining, and playing baseball when it wasn't. It rains a lot
there, and I think I would have been a better ballplayer if I'd
grown up in a place like Los Angeles. But then, LA doesn't
have any place like Hamoa Beach, or hangouts like
Hasegawa's General Store, or the delicious poi and roast pig
you could only get at the end of April at the Taro Planting
Festival down at Waianapanapa State Park.
Everybody, little kids and big kids, went to one school –
Hana High and Elementary on the main Hana Highway.
Since 1912, our motto: “Ka'ike a ke kulanakauhale apau he
hei na ke keiki,” which means something like “the
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knowledge of the whole village is absorbed by the child.”
Well, I really absorbed math, and learned how to hit
fastballs, day after day, playing until the rain came down so
hard we had to run for shelter.
We played in the old ballfield on the ocean side of the
highway, what we call 'makai', different from 'mauka', the
heading-inland side. Played pickup games with guys from
the mill, played kids from other towns, played each other.
I was there one day near the end of my senior year, hitting
long fly balls out to Yoshio Takahashi in deep center. Just
fooling around. After awhile Yoshio took off. I hit a few
more balls back into the batting cage and started walking off
the field. Time to go home.
“Hey, kid.”
I turned around. A middle-aged man was waving at me from
the rusty old bleachers along the first base line. “I'm Paul
Fagan,” he said. “I want to talk to you.”
So this was Paul Fagan! My Dad had told us at dinner that a
rich haole was coming to Hana to buy the sugar company.
Coming all the way from San Francisco.
“You can hit,” he said. “Some of those shots went pretty
deep. What's your name?”
“Matt,” I replied. “Matt Matsuo.”
“OK, Matt.” He stared at me for a second. “Look, here's the
deal. I own a baseball team in San Fran. You ever hear of the
Seals?”
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I sure had! The Seals – where Joe DiMaggio ripped up the
Pacific Coast League just a few years ago, with his brothers
Dom and Tom.
“You can hit, kid,” said Fagan. “I can spot a good swing.
How about trying out for my team?”
I couldn't believe my good luck. But there was just one
thing.
“Mr. Fagan,” I said, “You're going to have to talk with my
father. He wants me to go to college, so I won't have to work
in the sugar fields.”
“Do you want to go to college?” Fagan asked. “Are you
doing good in school?”
“I like math,” I said. “I've always liked math. Yeah, my
grades are pretty good.”
“Well now,” said Fagan. “Maybe we can work something
out. Let's go have a talk with your Dad.”
So we walked back across the highway and up the gravel
road, mauka-side, up the hill to my house. My Mom was out
in the front yard, planting flowers.
“Hi Mom,” I said. “This is Mr. Fagan. He wants to talk to
Dad.”
My mother smiled at the stranger. “I'll get your father,” she
said. “Come sit.”
We sat on the porch. Fagan told my father that I might be
good enough to get on the Seals.
“That's good,” said my Dad. He looked at me and laughed.
“He can sure hit a ball!”
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“So it's OK with you, Dad?” I asked anxiously. “Geez, I
could play in the PCL!”
“I'm not sure,” he frowned. “Look, Mr. Fagan --”
“Call me Paul --”
“Paul,” said my father. “I want Matt to go to to college.
There isn't much here for a bright kid. They tell me you're
here to buy our sugar company... so you know better than I
do how limited a young man's opportunities are in east
Maui.”
“This is hard for me to say,” Dad continued, “but isn't it true
that most kids who try out for pro teams don't make it?”
“That's true,” Fagan replied. “I couldn't tell you otherwise.”
He took a deep sip from a glass of pineapple juice that my
Mom had put on the porch table. “This is so fresh!” he
smiled. “It just doesn't taste like this stateside.” He looked
out over the garden, out over the trees. Then he turned to my
father.
“Mr. Matsuo,” he said seriously, “I understand. But maybe
there's a way we can do both. You know, my Seals baseball
team is a corporation. So we can give out scholarships, if we
wanted to. Now, what if we gave your son a scholarship to to
Cal – to the University of California – and in return he plays
for us in the summer?”
My father looked pleased. But then he asked, “But what if he
doesn't make the team?”
“We'll honor the scholarship,” Fagan replied. “Four years at
Cal. Plus living expenses and a little pocket money. And if
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he can't make the team, he can work for the Seals each
summer... we've got a lot to do to keep him busy.”
“He can sweep that new stadium of yours!” My Dad
laughed. “Seals any good this year? We hear the Angels and
Padres are going to be tough.”
“That's for sure,” said Mr. Fagan. “But San Diego, they sold
this Ted Williams kid to Boston, so we should be able to beat
them this year...” and then they started talking baseball.
I went over and gave my Mom a hug. She looked up at me
with tears in her eyes. “You'll be going away, Keiichi. But I
guess it's time. You're 18 now.” She never called me Matt,
since Keiichi means 'first-born son', and that's what I was. I
hugged her.
“Yes, Mother,” I said. “To San Francisco.”
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San Francisco
While Mr. Fagan returned in style on a Matson liner, I came
into San Fran on his sugar boat, a small, slow, and very rusty
tramp steamer that plyed back and forth between Hana and
the Frisco Bay. We had a smooth trip in from Hawaii. Calm
seas and fair winds. Nothing for me to do but watch the
waves and look for dolphins racing the ship's bow wave.
After about a week, we started running into patchy fog.
“Land to starboard,” yelled the lookout. “It's the Farallones.”
The Farallone Islands are only 12 miles offshore from San
Francisco. We chugged by the dilapidated old whaling
station, with its hundreds of seals hauled out on the rotting
old docks. Hadn't been anybody there for many years, and
these days it was just a waypost for all the little boats that
came out every day from Fisherman's Wharf, going in at
night with their catch.
The fog thickened. I could hardly see ahead. We sounded the
ship's horn. Then, we heard what seemed to be a returning
echo, which got louder and louder and suddenly, out of the
fog, the great red-orange Golden Gate Bridge roadbed swept
by far above us and we came into San Francisco Bay, with
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the Captain carefully keeping us away from the ferocious
tide rips that swirled a wild froth around the the huge
bridge's massive pillars.
We tied up down the bay, at the sugar company's pier. I got
my bag and walked down the gangplank. A guy about my
age was waiting at the bottom. “Are you Matt Matsuo?” he
asked. “I'm Ferris Fain. On the Seals. Mr. Fagan asked me to
pick you up. C'mon, the car's over here.”
He took me to a large rooming house where several of the
ballplayers were staying. They had a room all ready for me.
We talked baseball late into the night. I got along fine with
the guys, but I had to set a few things straight:
“No, hula dancers aren't a bunch of loose girls. It's like an
art, something the women do.”
And... “No, I'm not Japanese! My Dad and Mom were, but
they became Americans. I'm what they call Nisei, which
means second-generation American.”
“Yah, that's like my family, kid,” said an older player, Orvile
Jorgens. “My father, he came from Norway.”
“That's why you're so awful slow on the bases, lunkhead,”
said Jack Warner, who, at 36, was the oldest Seals player that
year. We all laughed, and hit the rack for the next day's game
with Oakland.
-----We met up in Seals Stadium the next morning, down at 16th
and Bryant. I had never been in a real ballpark before and it
was a shock. When you come out of the dugout, the field is
so perfect.
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The grass is greener than anywhere, and the grounds crew
keeps the infield so smooth, you never have to worry about a
grasscutter hitting a rock and bouncing up at you.
That was the summer of 1940, when I came up, and that very
first day, Ferris Fain nailed me with a cream pie, right in the
face, and the guys made me wear a long ladies dress on the
bus ride over the Bay Bridge to Emeryville, where the
Oakland Oaks played. That's what you get when you're a
rookie. And I met my new manager, Lefty O'Doul, who had
played for the Giants in New York. He was one tough guy,
expected us to hustle all the time, to never let up, to play to
win, always.
The Oaks ballpark was the worst in the league. Really old,
mostly peeling green paint on rotten termite-infested wood.
The first day, Mr. O'Doul had me sit it out, just watch, pick
up on the signs, get a feeling for the PCL game. Next day, he
put me in in the sixth inning, in left field. I was up only once,
but I hit a double out to right-center.
I started the third game we played there. And it didn't take
long to realize I was in over my head, literally. In the third
inning with two outs, an Oaks batter crushed a long fly ball
out to left. I started running, misjudged it, and was running
even faster to catch up, when I slammed into the left field
wall just as the ball fell into my outstretched mitt. I held on
for dear life as the rotten plywood fencing disintegrated and
I fell into this dark little room just beyond the wall.
“Did you catch it, kid?” asked a voice from the darkness.
“Yeah,” I said. “I got it.”
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“That's three outs, Hank,” the man yelled. “Put up the third
out.” And as I ran back out onto the field, I watched the
scoreboard change as the men moved the big placards that
showed the balls, strikes, and outs.
They had to call time to throw a tarp over the hole I'd made
in the fence. In our dugout, everybody was laughing. “He
knocked down the damn wall!” “Kid's a real Seal!” and,
when Lefty O'Doul came over, “You gotta new name, kid,”
he said. “Crunch! Crunch!” and the other players picked it
up, and my ears just turned red, I was so embarrassed. But
the name stuck, and I was Crunch Matsuo for the rest of my
time with the Seals.
But that isn't what this report is about. You have to stop me,
or I'll go on about baseball all day. I loved playing for the
Seals. And I was pretty good – hit .275 that summer, with 15
home runs.
But the season ended, and Mr. Fagan came through with his
promise. Early in September, fate found me on the Key
Lines ferry to Oakland, and then to start at Cal, where I
registered to start pursuing a degree in mathematics.
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Berkeley
It was hard to adjust to Cal. The university world sure is
different from the world of baseball... much quieter, and they
don't throw seat cushions and beer at you if you make a
mistake. But after a while it started making sense, I learned
where things were and got to my classes on time. And got
used to being called Matt again. I enjoyed being on campus,
with the graceful towering eucalyptus trees, the wide brick
walkways, and the golden light lancing through the branches
in the late fall.
Maybe the biggest difference was that, being back in the
world of regular people again, I had to pay some attention to
politics and world affairs. A year before, a big war broke out
in Europe, when the Germans invaded Poland, and then the
British and the French came in, and they called it World War
II. In that fall of 1940, there was a lot of talk about whether
we would be caught up in it. The Communist students felt
we should go to war immediately to help the British, but
most people just hoped we could avoid it all. But I could
smell trouble coming, so I signed up for Navy ROTC, to
become a reserve officer, just in case. ROTC was easy –
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military history and tactics – and didn't take much time away
from my studies.
I talked my way into an advanced calculus class, on the
second floor of the old Math and Sciences building. And on
a September morning, running up the wide stairs to get to
class on time, I collided with an older man and knocked him
flat.
“Oh! I'm sorry, sir,” I exclaimed. “Here, let me help.” I
hauled him upright, picked up his briefcase, and retrieved
some scattered papers from the stairwell.
“What's your name, son?” he asked, scowling at me. I
guessed I was in for it.
“Matt, sir,” I replied. “Matt Matsuo. I'm in Professor
Peabody's advanced calculus class, in 203.”
“Well,” he said, “That takes care of the who and where, but
how about why? You look like one of the football players.
What on earth are you doing in a hard math class?”
I looked at him. It was a serious question, and I gave him a
serious answer, even though I thought he might laugh at me.
“I play baseball, mister. Over in the city, for the Seals. I play
left field. And every time I chase a fly ball, I wonder how my
mind can instantly calculate how fast to run, and where to
run to, to be right where the ball comes down. Now I just do
it. We all just do it. It's automatic, if you're a ballplayer. But
since I've been a boy I've always wondered if you could
mechanically predict where a fly ball would land, if you
knew the right kind of math, and I'm hoping this advanced
calculus might give me a clue. And maybe, after I get out of
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college, I'll be able to invent a mechanical predictor with
some practical uses for it.”
“You're in the Navy?” he asked. I was still wearing my
uniform from tactics training.
“Oh no, just ROTC,” I said.
“Still,” he said. “Still. You know, maybe we need to have a
talk. I might be able to help with your project. And you
might be able to help with mine.”
“Sir?”
“I'm Norbert Wiener,” he said. “Take my card. We're over in
Applied Engineering. Wheeler Hall. You know the building?
Down in the basement. Come on over after class. Now you'd
better get going. I know Peabody, and he won't like it if
you're late.”
The basement at Wheeler Hall was cold and dark. A solitary
lightbulb lit a long hallway that led off between the
building's heating system boilers. At the end of the hallway
was a door.
“Stop right there, buddy. This is a restricted area.”
I turned around and saw two Marines in the darkness.
Watching me like two hawks ready to make a meal out of a
mouse. “I'm here to see Professor Wiener,” I said.
“Matsuo?”
“That's me.”
“OK, kid. Go on in.”
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I opened the door. Inside, I found myself in a large, spacious
room that was fitted out with the latest lab equipment, and
with strange large machines that flashed hundreds of small
pinpoint lights in incomprehensible patterns. There was a
steady hum in the air, and, over against one wall, a group of
students were rapidly operating mechanical calculators. In
the center of the area, a smal knot of men were arguing
animatedly. One of them looked at me and waved.
“So you found us, Matt. Come over here and don't be shy.
Maybe you can help throw some light on this problem.” It
was Norbert Wiener. Problem? Even listening intently, I had
no idea what he was talking about.
“Don't you see, Marlowe,” Wiener said animatedly, “You
can't, you just can't, predict ahead unless you have a
sufficient number of data points --”
“You're wrong, Norbert.” Professor Marlowe spoke with a
distict British accent. “We can make reasonable, statistically
meaningful assumptions from very limited data sets.”
“No,” said Wiener. “You can't. Let's get a fresh take on this.
I'd like you to meet Matt Matsuo. He's in Peabody's class and
might have something to contribute.
“Matt,” he went on, “here's the problem. “Imagine an object
in motion, say, an airplane. We want to shoot it down. To do
that, we have to aim ahead of it. To aim ahead, we have to
calculate its future position. And to calculate the position
where hopefully our antiaircraft shell will intersect the
airplane's flight path, we must have data – information –
about its distance, altitude, and speed.
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“Now, Marlowe here,” he smiled, “thinks we can predict that
point from just a few accurate observations. I think we need
a steady continuous stream of data. What's your opinion?”
I thought for a minute. “Actually, you're both right,” I said
slowly. “It depends. If the plane is flying along straight and
level, like a hard line drive --”
“What's the chap talking about?” asked Professor Marlowe.
“Line drive?”
“You'll see,” said Wiener. “Continue, Matt.”
“-- a line drive, you wouldn't need much data. But then, if it
was a long fly ball, like at Rainier Field up in Seattle with all
those wind gusts off Puget Sound, then you'd definitely need
all the information you could get, from second to second, to
predict where the ball would come down.”
“You see, Marlowe?” exclaimed Professor Wiener. “The
truth, from the mouths of babes, as it were. We can infer
correctly for a constant flight pattern, like a bomber stream
at high altitude. You are right in that instance. But what if the
planes take evasive action once we start firing on them? And,
in the worst case, what about the Stukas?”
A Stuka, I remembered, was a Nazi dive bomber.
“Ah,” replied Marlowe. “We didn't do too well against them
over France, did we?” And then I noticed the small silver
wings pinned to his jacket lapel.
“Oh, you fighter pilots did OK,” Wiener said. “As long as
the Stukas were flying straight and level. But once they
kicked over into their dives --”
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“We just never had enough time to come around, follow
them down, and nail them before they dropped their bombs.”
Just like the long fly ball finally falling, I thought. If a
crosswind hit it, you'd never have time to get where it was
going to land.
“Norbert,” Marlowe continued, “I concede the point.
Because I must share this with you. Our problem wasn't so
much shooting down the Stukas with our fighters. We can do
that. But our regimental antiaircraft is a total failure,
shooting up at them from the ground. In France, during May
and June, we weren't able to splash a single Stuka, once they
rolled over from level flight into their dives. They come
down at 200 mph and our gunners can't react fast enough, it's
humanly impossible to track and lead them at that speed, in a
near-vertical dive.”
“Excuse me,” I said, clearing my throat awkwardly. “What
you're saying, you need to replace the human with a
machine.”
“That's why you're here, Matt,” growled Professer Wiener.
“That's why we're all here. Why I'm here from MIT, and
Marlowe all the way from Cambridge. And everyone else in
this room. Commander Kincaid represents the Navy. He's
paying for this project --”
“Because we have the most to lose,” said a tall dark-haired
man in a white lab coat. “Welcome aboard, Matt. If you want
to join us, you'll work for Norbert, help him any way you
can.”
“We're between a rock and a hard place,” he went on. “What
we've learned from Europe, there's no defense aginst dive
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bombers. And that means that our fleet – our battleships, our
carriers – could be sunk in a matter of minutes. Because the
antiaircraft guns on our ships aren't any different than those
the British army used in France. Slow aiming, slow firing. If
we got sucked into the war right now, we could lose control
of the Atlantic to Germany, and the Pacific to Japan. In less
than an hour, we could lose the war.”
I plunged into my work at the Navy lab, with barely enough
time in early October to follow the World Series on the
radio. Cincinnati beat Detroit in seven games, and I missed
most of them. I limped through the semester, doing just
enough work to keep up a low B average. In English Lit, we
studied Melville's Moby Dick, with the Communists saying
it represented the struggle of the workers against the bosses,
and the religious kids saying no, it was all aboout God, didn't
the Pequod have three masts, like the trinity? As for me, I
thought it was a great sea story, and I just didn't have time to
analyze it any further. Around Christmas, in desperation, I
jammed out a 10-page Sociology paper, comparing Seals
Stadium to Chartres Cathedral, each as centers of, and
pivotal to, their respective cultures. “I'm giving you a Aminus on this, Matsuo,” said the teacher. “Never seen
anything like this.”
Sundays were my only free time. I took the ferry over to San
Fran, docking at the old creosote-soaked Key Lines pier near
the Ferry Building at the end of Market Street. When the
weather was clear, I jumped on the Powell Street cable car
and rode it over Nob Hill and down to Fisherman's Wharf,
looked at the large Navy ship models at the Maritime
Museum in Aquatic Park, and always had time to get some
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chocolate at the Ghiradelli factory and wash it down with a
Dr. Pepper from the bottling company next door.
I loved the cable cars. Standing on the outside running
boards when they were crowded, hanging on for dear life as
the old wood cars rocketed down the steep hills, smelling the
sharp odor of burning wood as the gripman pulled back his
long lever and two blocks of pine bit into the cable humming
below the street, and, somehow, we always slowed down
enough to arrive at the turnaround roundtable in one piece.
Some Sundays, I went for dinner at George Ogawa's home,
on Polk near California street. George was a Nisei kid I was
friends with at Cal. Mrs. Ogawa always fed me fresh
sashimi, and after dinner, late at night, George and I took the
cable car back down to Market Street. It was always empty
except for us and the motormen, rattling along in the fog,
chilly, but we always felt warmed by the glow of the little
yellow lightbulbs inside the enclosed passenger area.
A new year. 1941. All through spring semester, I worked
with Professor Wiener, learning to instruct the IBM Hollerith
calculating machine that Commander Kincaid had acquired.
Wiener believed that people, animals, all life – operated on
what he called constant feedback loops, where every second
we were taking in data, reacting to it, and then taking in and
reacting to new data created by our response to the previous
information.
He called his feedback theory 'cybernetics', and it made
sense to me. But that was the theory. In practice, when we
tried to simulate analyzing the path of an aircraft in a dive,
we came up short. It didn't seem that the Hollerith calculator
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was fast enough to generate a stream of accurate data that
could be fed to a gun director, even in a theoretical lab
situation.
“I think we're stumped,” said a weary Professor Wiener one
day in late January. “It's going to take a completely different
approach to solve this one. Probably radar gun direction.”
“Oh, Matt,” he went on.
“I forgot, I'm sorry. Commander Kincaid needs to see you.”
“Right now?” I asked. “What's it about?”
“He didn't say,” said Wiener. “Better go see him.”
----I walked down the dim basement hallway to Kincaid's office.
“Come in, Matt,” said the Commander, standing up to shake
hands as I entered the room. “Have a seat,” he said. “I need
to talk to you.”
My heart sank. Were they going to let me go, now that
Professor Wiener was giving up on the Hollerith approach?
“Matt,” asked the Navy officer, “How do you feel about
Japan?”
“Japan, sir?”
“Yes. Do you feel – part Japanese, and part American? Do
you speak Japanese?”
“No,” I replied. “I don't feel like I'm Japanese. My folks
were, but they became citizens. And yes, I speak Japanese,
but with a Hawaiian accent.”
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“So you don't feel any particular loyalty to the Emperor, or
to the home country?”
“No. Look, Commander, it's just the old people – the
grandparents – who are into that yamato damashii stuff. My
Dad was glad to get out of Japan. He was a poor farmer
there, going nowhere. Wrong family, no connections. Dirt
poor. His life really started when he got to Maui and met my
Mom.”
“Well, I had to ask, Matt,” said Commander Kincaid. “We
had to be sure where you stood.”
He paused and picked up a thick envelope from his desk.
“By order of the Secretary of the Navy,” he said formally, “I
am authorized to offer you a commision as a Lieutenant
Junior Grade, in the Navy Reserves. If you accept, we will
continue this conversation. If you decline, you will return to
your normal class schedule, since we are relocating this
project and Professor Wiener back to MIT in Boston.”
“What do you say?” he continued, looking straight at me. “I
wish I could give you time to think it over, but --”
“Commander,” I said, “I'm under contract with the Seals. I
made a deal with Paul Fagan, and it wouldn't be fair to him
to break it.”
“I'm glad you said that, son,” said a deep voice from the
back of the room. I turned around.
“Hello, Mr. Fagan,” I said. “What are you doing here?”
“They dragged me in, Matt,” he said. “Kicking and
screaming. As far as your contract goes, I'm releasing you
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from it as of right now, if you want to sign up with the Navy.
When your country calls,” he said seriously, “baseball can
wait.”
I turned to Commander Kincaid. “Then it's OK,” I said. “I
accept.”
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Mr. Fagan wished me well, and left the room.
“OK,” said Commander Kincaid. “Hold up your right hand,
and repeat after me...” and, right then and there, he swore me
in as an officer in the United States Navy.
“These are your travel orders,” he said. “We're sending you
to Honolulu, to Pearl Harbor, on tomorrow's Clipper. You'll
report to Admiral Chester Nimitz on the USS Arizona.”
“Me?” I said. “Report to an Admiral?”
“Yes,” he replied. “Matt, the Navy has a special assignment
for you. I don't know what it is. All I'm supposed to tell you
is that from now on, until you get to Nimitz's quarters, you
are to travel in civilian clothes and maintain your identity as
a ballplayer. If anybody asks Paul Fagan, you're still on the
Seals until we tell him different. On your part, you do not tell
anybody – anyone at all – that you're in the Navy. I can't
stress that enough.”
“Can I call my parents,” I said. “My Dad would be really
proud, really happy.”
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“No,” said Kincaid forcefully. “Not right now. You'll find out
why – at Pearl.”
----The next day I put on a jacket and tie, packed my bag and
caught a Yellow Cab over to Treasure Island. The Honolulu
Clipper, a new four-engine Boeing 314 flying boat, was
boarding passengers in the Port of Trade Winds seaplane
harbor.
I stepped off the pier onto the huge plane's lower wing
sponson, and handed my ticket to the stewardess.
“Welcome aboard, Mr. Matsuo,” she smiled. “We're about
ready to take off. Let me take you to your seat.”
The Clipper was large and luxurious, with wings thick
enough for a mechanic to crawl out on a catwalk and service
the engines in flight. The spacious interior was tastefully
decorated, with wide leather seats, and comfortable berths
for overnight sleeping. The plane even had a dining room,
where stewards served full-course meals in shifts to the 36
passengers and crew.
We took off, thundering down the bay, flying above the
Golden Gate Bridge and out over the Pacific. 2400 miles to
Hawaii. I took off my jacket and settled in for the long flight
west.
The other passengers were much older. It cost a great deal to
fly on the Clipper, and that ruled out most people my age. I
was seated next to a middle-aged German businessman, who
knew as little about baseball as I did about oil tank control
valves, so I didn't have to talk much. Outside the window,
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the sun set over the sea, with the scattered clouds turning
orange and purple as the night sky turned to a dark indigo
blue.
The flight was absolutely smooth and completely uneventful,
once I got used to the occasional flames shooting from the
exhausts of the big Pratt and Whitney radial engines.
“It's nothing to worry about, sir,” laughed the stewardess,
noticing my look of alarm. “It's perfectly normal... they run a
little rich now and then.” So I relaxed and dozed off, waking
up in early morning as the Clipper came in to land on the
calm waters at Pearl Harbor. The sun was just coming up as
the big plane touched down and taxied to the pier in a spray
of foam.
A gray Navy Ford sedan was waiting.
“Lieutenant Matsuo?” asked the driver, an enlisted man.
“Welcome to Hawaii.” He held open the door to the back
seat, I got in, and we drove to the base, to Battleship Row
and the USS Arizona.
The Arizona towered over the dock, with her fearsome 14inch guns pointing skyward from their three massive turrets.
I walked up the long boarding ladder to the boat deck.
“Lieutenant JG Matsuo, “ I said to the Marine sentry.
“Reporting to Admiral Nimitz.”
An armed escort took me deep into the ship, and I was
immediately lost. Up and down ladders and staircases, across
different decks, down many passageways until we finally got
to a large sea cabin with a sign on the door that said 'Chief of
the Bureau of Navigation'.
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“You're in the right place, Lieutenant,” growled a deep voice.
“Come on in.”
There were two officers standing by a chart table. “Chester
Nimitz,” said the taller of the two. “You're on my staff, as of
now. Captain Fletcher here will get you squared away. You'll
report to him.”
“Thanks, Mr. Nimitz,” I said.
“Admiral Nimitz,” whispered Captain Fletcher.
“Admiral Nimitz,” I said. “What's the Bureau of
Navigation?”
The two officers looked at each other and laughed.
“It's the cover for this operation,” said Fletcher. “Let's go get
a Coke and I'll tell you all about it.”
----“There really is a Navy Bureau of Navigation,” said Captain
Fletcher. “And Admiral Nimitz really is its Chief. But we've
also found this little-known bureau perfect for special
projects... projects we don't want anyone to know about.”
We were alone on the afterdeck, sitting at a table under a
large tan canopy, looking out at the sun sparkling on the
calm water.
“This is a good place to talk today,” said Fletcher. “Most of
the crew's in Honolulu, on leave.” He paused for a moment.
“We're sending you to Japan, Matt.”
“Japan? Why?” I asked.
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“See that ship over there?” Captain Fletcher answered my
question with one of his own.
“A battleship, putting out to sea.” I said. “Huge. Big guns.
Looks a lot like this one. Like all the others here in the
harbor.”
“She's the USS Nevada. But the Japanese are building
aircraft carriers,” he frowned. “Six new carriers. And they're
converting two of their battleships into carriers. We don't
know much about them, but that's not the real problem. We
can guess how many planes they can carry, flight ranges,
bombloads, all of that. But what we really need to know is
how to sink them. Where they are vulnerable.”
“And that's where you come in,” he continued. “They tell me
you know a lot about antiaircraft control systems.”
“Wait a minute,” I said, holding up a hand. “My studies at
Cal were thoretical.”
“Welcome to the real world, Matt. If you had to sum it up,
what did you learn?”
“You can't defend against a dive bomber attack, Captain.” I
pointed to the battleship. “With our technology, you'd have
to put about ten times the number of small guns on her, and
even then, the dive bombers would probably get through.”
“No solution?”
“None we know of.”
“Well, that's what the Admiral told me. And we're changing
our fleet tactics to emphasize SBD Dauntless dive bomber
attacks.”
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“It's a great new plane,” he continued, “and we're training
the squadrons just as fast as the SBDs come in from
California. We hope it's in time.”
“War?” I asked.
“We think so,” he said. “This is the end of February... we
think probably by September, maybe a little later.” He
looked at me. “I'm sending you to Japan, Matt,” he said
seriously. “We have to know if their antiaircraft situation is
as backward as ours. If it is, we can beat them. Maybe. But if
they've found some new way to track a diving aircraft, we've
got to find out – fast – before the shooting starts.”
Captain Fletcher looked at his watch. “Lunchtime,” he said.
“You like baloney sandwiches? I know the food here's not as
good as the Clipper, but we had to bring you over in a hurry.
There's no time to lose.”
“Baloney's fine, Captain,” I laughed. “But now I'm back
home, how about some Spam? Spam and eggs, maybe?”
----We had the messroom to ourselves.
“We put a deal together.” Fletcher said. “Paul Fagan made it
work. Ever hear of the Yomiuri Giants?”
“No. Japanese?”
“Yep. Tokyo. Word is they're pretty good. And they just got a
new left fielder.”
“Oh, no,” I spluttered, my mouth full of Spam. “Me?”
“You,” he said. “You're it. Actually, it's a great way to get
you into Japan. They love baseball, same as us. We worked
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with Fagan, he had contacts. Your manager Lefty O'Doul just
about started baseball in Japan – he started the Giants.
Named them after his old New York Giants. Anyway, Fagan
held you out on an offer, and they bit. We're having a fake
press conference tomorrow, here in Honolulu. And you'll
have to be careful – we're sure the reporter for the Asahi
Shimbun is an undercover agent. And day after tomorrow,
he'll be travelling to Tokyo with you on the Clipper.”
“This is moving fast,” I said.
“There's no time to waste,” said Captain Fletcher. “Look. We
want you to act dumb about politics, and keep any talk
focused on baseball. Here's the hard part. I want you to
dribble out, a little bit at a time, details about your work at
Cal. You can talk about Norbert Wiener, you can talk about
the Hollerith antiaircraft program. But with a twist --you're
going to throw a curveball. If anyone asks – and they will –
tell them that we've made some big breakthroughs and that
the US Navy is going to standardize on new Hollerith fire
control director machines.”
“And then?”
“And then we're hoping they try to recruit you to work on
their ship antiaircraft project. All we know about it is, like
us, they're working on a Hollerith solution. And we want you
to do everything you can to keep them believing that they are
on the right track. Whatever it takes! We know they're
somewhere in the Tokyo area, in a Fuji Heavy Industries
factory – but we don't know which one, or where.”
“But I'm American! I'm the last person they'd trust.”
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“Matt,” Fletcher said, “Let me tell you a few things about
Japan. First, they look down on foreigners who aren't
Japanese. They call whites 'gaijin', which means 'hairy
barbarian.' Negroes? They think they're monkeys. But then
there's you. You're an American, but they believe you're a
Japanese – because your Dad and Mom were born in Japan.
To them, you'll always be Japanese – and they believe you'll
always be loyal to Japan, no matter where you were born or
grew up.”
“I think I know what you mean,” I said. “My grandparents
are like that.” I thought for a moment. “It's like jiu-jitsu,” I
said. “Where you turn the other guy's strength against him.
We can take advantage of their predudices, Captain.”
“Welcome aboard, Lieutenant,” he smiled. “I think you have
a future in military intelligence.”
The next day I went to a hastily-arranged press conference at
the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, on Waikiki Beach. Mr, Fagan had
set it up from San Francisco, and had the manager of a local
ball team introduce me to the press. There were a lot of
Japanese-Americans in Hawaii, and the newspaper sports
sections followed Japanese ball as well as the PCL and the
major leagues.
I held up a new Yomiuri Giants jersey, which, sure enough,
had the word 'Giants' in English, and looked almost the same
as the New York team's uniform. Number 3. Not bad, the
same number I'd had on the Seals.
The flashbulbs went off, and then it was question time. The
Hawaiian reporters were easy to handle.
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“Yes,” I answered, “Yes, I'm looking forward to playing in
Japan. I hear their parks are a little smaller, so maybe I can
hit a few more homers.” and -“No, there shouldn't be any problems communicating. My
Dad and Mom taught me Japanese. As long as they can
handle a Maui accent over there.” But then –
“Matt, I'm Hiroshi Morika, Asahi Shimbun. How do you feel
about the United States cutting off steel exports to Japan?”
Yep, just like Fletcher said. Here comes a curveball. But I
was ready.
“Geez,” I said. “You got me. I don't keep up much with
politics. But you can tell your readers, I'm sure looking
forward to opening day, and doing my part to help the Giants
win a pennant!”
“We'll both be on the Tokyo Clipper tomorrow,” said the
reporter. “Could I get an interview?”
“You bet,” I said. “See you tomorrow.”
Back at Pearl Harbor, Captain Fletcher took me to the base
shooting range. “This is a Nambu, Model 1939,” he said.
“Their standard military pistol. Here's the safety – and here's
how you put in a clip of ammo. You have to keep it really
clean... and your hands better be dry when you change the
clip, or it'll jam. Remember – it just won't work if it's wet!
Then you pull back the knob slide, like this – and it's ready
to fire. Here, you do it.”
I cocked the pistol and aimed at the target. Blam! The gun
kicked and Fletcher clapped his hands.
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“Good going, Matt,” he laughed. “You actually hit the target.
But don't worry, all we want you to know are the basics. Just
in case.” He looked at me.
“I wish we had more time,” he said, “But we don't. Just be
yourself and get into that factory.”
“If I find anything, how do I get the information back to
you?” I asked.
“Bucky Harris,” said Captain Fletcher. “Actually, his real
name is Harrison McGalliard. But they can't pronounce his
name, so he's Bucky. He's on the Giants. He's their hitting
coach. And he's your contact.”
“Bucky Harris,” I repeated. “McGalliard. Got it.”
“He's your man. Whatever you tell him comes straight to
me.”
“That's it, then,” he went on. “Have a good flight, Matt. Oh,
you'd better be Keiichi over there. We'll bring you back at
the end of the season, in the fall, before war breaks out.”
We shook hands. “Good luck and good hunting,” he said.
“Godspeed.”
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Clipper
Distances -San Francisco to Honolulu, 2387 miles
Honolulu to Midway Atoll, 1310 miles
Midway Atoll to Wake Island, 1185 miles
Wake Island to Tokyo, 1960 miles

The next morning, we took off on the Clipper for the sixhour flight to Midway Atoll. And, as promised, here came
the reporter, armed with his notebook and a small Leica
35mm camera on a neckstrap.
“Good time to talk?” asked Hiroshi Morika. “We can do a
quick interview, and I'll wire it in from Midway this
evening.”
“OK with me,” I said. “What paper did you say you were
with?”
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“The Asahi Shimbun – that's 'The Morning Sun newspaper,'
in English.”
“I know,” I said. “I speak Japanese. But I'm rusty – and
looking forward to becoming really fluent in my homecountry language.” That much was certainly true.
“So you think of yourself as one of us, Matt?” Hiroshi asked.
“Even though you're American?”
“Call me Keiichi,” I replied. “Yeah, my folks brought me up
Japanese. And they told me that even though I was born in
Hawaii, I'd never lose my Japanese citizenship. I'm nisei.”
“That's true. Because your parents were born in Dai Nippon.
Born in Japan.” He smiled. “But let's talk about you. What
was it like playing for the Seals?”
And as the big plane droned west through puffy clouds
above the blue, blue Pacific, we talked about baseball. Then,
ever so gently, Morika steered the talk to politics.
“So you don't keep up with world affairs, Keiichi?” he
asked. “I thought everybody knew about the trouble between
the United States and Japan.”
“I haven't kept up with it, Hiroshi. Between studying at Cal
and baseball, I haven't had time to pick up a paper. But my
friends, they talk about it. And they say Japan's getting a
bum shake.”
“A bum shake?” the reporter was mystified.
“Yeah – that's slang for a bad deal, unfair – where one side's
taking advantage of the other.”
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“Exactly!” Hiroshi exclaimed. “Keiichi, would you let me
bring you up to speed on our politics? Even though you're a
ballplayer, there's lots you need to know – just to fit in with
the other guys.”
“I'd really appreciate your help, Hiroshi-san,” I said, using
the honorific form of address. “I'm a fast learner. Ask
anybody at Cal!” I laughed. “When I was studying
rangefinder mathematics --”
“Rangefinders?” asked Hiroshi. I smiled to myself. The hook
was in. Now all I had to do was reel in the fish. But, as
Captain Fletcher had said, slowly and carefully.
“Sure, “ I yawned. “Look, I'm getting tired. Make you a deal,
Hiroshi. Take off so I can get some more sleep, and I'll tell
you all about Cal tomorrow, on the way to Wake.”
We took off the next morning from Midway Atoll lagoon,
bound for Wake Island, the last stop before Tokyo. The Pan
American Airways hotels on Midway and Wake were small
but very comfortable, and the flights were timed to arrive at
each island in the afternoon, in plenty of time to change for
drinks on the terrace at sunset.
The hours passed quickly as Morika briefed me on Japanese
attitudes, politics, and culture. He, and his newspaper,
believed that the US government was purposely trying to
wreck the Japanese economy.
“Why else,” he exclaimed, “Would President Roosevelt cut
off our steel orders – the steel we bought from your big
companies?”
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I thought for a moment. “Because you invaded China,” I
said. “That's what they told us, when I was in high school.”
“But why does the US even care?” he replied. “No, it's just a
plot to stop Japan from becoming the most important country
in Asia.”
I played along. “Sounds like you're right, Hiroshi. It's not
fair.”
He changed subjects. “Why didn't you play baseball at Cal?”
“I was already on the Seals,” I said. “Once you're
professional, you can't go back to playing amateur. Besides, I
was just too busy with my studies.”
“The rangefinder math?” he asked.
“Yeah,” I replied. “All my regular classes, and then the
project as well.”
“The project?”
“Hiroshi,” I asked in return, “Have you ever heard of a
'firing table'?”
“No... something you put a gun on before you shoot it?”
“Uh-uh,” I shook my head. “A firing table is a set of
numbers – lots of numbers – that tell an antiaircraft gunner
where to aim, depending on where the target is.”
“But the target is moving, Keiichi,” he said.
“That's right. So the problem becomes – how to keep all the
numbers up to the minute, to the second, as target speed and
distance comes in – and then how to calculate the gun-
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aiming data very quickly and feed it to a mechanical director
that can automatically aim and fire the guns.”
He thought for a moment. “Did you solve the problem?”
“Not completely,” I replied.”But we had some promising
ideas, by the time I left. Our work with the Hollerith
calculator looked like it would pan out.”
“Pan out?”
“Yeah, that's an old California gold-rush expression – it
means 'succeed'. Anyway, Hiroshi, from here on out it gets
really technical – unless you know higher math.”
“Not me!” he laughed. “I'm just a reporter.” Sure you are, I
thought silently. Just like I'm Babe Ruth.
“I've got enough for my interview,” he went on. “Tell you
what, after we get to Japan, could we talk again?”
“Of course,” I said warmly. “Anytime, Hiroshi-san. After all,
you're my first friend in Dai Nippon.”
----The next day, we took off from Wake Island for the long
flight to Japan. At dinner, I found myself seated across from
the German businessman who had been on the plane from
San Francisco.
“Guten tag, ballplayer,” he smiled, waving his beer glass in
salute. “We meet again.”
“Good to see you, sir,” I replied.
“Hans,” he said. “Herr Hans Bergmann.”
“You're selling oil tanks,” I remembered.
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“Nein, nein. Oil tank valves. Control valves.”
“And you're coming all the way to Tokyo? Can't the
Japanese make their own control valves?”
“Ja. Of course. But now, they want real precision. So they
call on us. Rheinmetall Valves and Controls. And they need
the valves fast, fast! They are building so many large new oil
tanks.”
“Why?” I asked.
“Ach!” He looked annoyed. “Who knows? They don't say.
Even though they are supposed to be our allies. We don't
know. Maybe to store oil for their navy. They are building
new ships faster than even Germany. But let's order. I'm
hungry!”
After dinner, I went back to my berth, and slept until the
chimes rang and a soft voice on the intercom announced that
we were landing at Yokohama, in Tokyo Bay. Outside the
window, dawn was breaking through overcast skies – a rainy
day over a large gray city. The big Boeing circled, and then
dropped down in a graceful swoop to land on the calm water.
I stretched, yawning. My long journey was over, but, as
things turned out, it had only just begun.
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Sword
They met me at the plane. Two Japanese men, one very welldressed, prosperous, in a heavy brown seal winter coat. The
other, probably the chauffeur, I thought.
“Matt Matsuo?”
“Keiichi,” I said.
“Sadayoshi Fujimoto,” said the well-dressed man. “Yomiuri
Giants. I'm your manager this season.”
I held out my hand. “Pleased to meetcha,” I said.
“What's the matter, are you wearing pants made of bamboo?
You must bow,” he said irritably. “First lesson. I am your
superior. You bow deeply to me, then I bow less deeply to
you. Do it.”
I bowed. He bowed. The chill rain drizzled down. Strange
place, I thought.
“Akito,” he said. “Take his bag, and get the car.” Then, to
me, “We are going to the newspaper. To Mr. Matsutaro
Shoriki's office. The owner. He wants to meet you. He likes
to get to know all his new ballplayers.”
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“The newspaper?” I asked.
“Didn't they tell you? Our ballclubs are owned by
corporations. The Giants are owned by the Yomiuri Group.
We publish the Yomiuri Shimbun, Japan's largest
newspaper.”
Oh no, I thought. On the plane, I'd given an interview to a
different newspaper. To a competitor.
I told my new manager about the reporter.
“Baka!” he yelled angrily. “You fool!”
Nothing like getting off to a good start, I thought. Well,
Lefty O'Doul had yelled at me too, after I missed a sign with
a runner on third in a game with the Hollywood Stars.
The car came. A new tan Toyota. Smooth, quiet, and warm
inside.
We drove away from the harbor into the city, into a business
district with large stone office buildings. Lots of people on
the streets, a sea of bobbing colorful umbrellas. Funny, I
thought. First time I'd ever been in a city where everybody
looked, well, just like me.
The yellow-brick Yomiuri Shimbun building rose five stories
above the Tokyo plain. We pushed through the revolving
door into an ornate lobby, decorated in the latest western ArtDeco style.
“Sadayoshi Fujimoto,” said my manager to the receptionist.
“To see Chairman Shoriki.”
“Hai,” she replied. “Yes. Oh, there he is now.” She pointed
toward the street. Outside, a new black 12-cylinder Packard
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limousine pulled up to the curb. A doorman opened the large
car's rear door, and a short, balding middle-aged man
emerged, followed by a young woman in Western dress. The
sidewalk was crowded with businessmen, rushing to work in
the nearby Ginza offices.
Suddenly, a pedestrian leaped forward, screaming at the top
of his lungs. “You filth,” he yelled. “You garbage! You sell
our Mejii Jingu to the gaijins!” He pulled a short katana
samurai sword from under his overcoat. “Black Dragon!”
yelled my manager. “Guards! Guards!” But I was off and
running, spinning through the revolving door out to the wet
sidewalk just as the assassin raised the sword above his head.
Too late! The silver blade flashed in the morning rain. Blood
spattered on the pavement as the Chairman collapsed.
“Death! Death to all who help the foreigners!” yelled the
assassin, just as I tackled him around the waist and knocked
the sword out of his grasp as we fell into the gutter. He was
about my age, but lighter, with short hair and a thin
mustache. I flipped him over on his stomach and held him
down until the police came and took him away.
“You saved my father.”
I turned around. The young woman stood there, crying. Her
coat was covered in blood. I reached out and touched her
arm.
“No,” I said. “I couldn't get there in time.”
“But you did,” she sobbed. “You did. You stopped the ninja.
He saw you coming. You distracted him. And my father will
live.”
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An ambulance took the Chairman and his daughter to a
nearby hospital. I found my manager in the lobby.
“We are in your debt, Keiichi-san,” he said, bowing deeply.
“If there is anything you need, anything you want --”
“I'm here to play baseball, Mr. Fujimoto,” I said seriously.
“And they told me your season starts in a week. So I don't
have a lot of time to learn how you play the game here. What
I want --” I paused... “is your help, your advice – anything
you can teach me that will help me fit in with my new team.”
He looked at me approvingly. “We have a saying here,
Keiichi,” he said. “'Deru kui ga utareru... the nail that stands
up gets pounded down'. I was worried that you would be
typically American, just out for yourself. But today I see that
you are true nisei, and that your values are the same as ours.”
He bowed again. “Of course I will help you,” he said. “As
for you – do exactly what your coaches tell you. Listen hard.
Practice hard. Work harder than the others. And you will fit
in quickly on your new team.”
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Meiji Jingu
“What was that all about?”
I was sitting at a counter at a noodle shop with Harrison
McGalliard. He'd played for the Yomiuri Giants for a few
years before becoming the hitting coach. Nickname 'Bucky',
because the locals couldn't pronounce his name. He scooped
up a large spoonful of somen, sprinkled it with seaweed
garnish, and chewed a few moments before answering.
“There's an old ballpark,” he said. “Jingu Stadium. Home of
the Yakult Swallows, another team in our league. But they
call it Meiji Jingu because it's owned by the Meiji Shrine – a
Shinto shrine to their Emperor Meiji, who built modern
Japan fifty years ago. The Shinto religion is very
nationalistic, very Japan-centered, very hostile to outsiders.
When Chairman Shoriki brought Ruth and Gehrig over on a
goodwill tour, they played at Meiji Jingu. And the stadium's
right next to the Shrine, on land that's owned by the Shrine.
And having Americans play – for money – on a Shinto
temple site seemed sacrilegious – it really got some people
angry. People who want Japan to have nothing to do with
foreigners.”
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“It's like this, Keiichi,” he continued. “There are two big
political parties here, like at home. Except here they play for
real. Mobs in the streets, whenever there's an argument. And,
if shouting doesn't work, you can always try to bump off
somebody who gets in your way.”
“Like Chairman Shoriki.”
“Right,” said McGalliard. “He's one of the leaders of what
we'd call a peace party. Wants to work out international
problems by negotiating. With his newspaper, he's very
influential. But he's up against Konoe Fumimaro, the Prime
Minister. And Fumimaro's party has a majority in the Diet –
their Congress. Most important, Fumimaro has General Tojo
in his pocket – or maybe it's the other way around. And the
Army wants to go to war.”
I used my chopsticks to gather up some soba. “War?” I
asked. “Who do they want to fight?”
“Way they see it,” said Bucky, “They want to throw out the
British, the French, and the Dutch from all these countries in
Southeast Asia – Singapore, Vietnam, Indonesia. They call it
'Co-East Asia Prosperity Sphere', that's what they are going
to call it after they throw out the Europeans.”
“Well, that won't affect us,” I replied. “Or will it?”
“Yeah,” said the big ballplayer. “That's why we're here,
Keiichi. The US has a treaty with the Europeans, and, if
those countries are attacked, we'll be at war. So we have to
do whatever we can to find out what's going on and put a
spike in it.”
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I remembered what the German businessman had told me on
the Clipper, and repeated it to McGalliard.
“That's a big piece of the puzzle,” he said. “We know they
are running out of oil. If you look at all the storage tanks
along the port, they're riding high... almost on empty. And if
they're building even more new tanks, well, they're planning
to get the oil from somewhere. Probably the Dutch East
Indies – Java, Sumatra, what they call Indonesia.”
“And the Chairman? They tried to kill him. The Black
Dragons.”
“He's in the way,” said Bucky McGalliard. “The Black
Dragon Society – the BDS – is a small, secret goup. Called
Kokuryūkai. They're like the Mob back home, but political.
Bet your bottom dollar that Tojo hired them to knock out
Shoriki. But maybe the military made a mistake.”
“How?” I asked.
“You,” he said. “You're a new face here. They'll never trust
me – I'm a gaijin, a white barbarian foreigner. But you're
different. Nisei. They'll think you're one of them. And, since
you got a good look at that ninja guy, they'll probably test
you out, see what side you're on. So play along – do
whatever you can to win their confidence.”
----The next day, the sun came out and I went for a walk to
Meiji Shrine, not far from my hotel. The Shrine was at the
center of a large forested park, a beautiful place to relax after
the hustle and bustle of the surrounding city. In the center of
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the park, at the naien, was a comples devoted to the deified
Emperor Meiji and his wife, the Empress.
I was looking at the exhibit of Imperial treasures when I
heard a familiar voice.
“Keiichi! Well, this is a pleasant surprise!”
I turned around. Sure enough, it was my reporter friend,
Hiroshi Morika. “Relax,” he laughed. “I'm not working
today. No interviews. But I need to speak with you.”
“What's up, Hiroshi?”
He looked around. “Keep your voice down here, Keiichi.
Somebody might be listening. We need your help! That guy
you caught --”
“The Black Dragon?”
“Ssshhh. Not so loud! Yes. Look, Keiichi, he's on our side.
And the police are going to ask you to identify him.”
“So you're in this Black Dragon Society?”
“No, no. We just use them.” He took a deep breath. “Did
your parents ever tell you the old story of the Forty-Seven
Ronin?”
What on earth, I thought. Where was this heading?
“Yes,” I said.”When Lord Asano's loyal samurai avenged his
murder by evil Lord Kira in Osaka Castle – a year later – in
the time of --”
“-- the cherry blossoms,” finished Morika. “Look around.”
It was that same time now, I realized. Spring. A time, as the
story told, to reclaim honor, even at the expense of one's life.
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Honor and courage. Yamato damashii. The spirit of old
Japan.
“I am not just a reporter,” said Hiroshi. “I am in Sakurakai –
the Cherry Society. Did you know that the cherry blossom –
sakura -- symbolizes self-sacrifice? For us now also, just as
it was the time for the ronin in Osaka, long ago. Our group is
devoted to restoring the military to power, to restoring the
greatness that Emperor Meiji brought to Japan!”
He looked around. “Soon,” he said softly. “Very soon!
General Tojo will rule, and we'll throw the foreigners out of
all Asia! A hundred million hearts will beat as one!”
He looked at me intently. “Will you come on board, Keiichi?
he asked quietly. “Will you help build the new Nippon, a
Japan just for us Japanese?”
“Yes!” I exclaimed, shaking his hand enthusistically.
“Hiroshi-san, count me in. I'll do whatever I can to help!”
And that's why, the next day at a lineup at the police station,
I looked straight at the man who'd tried to kill Chairman
Shoriki and said in a strong clear voice:
“I don't recognize him. Are you sure this is the right guy? He
doesn't look like the assassin at all.”
And between my statement and what seemed to be a lot of
pressure from his lawyer, the killer was released right then
and there, giving me a puzzled glance as he left the police
station.
As for me, I felt relieved. Nobody I knew was there – no
reporters, nobody from the baseball team. First thing
tomorrow, we'd start spring training. It would be good to get
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back to baseball, fit into my new team, and update Bucky
McGalliard on the progress I'd made.

sairen no
naru toki akihi
kumo wo yaburu
the siren starts the game
autumn sunlight breaks
through the clouds
– Shuoshi Mizuhara (1892-1981)
Five Scenes at Jingu Baseball Stadium, 1938.
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First thing, I had to learn my new team's name. It said
Yomiuri Giants – in English letters – on my jersey, but some
fans called us 'Jiantsu', which was sort of how they
pronounced 'Giants', and others called us 'Kyojin', which
means 'Giants' in Japanese. In the papers, sometimes we
were the Yomiuri Giants, other times the Tokyo Giants.
Next, I had to survive spring training, which was more like
an Army boot camp than baseball practice. On the field at
dawn. Sing the company song. Hour after hour of
calisthenics. Dawn to dusk wind sprints, and running around
the whole field for any minor infraction. They called these
gattsu – guts -- drills, exercises in marathon running, fielding
(a thousand ground balls in succession), and batting allowed
us players to demonstrate doryoku -- effort -- and fighting
spirit.
These highly prized attributes were an extension of the
samurai concept of bushido, the way of the warrior. The
work ethic was reflected in all aspects of society. Japan sure
was different from Hawaii! Each and every sarariman – a
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worker on a salary -- was expected to work very hard.
Including us baseball players!
Hardest for me was learning to bunt. Of course, I knew how
to bunt, but like most American outfielders, I wasn't much
good at it. But the Japanese game was really different – sort
of like what we called 'little ball', when the Seals were in a
slump, couldn't buy a hit to save your life, and Lefty O'Doul
got us bunting, stealing, running the bases.
“Lefty started the game here,” said Bucky McGalliard,
coaching me during bunting practice. “He started the Giants
for Mr. Shoriki. C'mon, kid, lets do it again. Drop that ball
right down the first base line. Now do it again, just like that!
Good. Do it again. See, Lefty figured out that since these
folks can't hit as well as we do, they had to hustle harder, had
to do everything right, exactly right, to stay in the game
when they played teams visiting from the States. You know
Lefty, he hates to lose!”
The pitcher tossed a curve and I bunted it down the third
base line. “How'd it work out?” I asked. “Not too well,” he
said. “Lefty, he took his Japanese team up against visiting
American All-Stars, and he didn't have the pitching. They
bombed us. Except once.”
“What happened?”
“This was a few years ago. Connie Mack brought over a real
All-Star team. We played them up at Meiji Jingu. What a
game! See that kid over there?”
Over by first base, warming up, was a skinny guy in his
early twenties.
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“That's Ejii Sawamura,” said Bucky. “And he pitched against
the US All-Stars. In one inning, he struck out Ruth, Gehrig,
and Foxx – and the next inning he struck out Lou Gehringer!
Just had them handcuffed. Finally, in the seventh, Gehrig hit
a home run and it ended like that, a 1-0 game. Sawamura –
he's famous here. But there's one little problem --”
“What's that?” I asked, laying down another bunt.
“He hates Americans. Spit on us, if he could get away with
it. Two years ago, before I started coaching, I hit .358...
made MVP, and Sawamura wouldn't even shake my hand.
We're on the same team, but he's a nut case. You know, after
he struck out the All-Stars, Connie Mack offered him a bigleague tryout, in the States? And Ejii just laughed, turned
him down flat. Watch out for him, kid. He's half-crazy.”
He picked up a bat. “Let's talk about hitting,” he said. “That's
why they bring us Yanks over, even with the politics the way
they are. We can hit. Not because we're bigger – they have a
lot of big guys here too – but because we grew up playing
ball, and they didn't. It's a new game here. So, if you hit .270
in the PCL, you should hit .300 here. More home runs, too...
their parks are a little smaller.”
“Just one thing,” he continued, swinging the bat. “The
pitcher's mound is six inches closer than in the States. If
you're up against a good fastballer with razor sharp control,
like Sawamura over there, he'll have you in a hole before
you know it. So keep your eye on the ball! Watch it all the
way in, like that Ted Williams kid who played for the Padres.
He swore he could see the stitches all the way to the plate.”
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Then, from behind the home team dugout, the liilting tones
of female voices. A dozen young women, animatedly
chattering with each other, all dressed in orange tops and
black slacks.
“Oendan,” smiled Bucky. “They're our oendan... our
cheerleaders.”
“You're kidding,” I said. “This isn't a football game.”
“Welcome to Japan,” he laughed. “Hey, that girl looks like
she knows you.”
Sure enough, one of the cheerleaders was waving to me.
“Keiichi,” she called. “Keiichi!”
I walked over to the stands. It was Chairman Shoriki's
daughter. And, for the first time, I noticed how pretty she
was, especially in her Yomiuri oendan outfit. “Hello!” I said.
“Excuse me for being so stupid, but I don't even know your
name.”
“Michiko,” she smiled.
Well,” I said, “I am very glad to make your acquaintance,
Michiko.”
“And I am glad to see you again, Keiichi Matsuo,” she
smiled.
“And I am tired of you wasting your practice-time talking!”
yelled my manager, an inch away from my right ear. “Run
around the field – right now! Go! Go! Hustle!” He tipped his
hat to the Chairman's daughter. “Sorry, miss,” he said. “But
I'm turning him into a ballplayer.”
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I sprinted toward first base. She knew my name! All my
aches and pains faded away, and I ran as fast as I could down
the right field line, past the pitchers warming up. And, as I
sped by Ejii Sawamura – well, if looks could kill, I'd be dead
and gone. 'What did he have against me?' I wondered, but
then I was past him and into the outfield, running under the
huge Suntory whiskey ad, past the scoreboard, all around the
ballpark, and by the time I got back to home plate the girls
were gone.
----Two weeks later, we opened the season at Meiji Jingu
against the Swallows. The old stadium was packed, 25,000
rabid fans, their oendan girls jumping and whirling and
leading the chants and songs. We wore our gray road
uniforms, just like the Giants back home. They had me
batting fifth, and I came up in the top of the second with a
runner on first, got the bunt sign from manager Fujimoto and
dropped one down that stayed fair just long enough. They
threw me out, but the runner got to second and scored on the
next play when Yoshio Hirano slapped a single past the
second baseman. Taimuri hitto! A timely hit. Sawamura
pitched well. I watched him carefully. He had a smooth
overarm motion, coming out of a full windup, and he
concealed the ball in his glove until the very last moment.
Pinpoint control, and his curve dropped like a rock just
before it crossed the plate. We won 7-2, rakushoh – an easy
victory. A good start to what would be another championship
season.
And then came our 1941 home opener. Our ballpark was a
riot of bright orange banners, streaming in the breeze. We
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sprinted out of the third base dugout, lined up on the
basepaths, and bowed to the fans. Full house at Kyojin jingu!
Time for Kyojin yakyu -- Giants baseball!
Facing center field and the hinomaru red-disc flag, everyone
sang the Kimigayo, the national anthem, the song of respect
for Emperor Hirohito:
“May your reign
Continue for a thousand, eight thousand generations,
Until the pebbles
Grow into boulders
Lush with moss...”
And the crowd roared and the game began! We were up
against the Hanshin Tigers, from Osaka, whose uniforms
looked like our Detroit Tigers. They were owned by the
Hanshin Electric Railway company. They were our bitter
rivals, sort of like the feud between the Yankees and the Red
Sox.
“Purei bōru!” yelled the home plate umpire, “Play ball!”
With the outbreak of nationalism, each team was only
allowed two foreign players. On the Giants, just myself and
Victor Starfin, our home-opening pitcher. Bucky McGalliard
didn't count, since he was a coach.
Starfin was huge, at least 6” 6”, and really big, very strong.
And, usually, very drunk. He was from a White Russian
family who had somehow come to Japan after the Bolshevik
Revolution in 1918. He drank, swore, and spit chewing
tobacco onto the immaculate dugout floor. He drove
Fujimoto crazy, wouldn't submit to discipline, and had
absolutely zero team loyalty. What he did have was a 95 mph
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fastball and a killer sinker. Zekkohkyu! A fine pitch. So while
the rest of us sweated out endless mile runs, Starfin,
somehow, got a pass. And maybe because he was immune
from the constant practice, the constant training, he always
showed up on game day rested and ready to pitch. With his
pint bottle of Kubanskaya in the dugout, he was set... and as
the game went on, he got stronger and stronger.
The team practiced and played with absolute discipline –
none of the horsing around that was a Seals tradition. Very
different here! 'The player must not be materialistic' – a
provision invoked especially by management at salary
negotiation time-- and, 'a player must follow the rule of
sameness' -- must 'recognize and respect the team hierarchy'
– and, finally, 'must always strive for wa – team harmony
and unity'. They believed that a good team is like a beautiful
Japanese garden. Where every tree, every rock, every blade
of grass has its place. The smallest part ever so slightly out
of place destroys the beauty of the whole.
And, in that home opener, I was definitely out of place. I was
on first, and the next batter slapped a grounder to the second
baseman, so I slid into second right at the shortstop, to break
up the double play. I crashed into him before he could throw
to first, got up, and ran back to the dugout – only to be
confronted by an absolutely furious manager.
“You fool!” he yelled. “Baka! You can't do that! This is not a
sumo match!” He glared at me. “Now get back out there and
apologize to their shortstop! And bow very deeply!” So I ran
back onto he field, bowed to the kid I'd knocked over, and
ran back in. The crowd, which had been very, very quiet,
roared in appreciation and the game went on. And I learned
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that the Japanese play a much less physical kind of baseball.
Like, if you were running home, you could never try to
flatten the catcher. And a pitcher could never throw a
retaliation pitch. Ty Cobb, I thought, wouldn't have lasted
five minutes in Tokyo!
It was a close game. In the bottom of the eighth, I ripped a
double down the right-field line. It bounced off the wall near
the Giants bullpen and the Swallows outfielder couldn't
come up with it so I kept running full-tilt past second and
slid into third with the crowd going crazy. And I was careful
not to slam into the third baseman!
In the seats along the first- and third-base lines, all the fans
were on their feet singing and shouting. Our oendan cheered
on the hometown crowd. They were waving huge banners,
and the aisles were clogged with dozens of self-appointed
cheerleaders with samurai headbands and cardboard
megaphones. They were exhorting the fans to yell and chant
together, and to drum their megaphones in a never-ending
rhythm. The whole stadium pulsed with energy. Other fans
spurred on the team with whistles, gongs, taiko drums, even
frying pans. The fervor and noise was unbelievable!
I watched all this from third base. The Japanese were
normally so reserved, so polite. The average sarariman
worked hard, and was expected to hide his true feelings and
desires during the business day in deference to his company.
And when alone or in a small group, this attitude continued.
But then! The oendan became the perfect escape valve for
the emotions and pressures of daily life. And, I learned, there
was nothing better than to get together with other like-
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minded fanatics and sing the Tokyo Giants' fight song just as
loud as you could:
“To the sky with fighting soul,
The ball soars and soars with burning flames.
Aah...Giants! Ever proud of the name
Their courage lights up the field. Giants...Giants...
Go...Go...Giants team!”
And Michiko and her girlfriends led the oendan charge! And
it worked! The next Giants hitter blasted a towering home
run and I ran across home plate laughing and yelling to my
new friends in the dugout. We won 4-3, a great home opener,
and 30,000 deliriously happy fans streamed from the Giants
stadium just in time to catch their network of buses and
trains that carried them to their homes around the large city.
After the game, after the stands had emptied and the last fans
had left, I went back from the locker room and sat in the
empty dugout by myself. Long afternoon shadows crept
across the pitcher's mound, and the national flag and last
year's league pennant rippled in the spring breeze. It was so
peaceful, I thought. The most beautiful place on earth, a
baseball diamond, no matter where on earth you found it.
Then, from the stands just above the dugout –
“But I don't want to go out with you.” A woman's voice. A
voice I knew well. Michiko.
“You must,” said a man I also knew. “You have to. It is
expected. In the summer, we will marry.”
“No!” she exclaimed. “I'm not going to marry you, Ejii. And
that's final! Don't ask me again.”
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I got up to quietly go back down the tunnel to the locker
room. I didn't want to interrupt them, to butt into a personal
encounter. Not my business. But suddenly I heard her
scream.
“Don't! Don't do that! Let me go!”
I ran out onto the field and looked up. Ejii Sawamura had
Michiko in a clinch, trying to kiss her, as she twisted to get
away.
“Let her go, buddy,” I yelled. “Right now!”
He looked down at me. “You! You damned gaijin shinjin!
Barbarian rookie! Get away from here!”
“Forget it, pal,” I replied. “You better get a grip on yourself.
We both work for her Dad. If you want to keep your job,
you'd better calm down.”
Sawamura looked around wildly. He clenched his fists. “I'll
get you,” he said angrily. “Not today. But you just wait. I'm
going to get you!”
He turned to Michiko. “As for you,” he said, “Kimi dake ga
onna ja nai! You're not the only girl in the world! Just
forget everything I ever said. I don't know what I was
thinking. Marry you? Never. Not in a million years!” And.
with that, he ran up the stairs to the exit and was gone.
“Thanks, Keiichi.” Michiko smiled at me. “You keep turning
up just when I need you.”
“Well, this is none of my business--” I began.
“Would you do me a favor?” she interrupted. “Would you
take me to a movie? I want to see Gone With The Wind.”
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“Sure,” I said. “Sunday night? We don't play on Monday.”
Giants room discipline was strict – I had to be in the hotel by
9 PM the night before the next day's game.
“See you then!” she laughed. “What you Americans say – it's
a date!”

shu-ten ni
miete ochi-yuku
honruida
the autumn sky
appearing and falling away
a home run ball
– Seiyushi Ozawa (1912-1945)
Modern Haiku Anthology, 1941.
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That summer, as war clouds gathered, I had to keep
reminding myself that I wasn't there just to play baseball.
But 1941 was a great year for the game, both in Japan and at
home, where Joe DiMaggio hit safely in 56 straight games,
and Ted Williams finished the year with an amazing
.406 batting average. Be a while before anyone beats those
records, I reckoned.
But I was there to infiltrate and disrupt the IJN antiaircraft
program. The Imperial Japanese Navy, however, had other
priorities, like securing a supply of fuel oil for its evergrowing carrier fleet even if it meant war with the folks who
had the oil – the Dutch in Indonesia – and their allies, the
British, French, and the United States. And as the summer
wore on, Japan was rapidly running out of oil.
As for me, after the Giants won the pennant that summer, I
went to work for Chairman Shoriki at the Yomiuri Shimbun
newspaper. He had me listening to English-language radio
broadcasts from England and the States, and then typing up
news stories that his reporters might otherwise have missed.
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“It's your fault, Keiichi,” mumbled my new friend Hiroshi
Morika. “That damn Roosevelt. You Americans. He's cut us
off. Won't sell us any more oil.”
We were out drinking on a cool fall evening, at an old
izakaya tavern in a working-class neighborhood near the
ballpark. Dark wood beams, a few dim lights. Quiet. We
took our rice wine to a small table.
“First steel, now oil,” I said, going along with him. “You're
right, Hiroshi-san. Roosevelt and his gangsters are out to get
Japan.”
“Ahh, it's not you, Keiichi,” he said. “You're a good guy,
nisei. I just wish --” he interrupted himself – “I can't tell you.
They won't let me tell anyone.”
“What?” I asked gently, pouring more saki into his empty
cup. “You know I can keep a secret.”
He looked around. Nobody in earshot, just a few guys over
at the bar. “It's war,” he said bitterly. “The fools are going to
war.”
“But I thought you wanted war, Hiroshi.”
“No! I want Japan to be powerful. To be great! To be
everything Emperor Meiji dreamed we could be. To be as
strong as America or England. We want power – to restore
the military to power. But war? They're crazy. Tojo and his
war party will wreck everything we've built up.”
He looked out the bar's smoky windows. Dusk was falling
over the city.
“When?” I asked.
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“Soon. Early September,” he replied. “It's almost certain.
Everyone's for it – except the Emperor. He's holding out.”
“Hirohito.” I said.
“Emperor Hirohito,” Morika corrected. “You must always
have respect, Keiichi. He is – divine. His words, the Imperial
Rescript, are... are --”
“Law.”
“Absolutely. So there is still a slight chance that we can
negotiate for the oil in Sumatra.”
“How do you know all this, Hiroshi? You're more than just a
reporter, aren't you?”
“Tokkeitai,” he said slowly. “IJN Corps of Special Police...
navy secret police. Part of the Secret Service Branch, Office
of Information. That's why I was in Hawaii... gathering
information about the American bases there.”
“Wakarimash'ta,” I replied. “I understand. Did you --”
But our quiet conversation was interrupted by a commotion
at the bar. Three drunk American sailors were picking a fight
with the locals. And suddenly the yelling and cursing turned
to pushing and shoving and then the brawl was on. But not
for long – Morika jumped to his feet, pulled out a small
black wallet, flipped it open to display a gold badge, and
yelled “Stop this right now!”
The result was instantaneous. The Japanese workers
immediately backed off, stood at attention, and bowed. And
in that instant I learned that in this country, nobody messed
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with the cops... let alone the secret police. Nobody except
the Americans, who didn't understand the language.
“And who the hell are you?” bellowed a sailor. “Get the hell
out of here, you little twerp!” And he launched a
roundhouse swing at Morika, who ducked, just as a second
sailor came wading in with a broken beer bottle. I ran up,
grabbed the man's arm, twisted around, and flipped him
forward off my hip with a jiu-jitsu throw my Dad taught me.
He crashed into the bar, out cold. Hiroshi chopped the first
sailor on the neck and he went down. The third guy looked at
us and put up his hands. “Hey,” he said. “Nothing personal.
We were just fooling around.”
“Shut up!” I said loudly in English. “Freeze! It's your only
chance to get out of here in one piece. Now get down on the
floor with your hands over your head!”
The innkeeper ran outside to find the neighborhood
policeman, who came in and immediately deferred to
Hiroshi Morika. “What should I do with them, sir?” he
asked. “Jail?”
“No,” said Morika. “No, we don't want an incident.” He
turned to the sailor. The other two were groggily getting to
their feet. “Get up,” he said in English. “You've got 30
seconds to get your friends out of here. Go back to your ship.
Now get moving!”
Finally, peace and quiet. We went back over to our table.
“I owe you one, Keiichi,” said Hiroshi. “That gaijin almost
got me.”
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I seized the opportunity. “There is something,” I said slowly.
“Back in the States, I worked on the rangefinder antiaircraft
program at Cal. And if war's coming, I want to volunteer to
help Dai Nippon... but I don't know who to talk to.”
“I'm ahead of you,” Hiroshi replied. “After you mentioned it
when we were on the Clipper, I asked around. And they
weren't interested.”
That was a shock. It made no sense! Unless the Japanese
Hollerith program had made a stunning breakthrough –
something the American scientists thought was physically
impossible. I had to find out! If it was true, their fleet would
be invulnerable – and we would lose the upcoming war for
sure.
“Hiroshi-san,” I asked. “Could you please try again? It's
very, very important. Think about it – if our scientists are
way ahead of the Americans, that's great! But if they just
think they are – and they're wrong – Japan will lose the war,
just as sure as I'm sitting here looking at you.”
----Morika came through. He must have leaned on some people
because a week later I took a streetcar to the dockyard area
and went into a small two-story Fuji Heavy Industries
factory building for my appointment at the secret facility.
“Keiichi Matsuo,” I announced to the receptionist. Just like
in the States, there were armed guards in the entrance. They
took me to a conference room and watched me while we
waited for the Fuji people to arrive. Three men and a woman
came in. Same white lab coats, same distracted look,
university scholars interrupted in their work.
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We introduced ourselves with plenty of bowing and polite
speeches. Their top guy, Professor Ryokichi Sagane, knew
Norbert Wiener from a previous trip to MIT.
“So Norbert's working with the Hollerith,” he asked,
squinting at me near-sightedly. “We are too. Very promising!
But you, young man. Why are you here? I can't imagine that
we could use your help, you are so young.”
I told my story. We talked over superficial technical details,
and after a few minutes I began to breathe easy – it was
obvious that they were still way behind the point where we
had finally given up. They were still in the phase where it
looked like the Hollerith theory would work, but they hadn't
yet begun to test a working hypothesis. But I had to find out
for sure.
“For the good of our country – “ I started.
“Our country? But you're American,” Sagane said.
“No. I said. “I'm Nisei. And that's why I'm here. To help you.
And from what you're saying, you're way behind the
Americam program.”
“That's impossible!” exclaimed the professor.
I paused. “But I have to work with your Hollerith machines,
with your coders, to know exactly how I can help, how I can
help your people catch up. It's complicated.”
“No, no,” said one of the other men. He looked military, I
thought. Maybe he was with their Navy. “No, this is a highsecurity program. No foreigners. Even if he is nisei, he's still
an American.”
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Professor Sagane looked uncertainly at me. “But maybe he's
right,” he replied. “I don't think it's possible... but what if --”
He stopped and looked at me. “No,” he continued. “It's
impossible. I'm sorry, young man, but there really isn't
anything you can do to help us. We know what we're doing.”
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September went by, and then October, and still the war held
off. Maybe it would all calm down, I thought, but then I
noticed more and more young guys my age were drafted into
the Army, and there seemed to be more large Navy ships in
the harbor every day.
I didn't see Hiroshi Morika again until the second week in
November. “Let's have dinner,” he suggested. “There's this
old inn, right in the middle of Tokyo.” It was near the
Imperial Palace, just inside one of the old city parks, under a
canopy of ancient oak trees. An out-of-the-way place, where
nobody would see us talking.
After we were seated, he held out a small leather case. “This
is for you,” he said. “I don't know what's coming. But this
will get you out of trouble. Use it carefully.”
I opened the black case. Inside was a gold Tokkeitai badge.
“It's the same as yours,” I exclaimed, remembering the bar
fight. “Hiroshi-san, you can't do this. You'll get fired.”
“No, Keiichi,” he replied. “I've appointed you my romanji,
my deputy. This is official. The badge is all you need.
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Everyone will honor it, even the Kempeitai.” That was a
break, I thought. The Corps of Law Soldiers were very, very
bad news. They served as the Army secret police, but had
branched into all sorts of semi-criminal activities.
Unchecked power always corrupts. Most people were scared
to death if you even mentioned them.
Our food came. Morika paused and then went on.
“About the rangefinders,” he said, “I'm sorry. But there isn't
anything else I can do to get you in the Fuji program.”
“That's OK, Hiroshi,” I replied. “You've done more than
enough. I tried, I really tried. But the guy running things
there thinks they have it figured out.”
“And they don't?” he asked.
“No,” I said. “No. They're way behind where we were, when
I left Cal.” Which was true enough.
I changed subjects. “We're still at peace,” I said. “Maybe all
this won't matter, maybe it'll all calm down...”
“They're still talking,” he said. “The Emperor gave them
three months to make peace.”
“So that would be...”
“December 1st. Unless the Americans give in. Our side
won't.”
Only two weeks to go.
“How will we know?” I asked. “Or will it just – happen?”
Morika scooped up a mouthful of rice with his chopsticks.
“There's a code,” he said. “You listen to the radio a lot, don't
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you? They're going to stick it in the weather report,
broadcast it in the clear, AM and shortwave. The signal to
our diplomats to break off negotiations in Washington. The
signal to our fleet to go to war.”
He looked down at his plate. “Higashi no kaze ame,” he said
softly. “East wind, rain.”
----I met with McGalliard two days later, just in case Morika
had me tailed. But there were no shadows – he trusted me
without reservations after the bar fight. Bucky came by in his
old Kurogane Black Metal roadster, which was actually sort
of like a lightweight Willys jeep, but didn't run anywhere
near as well. We drove down to Yokosuka, the big navy port
near the city, and parked by the side of the road on a hill
overlooking the harbor.
“Will you look at that!” he exclaimed. “And this isn't even
their main navy base – that's near Hiroshima.” The port
below was full of ships. Navy ships – battleships, cruisers
and destroyers riding at anchor. A beehive of activity, little
boats scuttling to and fro, and oil tankers lining up to fill the
fuel bunkers of the largest collection of warships I'd ever
seen.
“Look at the oil tanks,” Bucky pointed. “They're running on
empty, pal.” Sure enough, the big land gravity tanks were
riding all the way up in their spidery frames.
“Well, well,” he said. “They're rolling the dice, Keiichi.
Maybe that's why they turned off phone service to the States
last week.”
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I told him about the secret war code.
“December 1st? It fits. Just about the right amount of time to
get all this --” he pointed to the Japanese fleet – “to wherever
they're gonna get the oil to fill those big tanks back up.”
“But can't the diplomats --”
“Not a chance, kid,” he replied. “You think the Japs are
going to just turn all this off? Mothball all those ships, send
all those sailors home? 'Oh, so sorry, we ran out of oil so we
won't have a Navy anymore?' No more Navy? That'll never
happen, Keiichi!”
We drove away from the port, down the hill toward the
highway back to the city. The Kurogane sputtered along, top
speed probably all of 50 mph. “It's not just bunker oil,”
McGalliard grumbled. “Now it's gasoline, too. They're
lowering the octane to make their supplies last longer. This
thing barely runs.”
He thought for a moment. “OK,” he said. “Let's pretend it's
wartime already. I'm your commanding officer, Lieutenant.
And here's the plan. We're getting out of Dodge, right now.
They could shut the exit door anytime. I've got two highpriority Pan American tickets for the Clipper right here in
my pocket. Plane leaves today at 5 PM from Yokohama. My
gear's in the back. We'll swing by your place and get your
bag.”
So this was the end, I thought. Almost a year, and I hadn't
gotten anywhere. Failed mission. And now I had to run out
like a scared dog with my tail between my legs. No! I
decided. What had John Paul Jones said, when the British
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ship Serapis sank his Bon Homme Richard off Flamborough
Head? What was it? Yes! “I have not yet begun to fight!”
“I'm staying, Bucky.”
He looked over at me in surprise. “You can't, kid. I've
already got the tickets.”
“I'm staying. I've got to get into their AA program. And
wreck it. I'm nisei. They trust me, enough to get by.”
“But you won't be able to get home,” he said. “And once we
pull out our embassy staff, there won't be anyone left you
can turn to for help.”
“It doesn't matter,” I said. “Just tell them back at Pearl that
I'm still here.”
He looked at me seriously. “I will, Keiichi. I'm bringing your
secret weather message right to the Admiral. In person. We
don't dare radio it, they've probably broken our code.”
We turned and drove up Tokyo Bay to Yokohama, to the
Clipper dock where I'd landed in Japan in February. The big
Boeing was tied up, engines idling. We walked down the pier
to the gangway. Two Kempeitai agents blocked the way,
checking passenger tickets.
“This is where we part traces, Lieutenant,” McGalliard said
quietly. “You see? they're already locking the door. Last
chance, Keiichi. You sure you don't want to come?”
“I'm sure,” I said, swallowing hard, as the dockhands started
to untie the seaplane's mooring ropes. “See you later, Bucky.
And thanks for teaching me how to bunt.”
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We shook hands. “Here,” he said, flipping me the keys to the
car. It's yours. Enjoy.” He showed his ticket to the police
agents and walked briskly down the ramp, turning once to
wave goodbye and then he was aboard and they closed the
door and the Clipper pulled away from the dock into Tokyo
Bay.
I watched it take off, climbing up above the city until it was
just a speck in the sky heading out toward the ocean. I took a
deep breath of the salty harbor air. I had never felt more
alone in my life. I looked up. The Clipper was gone. And,
out in the port, the warships were putting out to sea.
At ten the next morning, a copy editor ran over to my desk at
the Yomiuri Shimbun. “Get on the radio,” he said excitedly.
“Honolulu on the shortwave band. The Clipper's gone
down!”
What a shock! Feverishly, I tuned in the scratchy broadcast
from Hawaii. Over Marcus Island, on the way to Wake, the
big plane ran into thunderstorms so severe that the pilot had
to put her down on breaking waves in a storm-tossed sea.
His last message came when they were coming in for a
landing, and then there was nothing. Now, the Clipper was
missing, lost at sea! McGalliard was gone – and with him,
any chance of getting the secret war code to Pearl. The
phones were out, the mail was censored, and I didn't have a
shortwave radio transmitter. I put my head in my hands.
There was nothing I could do now, nothing at all. Dimly, I
realized that the copy editor was still standing by my desk.
“What did you say?” I asked. “I'm sorry, I had a friend on
that plane.”
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----But December 1st passed without incident. At work and on
my radio set at the hotel, I stayed glued to the weather
reports. And then, on December 4th, on a perfectly clear day
during a perfectly clear week, the announcer suddenly
repeated, twice, 'Higashi no kaze ame.' East wind, rain. And
then went on without a pause to the local news.
The war was on, although it took until Sunday morning for
the shooting to start and for the Domei News Agency to
report on "a state of armed conflict" in the southwest Pacific.
The war, they said, had broken out between Britain and
Japan because the colonialist British army had initiated an
attack against peaceful Japanese forces landing in Thailand.
And then, soon after, a further report that the Imperial
Japanese Navy had smashed the American fleet in Hawaii!
At first, I didn't believe what I was hearing. The Domei
reports claimed that the IJN had sunk the whole US fleet at
Pearl Harbor. I couldn't believe it. Those great battleships...
the Arizona? The West Virginia? The Oklahoma? Sunk?
Impossible.
By noon Monday, crowds were celebrating the great
victories in the streets, but I stayed at my desk at the
newspaper, praying for American-sourced news to come in
that would put an end to this madness. But as the day rolled
on, nothing. The first news broadcasts from Hawaii were
replaced by silence as the American radio stations blacked
out. As the week went on, with the Japanese forces reporting
more and more successes, it was obvious that, even
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accounting for propaganda, they were winning the war, and,
perhaps, that the war was already lost.
My little car didn't last long, either. I took Michiko out for
dinner on Friday night, and we ran into a military roadblock
near the Ginza and they commandeered the little Kurogane
on the spot.
“We use these in the Army, kid,” said the officer. “Tough
luck. But it's for the good of our country.”
'Your country,' I said silently. 'Not mine. And if you think
you can beat the United States with little pieces of junk like
Bucky's car, good luck.' Michiko could tell I was angry and
poked me hard so I'd keep my mouth shut.
At least my family was OK, I thought. Maui was out of the
way, an agricultural backwater with no military bases. As for
me, it could be worse. They hadn't found me out. Yet. All I
had to do was keep my head down, fit in to this strange
society, and carry out my mission as a US Navy officer, no
matter how far from home.
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B-25
The war went into the New Year. We went into spring
training, but then the Government cancelled the 1942 season,
on the grounds that baseball was an American game and that
every young man should either be in the military or working
in the war effort.
I was in limbo. American, but they thought I was Japanese –
but not Japanese enough to serve in their military – or to
work on their Hollerith rangefinder program. Not for lack of
trying – each time I saw Hiroshi Morika, I let him know how
my knowledge was going to waste.
“I can help, Hiroshi,” I said. “Why won't they let me?”
“They don't want help,” he replied. “The way the war's
going, it'll be over soon – there's no reason for the US to
keep fighting us. So they're not putting a lot of effort into
antiaircraft development. Not now, anyway.”
He paused. “Keiichi,” he said, “This is the last time we'll see
each other for a while. I'm going off on a Navy assignment.
Now look. If you have any trouble with anyone, use your
badge. And watch out for Ejii Sawamura. He's going into the
Army, into the Kempeitai.”
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“He hates me, Hiroshi,” I replied.
“Yeah, he does. But you're Tokkeitai. It's our politics, Navy
versus Army – he'll leave you alone.”
---1942 began with an unbroken string of Japanese victories in
the Pacific. As Morika had said, it sure looked like the war
was over. Spring came, March then April. My second year in
Japan! I spent my weekends with Michiko in Ueno Park,
watching the thousand cherry trees flower, going to the
hanami blossom-viewing parties. It was peaceful there, a
place to get away from the constant worry about the war.
Cut off from any US contacts, and blocked from working on
the rangefinder program, I settled into my job, into the busy
routine of a big-city newspaper. At lunchtime, I liked to go
outside, get in the fresh spring air, and watch the city at
work. And one cloudy April day, while I was eating my
tunafish sandwich, I heard a loud roar from above and
looked up just as a large twin-engine bomber flew overhead,
so low that its shadow passed over me on the sidewalk. It
was painted olive-drab green, gray on the bottom, and as it
flew south towards the harbor, two small fighter planes came
snarling after it, like dogs chasing a bull in a pasture. “Those
are the new Ki-61s,” yelled a passerby. “They'll catch it for
sure!” But as I watched, the fighters fell further behind the
big bomber... it was really moving.
Off to the east, the gray sky was suddenly full of planes. And
there was another large aircraft, headed right for us! It roared
right over the Yomiuri building and this time I realized that it
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was American – a Mitchell B-25 – with a blue-and-white star
under the wing!
Suddenly, there was a huge explosion – ka-blam!! – followed
immediately by another – ka-blam!! as the bombs fell right
on my workplace. The windows blew out and shards of
broken glass fell onto the street. Two cars crashed into each
other. People were screaming and running in panic as part of
the building's facade toppled and fell to the sidewalk.
I ran through the clouds of dust into the shattered building,
through the smoke-filled lobby. Michiko! Where was she? I
burst into Chairman Shoriki's office.
The office suite was decorated traditionally, with walnut
paneling, dark wood beams, shoji screens and tatami-mat
flooring. It was a wreck. The ceiling beams had collapsed
and streams of fire licked up the shoji panels, eating into the
ceiling. But the office was empty.
Near the Chairman's desk was a display case, holding a
single baseball, to commemorate the game where Ejii
Sawamura struck out Ruth and Gehrig and Foxx. As the fire
reached the display case, I grabbed the baseball and put it in
my coat pocket, and ran towards an open door to the
production area. Shoriki always wanted to have his office as
close as possible to the presses.
The press area was a sea of fire. Several of the huge offset
roll-fed presses were thrown off their mountings. Long
heavy rotogravure cylinders were scattered like matchsticks
across the floor. Over by the wall, a small 50-pound
inciendiary bomb lay blazing furiously. I ran and picked it up
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and dropped it in a press water tank. It hissed and kept
burning even underwater. Phosphorous!
“Michiko,” I yelled. “Michiko!”
And then, from over by the platemaking room, I heard a faint
“Keiichi! Help me!”
She was trapped under the toppled stat camera. “I can't
move,” she cried. “It's on my leg.”
The camera was large and heavy. I couldn't budge it. The fire
was getting closer and we were choking on the thick black
smoke. “Hang on,” I said. I ran out through the flames to the
nearest press, picked up the long pry bar, and ran back. This
time I was able to leverage the camera up just enough for
Michiko to crawl out from under. But she couldn't walk so I
picked her up in a fireman's carry, head over my back, and
staggered through the flames to the loading dock. We burst
out of the roiling smoke into the sunlight and workers ran up
and smothered us in blankets. I learned later that my jacket
was on fire. I leaned over to lay Michiko down but she
wouldn't let go, she held on tight and kept saying “Don't let
me go, Keiichi. Don't let me go.”
“It's OK,” I said. “We're safe. They'll help you. I'm going
back to see if anyone's still in there. But it's OK, I'll be back
in a little while.”
But I wasn't. The way it worked out, I never saw her again.
----I woke up early the next morning, as dawn was breaking.
Out the window, fires were still burning from the air raid the
day before. When I'd run back into the newspaper building,
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and rescued a pressman overcome by the smoke. By the time
we came out, they'd taken Michiko off to a first aid station,
so I went back to my hotel, washed the soot and grime off
my face and arms, and collapsed into a deep sleep on my
futon.
Daybreak! Better get back to the paper, I thought. There'd be
a lot to do today, cleaning up, getting the presses running
again. Outside, the rain was coming down. I popped my
umbrella and quickly walked the five blocks from my hotel
to the Yomiuri Shimbun. As I got approached the building,
the copy editor came running up.
“Keiichi! They're looking for you! The police!”
“For me, Watanabe-san?” I asked. “What for?”
“They're rounding up all the foreigners. And --”
A whistle blew.
“There he is! That's him!” I turned. Ejii Sawamura,
screaming, pointing right at me, and two big guys in
trenchcoats started sprinting my way. Time to go!
I ran past the loading dock, hurdling broken concrete beams
and debris from the bombing. There was an old alley around
the corner, old cobblestones, small broken-down wood
houses, a clutter of trash cans and junk. At the end of the
alley, a main street, and I dashed into a large department
store where I'd taken Michiko shopping.
Slow down, I said to myself. You look just like them... they
can't tell you're American! I walked casually through the
store and out to the next street, opened my umbrella, and
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blended into the sea of pedestrians on the sidewalk. Only a
block to my hotel!
The hotel lobby was empty. No signs of pursuit. I walked
past the main desk. The receptionist called out to me.
“Mr. Matsuo! Mr. Matsuo! There are –“
But I was already at the elevator bank, on the way up to my
room. I'd get my bag, and get out of town, I thought. Lay low
until the fuss died down, and then figure out what to do next.
I opened the door to my room and went inside.
There were two men waiting for me. No! They'd gotten here
first! But wait – these two were in Navy uniforms! Officers!
What was going on?
“Keiichi Matsuo,” said the taller of the two. I recognized
him – he'd been at the Fuji meeting, the military-looking
man who wouldn't allow a foreigner on the project. “You
have to come with us. Right now. Navy orders. Pack your
bag. Get moving! We have a train to catch!”
“Hai,” I said, “Right away!” I threw my stuff into my Giants
duffel bag, grabbed my jacket and overcoat, and off we went,
down the hallway, down the elevator, and into the lobby just
as the Kempeitai burst through the revolving door from the
street.
“Stop!” yelled Ejii Sawamura. “He's a foreigner! We're after
him!”
“Of course he's a foreigner, you idiot!” growled my escort.
“I'm Captain Kimura. And as of two minutes ago, Keiichi
Matsuo is drafted for a secret Navy project! Now, get out of
our way, unless you really want to get into big trouble!”
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“But – but --” Sawamura sputtered as we pushed past him,
out into the rainy morning, and drove off in a gray Navy
Daihatsu staff car. “Hurry, driver,” urged Kimura. “Faster!
We have to get to the station before the Hiroshima train
leaves!”
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Hiroshima
We jumped on the last car just as the conductor yelled “All
aboard” and the train pulled away from the platform. “That
was close,” said Captain Kimura as we settled into our
maroon velvet seats for the long trip to Hiroshima, 400 miles
away. “Matsuo, we decided yesterday to bring you into the
Navy antiaircraft development program.”
“Why now, Captain?” I asked. “You didn't need me before.”
“The raid yesterday. We couldn't shoot down even one
American plane! Not one!”
“They're fast, sir,” I said. “One of them bombed my
workplace, and outran our fighters as it escaped. Where did
they come from, anyway?”
“A carrier. 500 miles offshore. One of our picket ships
reported them – but we just weren't ready. There's no excuse
for the lousy communications. But the real problem was the
antiaircraft – our guns couldn't track the bandit raiders. And
the AA guns around Tokyo are the same Type 96 25mm
cannons we use on the Fleet.”
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“With the same gun director systems?” I asked. “Not
Hollerith, certainly?”
“No, not Hollerith. Telescope with ring-sight.” He went on to
describe the details of their gun director, how it took 20
seconds to generate a firing solution – 20 seconds after five
sailors each entered incoming-aircraft information using
manual dials to activate the calculator.
“That's way too long, Captain,” I said. “Those American
B-25s were flying at least 250 mph at very low altitude.
You'll need a Hollerith director to cope with that. The
manual calculators are way too slow."
“Are the Americans ahead of us?” Kimura asked. “Were you
able to make a fast solution calculator at Cal? A Hollerith
calculator?”
“No, they're not ahead,” I said truthfully. But then it was
time to lie. “But yes, we made some real breakthroughs at
Cal. The Hollerith approach looks like it will work. I left
before we tested it on a firing range.” And then I added a
disclaimer: “Captain, you know I'm a baseball player, not a
real researcher. I left Cal when the Seals sold me to the
Yomiuri Giants. But Norbert was satisfied with the way
things were going at the time I left.”
“Professor Wiener? You called him Norbert?” he shook his
head disapprovingly.
“Yes, sir. The Americans are – different. Less discipline...
less order.”
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Kimura looked at me curiously. “They told me you went
back into that burning building. Twice. Why? You're
American. Why bother?”
“I'm nisei, Captain,” I replied. “My parents are Japanese. But
they moved to Hawaii. But now I'm home. The Shimbun?
That's where I work. Those are my co-workers!”
“OK,” he said, unconvinced. “OK. But I still don't trust you.
It's only because General Prince Naruhiko Higashikuni
ordered us --”
“Who's he, sir?”
“Head of the GDC – the Army's General Defense Council.
Responsible for air defense over all the home islands. Really
powerful, and he's really angry! That plane that bombed you
could just as easily have bombed the Imperial Palace. We
failed to protect the Emperor!”
“So you changed your mind about me...”
“No, Matsuo. Rear Admiral Masato Yamagata – he
commands the 26th Air Flotilla, that provides Navy Air
Defense over Japanese waters – ordered me to bring you in.
Seems like you've got a friend in high places, a Tokkeitai
special agent – Morika?”
“Hiroshi!” I exclaimed. “Yes, we're friends. He knows all
about my work at Cal. I'll bet he told your Admiral and that
Prince guy all about it.”
Kimura winced. “It's His Highness the Prince,” he began.
“You'll meet him tomorrow, at the project meeting. And be
polite. Bow deeply! And don't shake hands – the Prince hates
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Americans even more than I do – especially now, after the
bomber raid!”
----The next day, they took me to another Fuji Heavy Industries
plant, a large complex, on the outskirts of Hiroshima. Again,
past the guards, into a large conference room. A long
polished wood table, and a roomful of people. The Prince,
the Admiral, several Navy Captains, and Professor Sagane
with his scientists. I bowed as deeply as I could and took a
seat at the end of the table, as far away as I could get from
the top brass. But I couldn't hide for long.
“This is Keiichi Matsuo, gentlemen,” said Admiral
Yamagata. “Nisei, from Hawaii. We brought him down from
Tokyo. Matsuo, come up here and brief us on your work at
the University of California.”
I spoke for half an hour, and then it was question time.
“So if I understand you, the Hollerith calculator is much
faster than our manual computer,” said the Prince.
“Yamagata, do you have these Hollerith machines?”
“Hai. Several dozen. Requisitioned from IBM Japan. With
all their supplies.”
“Supplies?”
Professor Sagane answered. “Your Highness, the calculator
runs off a stack of coded punch cards. They make a –
program – that provides the firing solution.”
“Do you know how to punch the cards?”
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“Not yet. But he does --” and everyone looked at me
expectantly.
I nodded my head. “Yes!” I said eagerly. “I know the code.
But –“ and I looked across the table at the Professor – “It's
like the last time we met, sir. I have to be part of your
project, and work with your people, to be able to contribute.”
“Well, you are now,” growled the Prince. “You're in the
Navy now, nisei. Admiral, get him a uniform, quarters,
standard issue for an --” he paused – “An Ensign. We'll make
you an Ensign. On my royal command. And you!” he stared
right at me. “We want results! Fast! Work as hard as you can
– no yakyu! No baseball! There's no time to waste!”
----And I worked very hard indeed, to convince Professor
Sagane and Captain Kimura why the American Hollerith
approach could produce a firing solution in half the time as
the Japanese calculators. After all, Norbert Wiener had taken
the Hollerith punched card program just as far as it would
go. Of course, I didn't tell Sagane that, even with the
dramatic increase in speed, the punched cards still weren't
fast enough to solve a dive bomber attack.
It only took two weeks to teach them the integral calculus
that Wiener used to program the punched cards. “I see,” said
Professor Sagane. “Yes. Only Wiener-san would have
thought of that.” The mathematics were very advanced, and
crystal-clear. Even the most junior researcher realized that
we we would now be able to cut the solution time in half.
-----
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Next door, across a narrow barge canal, the Daikure No. 2
Munitions Factory produced most of the 25mm cannon
shells used by both the Army and Navy light atiaircraft guns.
We went there frequently to test the punchcards on a gun
director slaved to a 3-barrel Type 96 navy cannon. Not with
live ammunition, of course! The munitions factory was
running full tilt – the early fighting in the Pacific showed
that the Type 96, at 250 rounds-per-minute, went through a
tremendous supply of shells. The Navy was running short,
and counted on the Daikure assembly lines to make up Fleet
ammo shortages.
All this was running through my mind late one black,
moonless night as I slipped through a side door into Daikure
No. 2, dressed only in my t-shirt and pants. Just after
midnight, the vast building was dark and quiet. Stack after
stack of cannon shells rose 20 feet to the ceiling. Above, a
slender catwalk ran just under the roof, and I quietly climbed
the stairs, and crept out on the steel walkway, directly over a
pallet full of shells with installed contact fuses.
I kicked downwards, connecting with a shell that tumbled to
the floor far below. Clang! I held my breath. Nothing
happened! From off to the left, some distance away, I heard
the night watchman calling. “Shimuzu? Is that you?”
I kicked again. This time two shells fell, and one hit the floor
squarely nose-down. Blam! It exploded with a roar and set
off the second shell. Blam! This time the shrapnel ripped
into a stack of shell pallets and suddenly shells were
exploding in all directions. The blasts almost threw me off
the catwalk. I ran back to the stairs and half-slid down to the
factory floor. The guards were still far away. Flames flared
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up to the ceiling, as pallet after pallet exploded! Quietly, I
edged out the door into the dark night, half-walking, halfrunning back to the Navy barracks on the other side of the
Fuji Heavy Industries building.
I came back in the barracks door, ducking into an alcove just
as several researchers came running down the stairs. As they
ran out front, I fell in behind.
“What's happening?” I yelled. They turned. I rubbed my eyes
and yawned. “What's going on? The noise woke me up!”
“It's the ammo factory,” said a scientist. “It's on fire!
Exploding!”
“No!” I cried. “Follow me! We have to save our punched
cards – before the fire spreads!”
“It's too dangerous!”
“That's an order! Navy! Let's go!” I yelled. I turned and ran
into the Fuji building, down the hall to our labs. The three
researchers reluctantly followed. I couldn't blame them, I
thought, as blast after blast from next door blew out all the
windows and pockmarked the walls with flying shrapnel. I
never thought it would be this bad! Luckily, we were able to
pick up the punched card boxes and carry them out front
without anyone being hit.
We stood there in the street as firemen ran into the Daikure
factory. Good luck, I thought. Professor Sagane drove up and
jumped out of his Datsun coupe. “What is this?” he
demanded. “Our work! Our labs!”
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“Professor!” saluted a researcher. “Matsuo saved the
punched cards! they're safe!” And he told how we had
retrieved the boxes.
“I won't forget this, Keiichi,” said the Professor. “Nor will
I,” said Captain Kimura. “Good work, Ensign. Looks like I
was wrong about you.”
“Sir!” I saluted. “Excuse the way I'm dressed! We were
asleep –“
“No need to apologize, Ensign. You did well.” Which was
true, I thought. Particularly from my point of view. The
flames were now burning through the Daikure factory roof.
The explosions continued all night long, as six-months
production of 25mm shells blew themselves up in an
unstoppable cacophany that lasted into the next day before
the firemen got the blaze under control.
----By the 10th of May, our program, if not the Fleet ammo
supply, had recovered from the fire. Theoretical concepts
turned to hypothetical, and now we were ready to see if they
worked in real life. And just in time. The Japanese Navy,
victorious throughout the South Pacific, finally ran into an
American buzzsaw at the Coral Sea. It was a carrier battle,
the first seafight in history where neither side was in actual
sight of each other. The Americans lost the Lexington, and
Yorktown was heavily damaged. Shōkaku, one of the new
large fleet carriers that had just been launched, was severely
damaged and knocked out of the war for at least a year. And
the Japanese had to pull back from their invasion of New
Guinea.
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The Prince came down from Tokyo to spur us on. “You
must work faster,” he implored. “Work all night, if you have
to.” It was no secret. We all knew how both the American
and Japanese ship antiaircraft systems had totally failed at
the Coral Sea.
“Ensign Matsuo,” he demanded, “What do you know about
US Navy adoption of the Hollerith system?”
I stood up. The briefing room was full of navy officers. They
looked at me curiously. Why was a prince of the realm
asking a young ensign to speak? “A month before I left Cal,”
I said slowly, “They made the decision that all new gun
directors for the battleships and carriers would use Hollerith
punched cards for data input.” I paused. “But it seems from
the Coral Sea reports that they were no more urgent about
this than we were here.”
The officers murmured uncomfortably. Criticism of group
decisions was rude, unacceptable behavior. But the Prince
nodded. “Go on,” he said.
“I think they are still using the standard Model 37 directors,”
I said. “That use manual input, just like our Type 94s and
Type 96s. If they had Holleriths at the Coral Sea, your
Highness, we wouldn't have any planes left.”
“We lost a great number of planes as it was,” complained the
Prince. “And 90 airmen. Irreplaceable!”
“Yes, sir. But they were lost to American fighters. Not to
antiaircraft defenses.”
“So we still have time.” He turned to Captain Kimura. “I can
give you only two weeks,” he said. “That's all the time we
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have. Can you modify the Combined Fleet gun directors in
that time?”
Kimura thought briefly. “Hai!” he replied. “Yes! The Type
94 5-inch guns and the Type 96 25mm cannon both use the
same kōshaki, the same gun director. But we can't do all the
ships. Just the carriers – there's only enough time to modify
the AA on the carriers. Six ships!”
“No, only four,” corrected Adniral Yamagata. “We wanted
six, but Shōkaku is in drydock, and Zuikaku lost so many
planes that she's unavailable for this operation.”
They were planning another attack, I thought. Soon. But
where?
----After the fire, they moved us 20 miles southeast, to the
Combined Fleet base at Kure, near the anchorage at
Hashirajima Bay. We took our Hollerith equipment to a
dockside armory, and began the non-stop task of modifying
the Type 94 and 96 kōshaki gun directors to connect with the
punched card calculators.
Luckily, the existing kōshaki were tachymetric – able to
calculate on three dimensions simultaneously, with gyro
stabilization to compensate for rolling seas. Navy machinists
worked to our designs late into the night, furiously
hammering and welding the complex Hollerith mechanical
connections. For my part, I organized the coders to produce
sets of punched cards that would cut the calculation time for
high-and-low-level attacks from any quadrant. These sets
were identical to the ones I'd made at Cal. But I knew that in
practice, the time savings just wouldn't be enough.
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The cards had 80 data columns, where rectangular holes
could be punched at different locations. But, just for the four
Japanese carriers, I made two changes. First, a change to the
23rd column, punching position 8 instead of 7... which, I
hoped, would cause the guns to track slightly behind an
incoming aircraft. Second, a change to the 67th column, using
location 4 instead of 5. If I was right, this would alter the
allowed sky-arc, so that the guns would keep firing even if
mistakenly aimed at other parts of the ship, like the bridge.
Following a formal banquet for the high-ranking officers, it
was announced that the Fleet would sail on May 27th, in two
days. Two days! We were able to modify three of the carriers
in time – Kaga, Hiryū, and Sōryu. But the fourth, Akagi,
took longer than expected. It had older Type 91 directors that
first had to be replaced with the newer Type 94s before we
could begin the Hollerith modifications.
“We won't be done in time, Ensign,” said Captain Kimura.
“Not even close. I've spoken with the Admiral, and he's
given permission for us to sail with the Fleet, and complete
our work at sea.”
This was the last thing I expected. Me? Go to sea as an
Ensign in the Japanese Navy? And May 27th was Navy Day,
a day I'd hoped to spend back in Tokyo with Michiko,
watching the parade of sailors from the 4th Fleet. Instead, I
was shipping out on the Akagi.
I couldn't sleep the night before we sailed. With two hours to
kill before boarding, I walked along the blacked-out piers
just before dawn, beside the railway yards full of freight
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trains bringing supplies right to dockside. I wandered over to
the tracks to watch the long slow trains.
I heard footsteps behind me, and turned. “Hiroshi! I
exclaimed in surprise. “What on earth! What are you doing
here?”
“I should ask you that, Keiichi,” he replied slowly. “Were
you missing this when you packed last night?” He held up
my gold Tokkeitai badge.
“Where did you get that?” I asked.
“The real question,” he said, “Is where did you lose it?” He
pulled a short snub-nosed automatic from under his coat.
“You're under arrest, Keiichi. Or is it Matt? I found your
badge in the Daikure factory. What's left of it.”
“What – “ I began.
“They sent me down here to look for sabotage,” he answered
angrily. “Thought it'd be a waste of time. Ammo factories
have a lot of accidents. But, just to be safe, I decided to poke
around. Found your badge near what's left of a stairway by a
back door.”
“Ah,” I said, stalling for time. “Hiroshi --”
“Lieutenant Morika to you, gaijin.” He kept the pistol
pointed right at my forehead.
“I don't know how my badge got there,” I said. “I've missed
it since we got to Hiroshima.”
“Usotsuku-no yamete! Stop lying to me! I'm on to you!”
I looked to the left, over his shoulder, as if I saw someone
there. “Look, Hiroshi, let's let Admiral Yamagata sort this
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out! Sir!” and I snapped into a ramrod-straight full Japanese
navy salute. Morika immediately lowered the pistol and
came to attention, and, as he started to turn around, I hit him
twice, a left hook in the solar plexus that doubled him over
gasping for breath, and then a right cross to the jaw and he
fell down in the dirt, out cold.
“Sorry, Hiroshi-san,” I said softly. But Morika was beyond
hearing. I retrieved my badge, slipping it back in my pocket.
Then, for good measure, I took his badge and wallet as well.
I dragged his limp body over to the nearest track. A long line
of empty rust-brown boxcars was clanking past, at all of
about 1 mph.
I lifted him into one of the cars, pushed him inside, and
latched the heavy sliding door. I jumped off the train. It was
heading south. He was out like a light and hopefully, by the
time he woke up, the freight tran would be a long way from
the city. And, the way I knew Japan, it would take him a long
time to convince anyone that he was Tokkeitai, since he
didn't have any ID.
Back by the dock, I tossed his pistol into the water,
unobserved in the dark. Darn, I thought. I'd liked Hiroshi –
he was a good guy, and he'd helped me adjust to this strange
new country. But he was Japanese, and I was American, and
there wasn't any way past that. Still, I wished it had worked
out differently, and I hoped he didn't have too bad a
headache when he woke up.
I walked back to the armory and picked up my duffel bag. It
was time to go. At the pier, I climbed into the ship's boat
with Captain Kimura and our kōshaki technicians. We cast
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off into the harbor, chugging across Hashirajima Bay to
board the mightiest aircraft carrier in the world, my new
ship, IJN Akagi.

Akagi, April 1942.
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Red Castle
We came alongside Akagi just as the first orange slivers of
dawn were breaking through light clouds far to the east. The
massive ship towered above me as I climbed a boarding
ladder to the lower hangar deck. Akagi was the largest
carrier in the world. 42,000 tons, 855 feet long, with two
stacked hangar decks beneath a huge wooden flight deck six
stories above the sea. The three carrier decks were built up
on a sleek battlecruiser hull. She was fast enough – 31 knots
– to keep up with any battle force, and highly manouverable.
Unlike most carriers, her island was on the port side, on the
left.
IJN Akagi was the flagship of Kidō Butai – the First Mobile
Striking Force. Akagi means Red Castle, but the great ship
was actually named after Mount Akagiyama in Gunma
Prefecture. We set sail at 6 AM, a long gray line of powerful
ships slipping out of Hashirajima Bay into the Bungo Suidō,
the strait leading to the open sea. Light cruiser Nagara led
the way, followed by her destroyer squadron. Then came
heavy cruisers Tone and Chikuma, and next the fast
battleships, Haruna and Kirishima. At the end of the line
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were the carriers, the pride of the fleet: our Akagi, then
Kaga, Hiryū, and Sōryu.
I stood on the flight deck, cheering with the other sailors as
we passed by the huge battleship Yamato, flagship of
Admiral Yamamoto. At 69,000 tons with 18-inch guns, the
most powerful battleship in the world, far larger than the
Iowa-class ships that the Americans were building. Yamato
and her Main Body warship group would follow us later.
By noon we cleared the strait and headed south-east, and
then east, into the Pacific Ocean. Night fell, and we steamed
onwards at a steady 14 knots. Captain Kimura found me a
hammock in an officer's shared cabin, and I stowed my gear
and fell asleep to the constant thrumm of Akagi's four great
turbine engines.
The next day dawned bright and sunny. We were at sea, with
no land in sight. the gulls that had followed us from the
Bungo Suidō were gone. Japanese warships started each day
early: up at sunrise, breakfast an hour later, and then to work.
The Hollerith calculator cases were stored near the ship's
stern, next to the 8-inch gun turrets at the aft end of the top
hangar deck. This made it easy for us to wrestle our
equipment a short distance to the ship's aft elevator, and then
catch a ride on the busy platform with other supplies headed
for the flight deck.
At noon, they called an all-hands meeting. We stood in
groups near the bridge. Vice-Admiral Chūichi Nagumo
spoke briefly. Reminded us that leaving port on Navy Day
was a good omen for future success, since May 27th was the
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anniversary of Admiral Tōgō's overwhelming victory over
the Russians at Tsushima in 1904.
Nagumo went on. We were going to attack Midway Atoll, he
said. Midway! The furthermost of the Hawaiian Island chain,
where the Clipper landed on my trip to Japan. And then,
using Midway as a base, Nagumo continued, we would
conquer Hawaii – seize the US Navy oil reserves that had
escaped the glorious Pearl Harbor attack, and force the
Americans to sue for peace – a peace on Japanese terms!
“Banzai! Banzai! Kidō Butai banzai!” yelled the carrier's
crew. A tumultuous ovation, a cheer for the upcoming
victory they were sure would be theirs. The ship's cooks fed
us a special lunch, ohagi sweet red bean rice cake, and
shiruko, a red bean soup with more rice. The mood at lunch
was happy and relaxed. These men, I thought, had defeated
the Dutch, British, French and Americans in a short six
months. They were sure of themselves, with absolute
confidence in the ship, their aircraft, and their officers.
And they worked harder than any group of adults I'd ever
seen. Iron discipline, with even small mistakes leading to
vicious beatings of any seaman who screwed up. The
officers all tried to live up to the samurai ideal – hottempered, aggressive, and valuing honor as the ultimate
virtue.
It took six days of non-stop effort to integrate the Hollerith
calculators with Akagi's Type 94 and Type 96 gun directors.
As Kidō Butai steamed slowly through thick white fog, we
removed the older mechanical calculators and put in their
replacements, making the myriad connections that allowed
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inputs of speed, azimuth, and altitude to trigger the punched
card process that rapidly – in about ten seconds – would
output a solution to the gun director that then would elevate,
rotate, and fire the cannons.
Akagi's AA gun directors controlled both the older 4.7-inch
guns and the fast-firing 25mm light cannon. The other
carriers had newer 5-inch guns, but the Hollerith system
worked with both the new and old weapons. Akagi had four
heavy 4.7” mounts midships on each side of the ship, low
down on the hull, with each group of four controlled by a
single gun director. She also had six 25mm cannon batteries,
three per side, with each 3-barrel battery controlled by a gun
director.

4.7-inch antiaircraft guns.
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“Lots of cannon!” exclaimed Captain Kimura. “Lots of
barrels!” Well, that was true, I thought, but what really
mattered was the number of gun directors, since the director
controlled all its guns in exactly the same way. Akagi had
only eight directors. And, since the heavy 4.7” guns were so
low on the hull, any attack coming from one side could not
be engaged by the guns on the other side, since they couldn't
fire over the deck.
The 25mm cannon also were not quite as advertised. Fastfiring, a brief 4-second burst would run a barrel out of
ammunition, and the gunners tended to discharge only one
barrel at a time in order to keep up continuous fire, reloading
the other two in rotation. But this cut down the overall
barrage by 2/3.
There were other problems. The heavy 4.7” guns were
supposed have a 14,000' range, but in practice they were
barely effective to 10,000 feet... lower than the altitude that
high-flying level bombers flew at, or, more importantly, dive
bombers. And if a dive bomber came in at 15,000 feet and
than pushed over into its dive, the gun crew below had less
than one minute to react, re-aim, and bring the plane down
before it dropped its bomb. Even with the Hollerith speedup, this was impossible, as I'd learned at Cal.
A further problem – if you were Japanese -- came from their
standard tactic of taking violent evasive ship manouvres
when under air attack. This worked well enough against
high-level bombing. But it also ended any remaining
protection against dive bombers. As the gun director's
crewmen desperately fed in the data – target speed, altitude,
and course – they also fed in their ship's own speed and
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course. When the ship made a radical turn, even the best gun
control solution went out the window. All the data had to be
re-entered. But with a dive bomber hurtling straight down at
200 mph, there was no time left. No time at all.
---The weather cleared on June 2, and we refueled from three
tankers that had come up from Guam.
Later in the day, we linked up with several troopships and
their heavy cruiser escorts – the soldiers who would occupy
Midway after we defeated the American defenders. Boats
went back and forth between the ships, as Akagi took on a
contingent of Japanese Marines, along with several Army
officers.
I was watching from a gun tub as they came aboard. To my
shock, there was Ejii Sawamura! An Army lieutenant! He
looked up at me just as I was looking down at him, and with
a black scowl he shook his head and came aboard through
the hangar door.
I was in for it now, I thought. Was he here to arrest me? It
couldn't be... Captain Kimura said that the Combined Fleet
was under strict radio silence – Condition Te-Se-Ka – as we
came closer and closer to Midway. So even if Hiroshi
Morika had escaped from the boxcar, I was still safe. At least
for now.
---We finished just before midnight on June 3. The Hollerith
calculators were installed and tested. My punched card sets
were stacked and waiting in waterproof boxes in each gun
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director. The gun director crewmen were trained and ready. I
hit the rack that night utterly exhausted, but content that – if
battle came – I'd done everything I could to disrupt the four
carriers' AA gun performance.

Akagi A6M2 Zero fighters warming up before takeoff.
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Fire On The Sea
I awoke the next morning to the thunderous sound of roaring
aircraft engines. It was still dark out, as Akagi's pilots began
the 15-minute process of warming up the powerful radial
motors. The air was cold. I put on my coat.
As I slid my arm into the sleeve, I felt a large lump in the
right pocket. It was the baseball from Yomiuri Shimbun! I
took it out and put it in in my small Hollerith bag, which was
almost empty now except for a few spare punched cards and
a portable punch. I picked up the thin leather bag, slung its
black strap over my shoulder, and ran up the stairway to the
flight deck.
The huge ship was steaming into the wind at 30 knots. A stiff
cold breeze straight down the deck, as plane after plane
launched into the dawn air. Akagi's Type 99 dive-bombers,
followed by a flight of her Type 97 torpedo planes. After the
kankōtai lumbered into the sky, a dozen A6M2 Reisen Zero
fighters went up, some escorting the bombers, others staying
close for a Combat Air Patrol.
The sky lightened off to the east. Captain Kimura came up
and stood next to me as the last of the Zero fighters pitched
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off the deck. The Zero was arguably the best fighter plane in
the world in early 1942 – fast, highly manouverable, and
armed with 20mm cannon.
“Impressive, isn't it,” he said. “Watch what happens now.”
Above, the attack planes joined up with similar planes from
Kaga, Hiryū, and Sōryu. They quickly formed into groups of
nine planes, each group having three sub-flights of three
planes each. The whole formation – now almost a hundred
planes – turned as one and headed south-east. “Midway,”
said Kimura. “Come on, let's get breakfast. This is going to
be a long day.”
We went down the ladders to the ship's mess hall, below the
lower hangar deck. 'More rice!' I thought. I missed my
Wheaties. But the cooks served up a solid meal of nattō –
fermented soy beans – plus rice porridge, miso soup, and
grilled fish with a raw egg.
The mess hall was crowded. We sat at one end of a long
table crowded with sailors. Everyone was wearing white Tshirts and summer tan pants.
“Hey, aren't you Keiichi Matsuo – on the Giants?” asked a
young guy about my age. “Welcome aboard Akagi! You're a
great player!” I started turning red with embarrassment. “No,
I'm not,” I said. “I just got lucky last year.”
“He's one lucky gaijin,” said a cold voice behind me. I
turned. It was Ejii Sawamura. “What are you doing here,
Matsuo?” He dropped his left hand to the hilt of his samurai
sword.
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“He works for me,” said Captain Kimura. “Antiaircraft
systems. And who the hell are you, anyway?” The Navy, I
thought, sure had no love for the Army.
Ejii looked at us both. “Lieutenant Sawamura,” he replied.
“Army Special Police. We're going to lock up any Americans
still standing on Midway.” He looked straight at me. “Those
guns better work today,” he said. “Or I'm coming to get you,
Matsuo.” He turned and stalked away angrily.
“His name is Ejii Sawamura, Captain,” I said. “He plays on
the Giants. He's a great pitcher.”
Kimura looked at me with a scowl. “He's a jerk. Give those
Army guys a sword and they think they're samurai, real
warriors. What a laugh! Don't let him get under your skin,
Ensign. You're on the Navy team now. Real big league!” he
laughed. “Now let's get back up on deck and make sure those
gun crews are awake this morning.”
----The action started early, about 7:30 AM. A flight of
American torpedo bombers and B-26 medium bombers from
Midway roared in from the south, but the Fleet's combat air
patrol, at least 40 Zero fighters, fell on them in waves and all
were shot down except one B-26 Marauder. Heavily
damaged and belching smoke from one engine, it flew
straight at Akagi, roared over the deck just above the bridge,
and cartwheeled into the sea off the port side. That was
close! I looked up at the bridge – Admiral Nagumo and the
others looked shocked at the determination of the American
pilot. It had happened so fast that our gun crews hadn't even
fired once.
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8 AM. Kidō Butai steamed in a diamond-shaped box
formation, with lots of space between the four fast carriers.
Off to the left, on the horizon, we watched a flight of very
slow American SB2U Vindicator dive-bombers approach
Hiryū. More planes from Midway. Zero fighters swarmed on
the attackers before they could go into their dives, and shot
them down, just like that. I couldn't tell from my viewpoint,
but it didn't look like Hiryū's AA guns had any success at all.
Then, from high above, we were suddenly under attack from
high-flying B-17s – large four-engine American heavy
bombers. The 4.7” guns barked but the planes were too high
to hit. Akagi heeled into a hard right turn to starboard.
Kimura and I crouched in a forward port 25mm gun tub,
left-side ahead of the bridge island, as the bombs splashed
harmlessly into the sea and the crew cheered. Not even
close.
By 8:30, the B-17s left and we began landing the bombers
that had gone off to attack Midway earlier. One by one they
came in over the red and whites stripes on the fantail. Many
were terribly damaged, barely able to land. The word went
out that the raid was successful – but we had to attack again
to make sure the American air defenses were down, before
the soldiers landed on the atoll. The deck crew sprang into
action, pushing the planes to the elevators, lowering them to
the upper hangar deck for refueling and rearming. By 9:15
the last of the bombers was below.
I stood up and stretched. The sky was a deep blue, with lots
of puffy white clouds. The four carriers were now strung out
side-by-side in a long line, with Kaga off to our left, and
Hiryū, then Sōryu, off to the right.
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Captain Kimura pointed out across the deck, towards Sōryu
on the horizon. “Here they come,” he said. “Torpedo
bombers. TBDs!” We watched as two flights of slow
American planes approached the distant carrier. As a cloud
of Zero fighters swooped down from their chase of the B-17s
and tore into the torpedo bombers, splashing them into the
sea one by one, until none were left. None had come close
enough to Sōryu for her antiaircraft guns to engage.
“You see how it works,” Kimura said. “Each carrier launches
Zeros for the CAP, and they fly together to wherever we are
attacked.” He paused. “But those planes were from a
carrier,” he said anxiously. “There's an American carrier out
there somewhere!”
Admiral Nagumo must have though so too. The order went
out on the ship's loudspeakers to the hangar deck – reload all
the bombers with armor-piercing anti-ship bombs – and fuel
up the planes for an attack on the enemy carrier. This wasn't
as easy as it seemed. Half the bombers had already beeen
reloaded with ground-attack bombs for a second run at
Midway, and the hangar crews had to take those bombs off,
stow them away, change out the bomb-attachment mounts,
reload with the new bombs, refuel the planes, and get them
up the elevators to the flight deck. This all took time, and
time was running out for Akagi.
A little after 10 AM, another torpedo bomber attack came in
from the east, heading closer to us, but aimed at Hiryū, off
to our right. Again the cloud of Zeros pounced, but this time
there was a swirling dogfight – American Wildcat fighters
swept in to protect the bombers... and the dogfight continued
as the slow TBD bombers crept closer to Hiryū.
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Akagi turned to port to avoid any planes that might come our
way, but none did, and Nagumo put us back on course to
launch our counterattack. But before the refueled Type 99
and Type 97 bombers could be spotted on deck for takeoff,
yet another American attack formation flew up from the
south, Dauntless dive bombers this time, high up, headed for
Kaga on our left.
“Signal them!” yelled Kimura frantically to the gun director
boss. “Signal them to raise their guns! They're still set for
low-flying torpedo bombers. But this is a high-altitude
attack!”
We watched helplessly – or, for me, hopefully – as Kaga's
antiaircraft barrels slowly elevated to meet the new threat.
But it was too late. The dive bombers reached their pullover
points, wings flashing in the sun. Then, one by one, they
pitched over into their dives straight down at Kaga.

SBD Dauntless releases bomb.
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The first bombs missed as Kaga's Captain threw her into an
emergency turn. Her antiaircraft batteries threw up a heavy
barrage, but too late. As plane after plane screamed down,
we watched in shock as explosions rocked the huge carrier.
Three – four – five direct hits! The 1000-lb bombs ripped
through her flight deck, exploding in the crowded hangar
deck below. Igniting her stores of aviation gas, refueled
aircraft, and ammunition. As bright red fires blossomed
along her sides and a series of huge explosions erupted, we
knew that Kaga was done for.
Less than a minute later, the Americans made a second attack
on Sōryu, on our right horizon. No torpedo bombers this
time, just more SBD Dauntlesses. And, just like the attack on
Kaga, where were the Zeros? It was the same situation – the
whole Combat Air Patrol was off chasing the low-level
torpedo bombers, and, even though the Zeros could climb
4,000 feet per minute, they couldn't get back up to higher
altitudes in time to engage the Dauntlesses before they
pitched into their dives.
With the same result! Bomb after bomb ripped into Sōryu,
setting off massive explosions and huge fires. But we didn't
have time to watch. One of the dive bomber groups – only
three planes – had separated from the attack on Kaga and
was now approaching Akagi!
“Air attack! Air attack!” In the forward left-side armored gun
director turret, Kimura and I watched the crewmen
frantically trying to input data on the incoming flight. The
dive bombers weren't coming in straight down, but still at a
fairly steep angle. “Get the barrels up!” yelled the gun
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director captain. “Up! Up!” Slowly, the guns raised to
confront the incoming aircraft.
As one sailor tracked the planes with an optical sight, the
gun director crewmen spun the data input dials.Range!
Azimuth! Altitude! Speed! Ship's speed and course! Input!
The Hollerith punched card reader came to life and a few
seconds later rang its bell as it sent a solution to the 4.7”
guns. But just as the solution came in, Akagi swung into a
sharp turn. The solution was wrong! Too late – the guns
engaged with the outdated information, sending a stream of
shells that burst above and behind the diving aircraft.
Blam! Blam-blam-blam! But it was too late. Because by the
time we started firing, the planes, diving in a V formation,
released three huge 1000-lb bombs that came hurtling
straight down on Akagi!
The first bomb tumbled right over our gun director and
landed in the sea just off the port side. It threw up an
immense wall of water, higher than the bridge, that crashed
down over us.
“We're still here!” Capatain Kimura exclaimed. Then, the
second bomb exploded – also in the sea, right off the stern,
close enough to shake the carrier. As Akagi steamed on
undamaged, I watched out the turret view slit as the third
plane came in, as its huge bomb fell lazily through the air,
down – down -- until it landed with a blinding flash right in
the middle of the wood flight deck, at the edge of the
midships elevator.
The large ship shook violently. We were tossed around the
gun director turret like rag dolls. I threw open a hatch and we
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stumbled out onto a catwalk alongside the flight deck.
Flames were shooting up out of a huge hole. Toward the
stern, two Zero fighters were on fire and a third lay wrecked,
flipped upside down by the blast.
“Let's go!” yelled Kimura. “To the hangar deck! We can help
them fight the fires!”
We ran down the stairs to the hangar deck. It was a sea of
fire. All the airplanes that had been refueled and rearmed for
our counterstrike were blazing furiously. Loose 500-lb
bombs were scattered across the steel hangar deck floor. We
couldn't pitch them into the sea, because Akagi had solid
walls along the ship's sides. Rivers of fire ran along the floor.
The explosion had shattered the aviation gas pipelines, high
up along the walls, and the flaming gas sprayed out over the
wreckage. And, I noticed, down the midships elevator shaft
to the lower hangar deck below.
“Fire hoses!” I yelled. “Where are they?” But before Kimura
could answer, Akagi's main engines went dead. The hangar
lights went out.
“There's no power!” yelled a plane handler. “We can't get the
pumps working! And the fireproof curtains are jammed!” It
was true. There was no way to stop the fires now. The CO2
system was useless... no one could get it to work, or even tell
if it had already pumped out its fire suppressant gas. There
was nothing we could do but start a bucket brigade, but it
was like spitting on a dragon – the fires roared up and the
paint on the steel walls blistered and then the bulkheads
started to turn cherry-red and I knew there was nothing more
we could do. Great gouts of pure flame were roiling across
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the hangar. I half-lifted a crewman who was moaning in
pain. His leg was broken. I dragged him aft to a stern
outdoor storage platform, away from the fires.
“Medic!” I yelled. “Medic!”
A figure lurched out of the smoke. “I've been looking for
you, Matsuo!” It was Ejii Sawamura.
“Give me a hand, Ejii!” I cried “We have to get this guy up
to the flight deck! He's hurt bad!”
“Forget him,” he snarled. “It's between you and me now,
gaijin kokuzoku. Traitor! I know you jammed our guns! We
didn't shoot down even one plane!”
“You can't – “ I started to say. But it was useless. There was
no way to stop a dive bomber attack, but since he was out to
get me, why bother to explain?
He pulled his katana sword from its sheath, slowly raising it
above his head, in the classic two-handed stance. Red light
from the fires flickered along the razor-sharp blade as he
pulled back to strike. The sword whistled through the air as I
jumped sideways towards the rail. Missed! He drew back for
another slash. He wouldn't miss this time, I thought
desperately. I was trapped against the rail with nowhere to
run, nowhere to go.
Sawamura screamed and swung the sword. And suddenly we
were both picked up in a huge explosion and flung into the
air! The fire had reached the avgas tanks. The blast blew us
right out of the hangar and out over the sea!
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End Game
I spun through the air, falling like a leaf to the sea.At the last
monent, I straightened out and knifed into the water with
barely a splash. It was like diving off the high board at
Hamoa. Went down about 15 feet but then I came up and
drew in a fast gulp of smoke-filled air.
I looked up. Above me, flames were shooting out of Akagi's
stern gallery. Explosions rocked the huge carrier and jets of
fire burst out from along her hangar walls. The blasts ripped
the ship apart, flinging debris into the air. A Zero fighter slid
off the burning deck into the sea, causing a huge splash that
covered me with sticky fuel oil.
I swam as fast as I could away from the ship, away from the
patches of burning oil near the immense gray hull. I bumped
into a huge floating plank, part of the tons of flight deck
timbers that were now smashed into toothpicks by the 1000lb bombs. I held on and looked around.
The sea that had looked so calm from high above actually
was choppy, with running swells that lifted me up, and then,
like an elevator, lowered me down into the bottom of a
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watery bowl. And then up again. And, at the top of the swell,
I could see Kaga off to my left, burning like a torch! And, a
long way to my right, a towering black column of smoke and
flames over Sōryu. And, unscathed so far, Hiryū steaming
into the wind, launching a counterattack against the unseen
American fleet.
The wind was picking up. I was drifting away from Akagi,
and could only watch in exhaustion as the fires spread across
the deck, licking up the sides of the bridge. Over the water, I
heard the buglers playing the Kimigayo, and then the sharp
tones that ordered Abandon Ship!
At the top of a swell, I saw a nearby swimmer flailing in the
water. “Over here!” I yelled. He grabbed the other end of the
plank and spat out seawater. My heart sank. It was
Sawamura!
“You!” he spluttered. “You!” He reached down into the
water and came up with a pistol, his Army officer's Nambu.
He aimed it straight at me and pulled the trigger. Click!
Waterlogged, the automatic misfired. “Aargh!” Sawamura
yelled in frustration. Angrily, he yanked back the slide to
clear the chamber and reload. This time, he couldn't miss!
I only had a moment to act, to save my life. I reached into
the Hollerith bag and pulled out the baseball, the special
baseball from the display case at the Yomiuri Shimbun.
“Ejii!” I cried. “Ejii! Here's your ball! The one Ruth signed!
When you struck them all out!” I pulled back my arm.
“Here, catch!” And I tossed him the ball. I threw it a little
wide, and he let go of the plank, dropped the pistol, and
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made a desperate lunge just as the ball went past his
outstretched arm.
“I got it! I got it! It's mine!” he yelled, just as the swell rose
and crested and broke over him. For a moment, his arm rose
out of the surging sea, clutching the baseball, and then he
was gone.
----I drifted farther and farther away from the burning ship,
until, like Kaga and Sōryu, Akagi was a smudge on the
horizon, a funeral pyre blazing bright as the sun went down.
As evening fell, I watched flights of American planes
sweeping in to attack Hiryū, and her luck finally ran out
under the hail of bombs. Destroyers circled the burning
carriers, picking up the survivors, taking down the portraits
of the Emperor, imploring the ship captains to abandon their
ships along with the crews. But they were far away, and none
came my way. As night fell, the last Japanese planes
splashed into the water next to the escort ships, the pilots
were picked up, and then they all steamed off to the west. I
was left alone on the cold blue sea.
It was a dark and starry night. Sometime, probably around
midnight, my drifting plank bumped into a one-man red
rubber raft, a raft with American markings, most likely from
one of the ditched torpedo bombers. But the raft was empty,
probably released automatically when the plane went down.
I let go of the plank and swam to the raft, using the last of
my strength to pull myself over the slick rubber sides,
flopping down like a just-landed fish. Safe at last.
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And that's the end of this report. You know the rest – how a
lookout on the USS Benham spotted my red raft the next
morning, and how you guys brought me in, and fed me a real
breakfast – it's been two years since I've had oatmeal!
Anyway, that's my report. That's the whole story, right up to
right now... nothing more to add unless you have questions
later.
Lieutenant JG Keiichi Matt Matsuo, USN
transcribed by Lt John Johnson, USS Benham DD 397
7 June 1942
-----

Wilmington, 1961

I put the last piece of yellowed typing paper back in the old
box, and sat by myself for awhile. It was late summer.
Outside, the sun filtered through the spreading chestnut
trees, a green canopy above our quiet street.
I went outside to find my friends, but nobody was around. At
sunset, my Dad came home.
“I read it, Dad,” I said. “Every page.”
“It's quite a story,” he replied. “Matt was a brave guy.”
“What happened to him?” I asked. “Where is he now?”
“I don't know,” said John Johnson. “We took him to Pearl,
and that was the last I saw of him. But before we docked, he
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told me that he was going back to Japan some day, and
marry that girl. And I'll bet he did.”
He stared off down the street. “It was a long way away,
Jimmy. And a long time ago. Anyway, that's your war story.”
He looked down at me and smiled. “Want to play some ball
before dinner?”
“Sure, Dad,” I replied eagerly. “I'll go get my glove.”

The End
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Afterword
Apologies for any typos you may have encountered. Or,
borrowing from the Japanese concept of wabi-sabi, maybe
we can appreciate and enjoy life's little imperfections and
mispellings.
The Akagi Baseball story actually began for me more than
50 years ago. As a boy, running on Ocean Beach in San
Francisco, I came across tins of rice balls and other strange
artifacts that washed up for many years after the Pacific War.
I wondered where they came from, and what had happened
out there, out past the fog banks, out over the horizon,
halfway around the world.
And today? Besides hopefully having happy readers, if I can
inspire even one of you to write your own baseball story, that
would make my day. Want a real-life adventure? Look up
Moe Berg, Detroit ballplayer, on Wikipedia! And then, “Go
ye out to the ballpark and write,” as Saint Matthew might
have said, had he been lucky enough to be around on a lazy
warm summer afternoon, and hear the crack of a bat and the
roar of the crowd, somewhere near home.
Jon Donahue
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haru kaze ya
mari wo nagetaki
kusa no hara
spring breeze
this grassy field makes me
want to play catch
the first baseball haiku, in 1890, by
Shiki Masaoka (1867-1902)

If you enjoyed

TRIPLE PLAY
You’ll find more
interesting products
from Jonathon Donahue
at
http://tripleplay.heliohost.org

like SortStar, a super easy‐to‐use
personal organizer that holds
a lifetime of data in
one single file!
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